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Abstract
Social marketing has been increasingly positioned as an effective mechanism to
address pressing complex wicked social problems. One area of focus is the use of social
marketing approaches in health and wellbeing towards improving health outcomes for the
individual and greater societal good. However, emerging country contexts present unique
challenges to social marketing; typically, upstream prevention is weak and the resourceconstrained environments place vulnerable consumers at even greater risk. In addition, the
theoretical inertia that exists in social marketing has been found to limit health and wellbeing
behavioural change in such troubling contexts.
Seizing this opportunity, the present thesis innovates social marketing theory by
utilising an interdisciplinary theoretical lens (Signaling Theory, Technology Acceptance
Model and Engagement Theory) to facilitate breast cancer behavioural interventions in India.
The qualitative research examines India’s breast cancer epidemic via substantive fieldwork
activities with key stakeholders including cancer specialists. In so doing, the role of
midstream actors in developing healthcare resources for vulnerable consumers with cancer is
identified. Specifically, these resources are community health nurses using mobile health
technology and a brand’s corporate social media campaign.
The contributions of this thesis are as follows: first, three preliminary, evidence-based
conceptual frameworks are offered, to give clear direction to social marketing researchers,
practitioners and policy makers regarding social marketing health and wellbeing
interventions. Second, a nascent classification of vulnerable consumers is proposed: Principal
Vulnerable Consumers and Associate Vulnerable Consumers, distinguished by their
proximity to the vulnerable context. Third, the four published articles advance social
marketing to challenge the simple notions of upstream and downstream behavioural domains
to invigorate the field and unlock the current theoretical impasse. Future research directions
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are also identified to prompt further inquiry. Lastly, the contributions from this thesis inform
social marketing managerial practice. In particular, the value of meso level actors adopting
technology facilitate the outflow and inflow of breast cancer knowledge to support vulnerable
consumers in a health and wellbeing context.
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1. Introduction
At a time when global health problems such as cancer, diabetes and COVID-19 are
dominating modern society, never before has there been greater demand for social marketing
interventions to influence health behaviour (Fadda, et al., 2020; Hartley & Perencevich,
2020). Social marketing has proven success in changing detrimental health and wellbeing
behaviour (Gordon, 2013; Friedman et al., 2016; Luca et al., 2019). However, in contexts
where complex social structures exist upstream, effective behaviour intervention strategies
are more problematic and their potential untapped (Carvalho & Mazzon, 2019; Gordon, 2013;
Domegen et al., 2017). As Professor Philip Kotler, a pioneer of the social marketing field
explained, ‘social marketers have neglected midstream and upstream social marketing’
development, which suggests a de-limitation of effective behavioural change (Dibb &
Carrigan, 2013, p. 1381).
The enduring complexities of wicked problems (health inequality, poverty, corruption
and crime), have not been accompanied by a similar evolution in social marketing theory to
address them (Luca & Suggs, 2013; Rittel & Webber, 1973). From this perspective, the
present thesis responds to a growing interest from academics and practitioners in broadening
social marketing scholarship to address complex social problems with theoretical
development with a midstream focus (Dibb, 2014; Gordon et al., 2016; Luca et al., 2016a
Wallack et al., 1993).
The publications in this compilation contribute a series of unique conceptual models
developed from an investigation into the breast cancer epidemic in India, in an emerging
country context where upstream prevention is weak (Khokhar, 2018; Rangarajan et al., 2016;
WHO, 2016; Wymer, 2011). Original empirical evidence uncovers the power of midstream
social marketing to facilitate healthcare resources for vulnerable consumers with cancer.
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1.1. Innovation in social marketing
Social marketing’s weak theoretical repertoire to effect undesirable behaviour in
societal systemic structures has been highlighted recently (Carvalho & Mazzon, 2019;
Rundle-Thiele et al., 2019). Yet, the call for scholars to innovate social marketing theory was
identified some years ago by Wymer (2011), who encouraged researchers to explore upstream
causes and remodel intervention strategies.
Furthermore, Wymer (2011) stated that a paradigm shift was required in social
marketing knowledge to advance positive public health behaviours. He elucidated that
complex social problems usually stem from upstream structural drivers, and whilst social
marketers acknowledge the presence of macro environmental factors, they usually fail to
develop a plan to remove them.
To ameliorate upstream challenges, Wymer (2011) recommended (as a preferred
process) that barriers should be removed in series (from macro to micro order), in a linear
format. Failure to remove a macro environmental barrier as a first step is likely to affect an
intervention’s success (see Figure 1).
Figure 1
Effective Social Marketing Strategies Model

Note. From Wymer, (2011, p.23).
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To conclude, Wymer (2011) identified other shortcomings, such as an over-reliance on
commercial marketing tactics which are unsuitable for multilevel problems (Helmig &
Thaler, 2010), the dominance of applying an individual behavioural lens (Gordon et al.,
2006), and outdated mental models which influence a social marketer’s environmental
understanding of the societal problem. Developments of the discipline can be observed with
systems thinking (Domegen et al., 2016) practice theory (Spotswood et al., 2017) and critical
theory (Luca et al, 2016b) however, a decade later, his findings still pervade academic
discussion (Huff et al., 2017; Pinkney et al., 2020). Underpinned by integrated theory
including signaling theory (Spence, 1973) and engagement theory (Hollebeek, et al, 2019)
and TAM (Davis, 1989), this thesis contributes to the emergent body of work.
However, this theoretical stalemate is problematic for prevailing public health crises
which stem from upstream such as complex social norms and policy makers, who may limit
the success of interventions through weak fiscal funding (Kotler, 2015; Truong & Dang,
2017). Additionally, the social marketer’s tool kit, at present, is somewhat inadequate to
influence these formidable actors of opposition (Domegen et al., 2016). Social marketers
should adopt an interdisciplinary stance (Akbar et al., 2019). Integrating knowledge from
public health, behavioural science and management, for example, will create innovative
‘complexity tools’ (Carvalho & Mazzon, 2019, p. 56).
The theoretical constructs in this thesis were developed using an interdisciplinary
theoretical lens to uncover the societal causes of the female cancer crisis in India and propose
technology-led interventions. The research design assimilates rather than segregates concepts
from related social marketing disciplines. Via a multifaceted lens, comprising signaling
theory (Spence, 1973), the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) and
engagement theory (Hollebeek et al., 2019), three nascent, evidence-based conceptual
frameworks are contributed (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Emerging economy healthcare marketing model through the lens of signaling
theory.

Figure 2a An interdisciplinary conceptualisation using TAM

.

Figure 2b How corporate social media engages vulnerable consumers with cancer resources.
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2. Theoretical Contributions of this thesis
First, Paper 1 answers the call for theoretical innovation with an apposite conceptual
framework to uncover the factors responsible for the causes of the breast cancer epidemic,
‘Emerging economy healthcare marketing model through the lens of signaling theory’ (see
Figure 2). Prior research has indicated the need for social marketing interventions concerned
with non-communicable diseases like breast cancer, should be adapted to local contexts
(Heller, et al., 2019; Gallan et al., 2019).
In this regard, the first study set out to scope India’s key environments upstream, to
grasp an understanding of the complex influential factors that stimulate the public health
challenge. The resulting information enables academics and practitioners to move beyond the
limits of their own mental models regarding the causes of the problem, to allow a clearer,
authentic understanding to facilitate a workable strategy. The research outcomes identified
opportunities for creative midstream intervention strategies with meso market level actors
known as community health nurses. This market level, is absent in Wymer’s (2011) paradigm
and empirical evidence regarding the power of midstream actors as facilitators of health
interventions is rare (Luca et al., 2016a; Luca et al., 2019; May & Previte, 2016).
The term midstream social marketing was coined to distinguish interventions focused
at meso level, the setting between the macro and micro markets and is concerned with the
immediate social environment of the consumer. It involves actors such as community health
services, brands, and personal networks including the family and friends of consumers
(Gordon, 2013; Luca et al., 2019). Midstream social marketing programmes have the
potential to shift focus away from the two traditional domains and attempt to understand the
behaviour in context and the structural barriers to change (Russell-Bennett et al., 2013).
Hastings, (2007, p. 112), elucidates further and suggests in order to address societal problems
it is not a matter of either, ‘up or downstream but everything in between.’
5
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This thesis contributes original knowledge to reveal meso level actors using digital
technology function as a resource to support vulnerable consumers, when there is opposition
upstream to resourcing cancer healthcare. Specifically, in this emerging country context,
midstream actors identified as community health workers (CHWs) have potential to facilitate
cancer health and wellbeing resources. Their intervention is a disrupter to outdated mental
models (see Huff et al., 2017) which deem that solutions will be found upstream with public
policy legislation.
Second, Paper 2 contributes, ‘An interdisciplinary conceptualization using
Technology Acceptance Model’. To date, little research has explored the potential of
midstream social marketing to confront contextual constraint in a health and wellbeing setting
(Luca, et al., 2016a). In Paper 2, the study reveals how CHWs operating mobile health
(mhealth) technology can negotiate the complex social challenges to breast cancer awareness
in India. The framework reveals how CHWs using mhealth technology can be effective as a
cancer knowledge resource. The CHWs facilitate behaviour change by demonstrating breast
self-examination techniques using a context specific application (App) revealing the social
marketing potential of midstream actors to influence behaviour change (Russell-Bennett et
al., 2013).
Third, Paper 3 evidences a preliminary conceptualisation, ‘How corporate social
media engages vulnerable consumers with cancer resources’, and unveils two previouslyundiscovered categories of vulnerable consumers. This study draws upon transformative
social marketing research (Gallan et al., 2019; Russell-Bennett et al., 2019) and
contributes understanding of vulnerable consumer engagement with meso level actors
(and digital technology) as a process of co-created replenishment of cancer health and
wellbeing resources. Midstream social marketing programmes therefore have the potential to
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shift focus away from the two traditional domains and attempt to understand the behaviour in
context and the structural barriers to change.
Individually and collectively the new theoretical models advance social marketing
scholarship extending the value of social marketing as an academic discipline with innovative
subject specific theory which hitherto has been scarce (Kadir & Rundle-Thiele, 2018; Luca &
Suggs, 2013). To date, the plethora of behaviour models has made social marketing practice
challenging, with little guidance on which theory to apply or for what purpose (Davis et al.,
2015). Moreover, many theories fail to account for the societal complexities or give real
insight into the forces or actors which induce change (Gordon et al., 2016; Spotswood et al.,
2017).
The conceptualisations in this thesis address these failures, thereby answering the call
from social marketing practitioners who, ‘want theory for its potential to implement
interventions with the greatest possible impact’ (Davidoff et al., 2015, p. 1). Consequently,
the bespoke models offered have the potential to develop cancer resources to enable change in
health behaviour (e.g., breast self-examination) to benefit the wider society (Spotswood et al.,
2017). This contribution offers clear direction to assist social marketing researchers,
practitioners and policy makers regarding the power of midstream actors to positively
influence social marketing solutions.
Therefore, the four published articles achieve a collective contribution to social
marketing literature. They move the discipline away from the narrowly constructed domains
of up and downstream strategies and demonstrate the ability of midstream actors to close the
gap. Thereby an advancement in social marketing theory development is achieved.A section
explaining each individual investigation’s theoretical contribution is included in the relevant
publication. What follows is an outline presented in Table 2 proceeded by each paper’s
contribution in detail.
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Table 2
An Outline of the Theoretical Contribution of Each Paper.
Publication
Paper 1
Fletcher-Brown, J., Pereira, V.,
& Nyadzayo, M. W. (2018).
Health marketing in an
emerging market: The
critical role of signaling
theory in breast cancer
awareness. Journal of
Business Research, 86, 416434.

Research questions

Research design

1) To identify the unique social,
economic and cultural
challenges and opportunities
faced by health marketers and
consumers in raising breast
cancer awareness (BCA) in an
emerging economy such as
India.

The investigation adopted an
interpretative-inductive
exploratory methodology, with a
grounded theory approach aligned
to ethnography. Data collected in
New Delhi India via a three-stage
sequential data collection process:

2) To utilize ST to examine the
asymmetry in breast cancer
interventions in India.
Opportunities for social
marketing initiatives in which
BCA could be effectively
managed through health
marketers and other relevant
stakeholders such as policy
makers are identified.

Phase 1- a pilot study, two
separate focus groups with two
healthcare organisations in India.
Phase 2- focus group with health
experts.
Phase 3- semi-structured
interviews with women as
vulnerable consumers.
Data collected by Judith FletcherBrown.
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Contribution
Via the lens of signaling theory (Spence,
1973) this study contributes :
1) Complex challenges are identified at
national, state and community levels, the
result of inadequate BCA ‘signals’ from the
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
(MoHFW). The ‘imperfect’ signals (Stiglitz,
2000) produce an asymmetry of message
and a negative reputation for MoFHW.
2) Social marketing strategies are identified
and contributed. Accredited Social Health
Activists (ASHAS) have the potential to act
as an intervention to improve BCA (e.g.,
demonstrating self-examination techniques).
3) A preliminary conceptual framework is
contributed to assist policy makers and
health marketers to manage BCA
interventions in an emerging country
context.
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Paper 2
Fletcher-Brown, J., Carter, D.,
Pereira, V., & Chandwani, R.
(2021). Mobile technology to
give resource-based
knowledge management
advantage to community
health nurses in an emerging
economies context. Journal of
Knowledge Management.
25(3), 525-544.

Paper 3
Fletcher-Brown, J., Turnbull, S.,

Viglia, G., Chen, T., &
Pereira, V.
(2021).Vulnerable consumer
engagement: how corporate
social media can facilitate
the replenishment of
depleted resources.
International Journal of
Research in Marketing 86(2),
518-529.

This study explores Knowledge
Management (KM) in a public
health organisation:
1) To explore the effectiveness
of mhealth technology to reduce
asymmetry of breast cancer
information.
2) To examine how mhealth
technologies can shape KM as a
resource-based competitive
advantage.

This study takes a grounded
theory approach to:
1) To examine how vulnerable
consumers directly or indirectly
affected by cancer leverage a
brand's corporate social media
campaign, to replenish
resources.

A field study consisted of 20 semi
structured interviews conducted
with community health workers
(CHW). Recorded in local dialect
and transcribed by the fourth
author using a protocol guide.

This study contributes:

Data collected by fourth author in
Gujarat, India.

3) A conceptual framework to illustrate
mhealth technology used by frontline CHWs
operates as a resource-based KM advantage
in an emerging economies context.

To explore vulnerable consumer
engagement (VCE) with
computer-mediated
communications the study
adopted the netnography protocol
of Kozinets (2019).

This study contributes:

The qualitative data was based on
n = 634 comments posted in
English on YouTube in response
to Dabur Vatika's campaign

2) A nascent classification of vulnerable
consumers, Principal Vulnerable Consumers
and Associate Vulnerable Consumers,
distinguished by their proximity to the
vulnerable context.

#BRAVEANDBEAUTIFUL.

Data collected by Judith FletcherBrown.
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1) Three nascent K M propositions.
2) Mhealth technology assists to reduce
asymmetry of information and normalise
BCA in the community.

1) A preliminary definition of, VCE as, “the
level of replenishment of depleted cognitive,
emotional, behavioural and social resources
invested by vulnerable individuals with
scant operant resources.”

3) CSM at meso level may perform a
transformative role, to replenish social,
emotional and operant resources at the micro
level through the engagement of vulnerable
consumers with corporate social media.
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Paper 4
Fletcher-Brown, J. (2020).
Reflexivity and the
challenges of collecting
sensitive data in India: a
research note.
Qualitative Research, 20(1),
108-118.

To examine the assumptions in
collecting sensitive health data
in India.

The investigation adopted an
interpretative-inductive
exploratory methodology, with a
grounded theory approach

This paper contributes to assist future
qualitative health inquiry as a resource in 3
parts:
1) Cultural barriers.

8 technology assisted semistructured interviews (via email)
with Indian women.
Data collected by Judith FletcherBrown.
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2) Research method.
3) Researcher resilience.
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3. Individual theoretical contribution of each paper
3.1. Paper 1: Fletcher-Brown, J., Pereira, V., & Nyadzayo, M. W. (2018). Health marketing
in an emerging market: The critical role of signaling theory in breast cancer
awareness. Journal of Business Research, 86, 416-434.
Recent research has prioritised non-communicable diseases in the global health policy
arena and suggests prevention should adapt to the local context by uncovering the barriers to
improved health and wellbeing (Gallan, et al., 2019; Heller et al., 2019). Paper 1 aligns to this
school of thought. A new conceptual framework is contributed to uncover the healthcare
challenges that have led to the breast cancer epidemic in India.
Complex challenges are identified at national, state and community levels, the result
of inadequate cancer education ‘signals’ from the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
(MoHFW). The ‘imperfect’ signals (Stiglitz, 2000) about breast cancer manifest in the
asymmetry of message communication with the target segment and the MoHFW emerging
with a negative reputation. Consequently, vulnerable consumers with cancer are
underserved. The very forces at the macro level that should facilitate cancer healthcare are,
in fact, preventing change. For example, there is little appetite in government to invest in
public health prevention ‘signals’ to disentangle upstream social and political systems which
are unreceptive to destigmatising breast cancer.
The preliminary conceptual framework contributes to understanding the influential
causes of the wicked problem at each marketing level. Therefore, it is particularly useful for
social marketing academics, practitioners and policy makers to guide breast cancer
interventions in an emerging country context.
The intervention solution appears at the meso level, which is unusual. Accredited
Social Health Activists (ASHAs) are revealed as a significant resource to disseminate
intervention knowledge among vulnerable women in the community. Positioned midstream,
11
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they disseminate breast cancer behaviour and resources among women and the wider
community, thereby closing the gap between upstream and downstream domains.
ASHAs are identified as central to conveying the value of breast health education.
Accepted by the community, they overcome socio-cultural barriers to non-traditional health
processes (Saprii et al., 2015). They encourage vulnerable target groups to engage with the
cancer education resources and destigmatise the disease (Koziol-McLain et al., 2016). In that
endeavour, the study identifies ASHAs as an influential resource to co-create the benefits of
breast healthcare. An insightful range of additional social marketing opportunities at meso
level are also contributed including; schools, media, workplace and celebrities.

3.2. Paper 2: Fletcher-Brown, J., Carter, D., Pereira, V., & Chandwani, R. (2021). Mobile
technology to give resource-based knowledge management advantage to community health
nurses in an emerging economies context. Journal of Knowledge Management. 25(3), 525544.
Paper 2 flows from the first publication and reveals mhealth technology as an
opportunity to improve cancer healthcare resources for vulnerable women. Previous research
has identified mobile phones are a promising tool for disease control interventions in
emerging economies (Deglise et al., 2012). However, in India the dominant focus has
concentrated on HIV/AIDS (Rahill et al., 2016) which suggests there is scope to broaden the
mheath research agenda. The paper identifies CHWs operating mhealth technology can
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of breast cancer healthcare which could impact on
public health policy in India. Knowledge Management (KM) and social marketing literature
is reviewed via an interdisciplinary lens of signaling theory (Spence, 1973) and TAM (Davis,
1989).
This study reveals that CHWs function as a resource-based KM advantage at the
midstream community level. They present a frontline solution to the asymmetry of breast
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cancer information identified in Paper 1. CHWs using a bespoke App (operated on a digital
tablet with culturally-specific images) are able to educate and demonstrate to vulnerable
women the value of practising breast self-examination to expose the early warning signs of
cancer. They function as an effective midstream behavioural intervention resource and KM
tool. In summary, the study contributes,
1. Three nascent KM propositions in an under researched health and wellbeing setting:
i)

Technology-equipped ASHAs send signals of quality breast cancer
information to all healthcare stakeholders

ii)

Knowledge-resource technology improves the quality of breast cancer KM
where resources are currently depleted

iii)

Resourced-based KM assists in normalising breast cancer discourse in the
community

2. An original conceptual model to illustrate how ASHAs operating mhealth technology
function as a resource-based KM advantage. The framework informs social marketing
practice about the value of mhealth technology to facilitate the outflow and inflow of breast
cancer knowledge in a manner easily accessed and transferred to others. This significant new
insight offers guidance to practitioners regarding midstream technology-assisted interventions
to shape patient compliance, engagement and improved health outcomes for vulnerable
consumers.
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3.3. Paper 3: Fletcher-Brown, J., Turnbull, S., Viglia, G., Chen, T., & Pereira, V.
(2021).Vulnerable consumer engagement: how corporate social media can facilitate the
replenishment of depleted resources. International Journal of Research in Marketing
86(2), 518-529.

Paper 3 continues the theme of meso level actors using new technology to facilitate
engagement with vulnerable consumers and thus affect health and wellbeing outcomes.
Following the call from Pavia and Mason (2014) to analyse different layers of vulnerability, a
further contribution is made to social marketing scholarship through an investigation into
consumer engagement with a brand’s Corporate Social Media (CSM) campaign.
Women suffering from cancer in India experience a different healthcare journey
relative to other consumers because of the stigma attached to the disease (Alexander et al.,
2018). In India, cancer patients are often stigmatised because of their appearance. For
example, hair loss associated with chemotherapy is stigmatised which often results in patients
experiencing a lack of emotional and social support (Yao et al., 2015). Identifying
technology-led interventions that encourage stigmatised patients to engage in their healthcare
could be an effective, inclusive, equitable and accessible solution in India. This study
examines vulnerable consumer engagement (VCE) with a brand’s CSM to enhance patients’
wellbeing in a resource-depleted context, and in doing so contributes the following:
1. Key dimensions are identified in terms of how vulnerable consumers engage to
replenish depleted emotional and social support resources and a knowledge hub that renders
operant resources. A further contribution is a preliminary definition of VCE as, “the level of
replenishment of depleted cognitive, emotional, behavioural and social resources invested by
vulnerable individuals with scant operant resources”, thereby extending the work of
Hollebeek et al. (2019).
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2. The work broadens consumer engagement scholarship, by offering two nascent
classifications of vulnerable consumers, namely Principal Vulnerable Consumers and
Associate Vulnerable Consumers, distinguished by their proximity to the vulnerable context.
The study reveals that CSM facilitates Principal Vulnerable Consumer and Associate
Vulnerable Consumer engagement to stimulate a consumer-producer role, which is unusual.
3. At midstream, a brand’s CSM is identified with the potential to perform a
transformative role; to replenish social, emotional and operant resources at the micro level
through the engagement of vulnerable consumers. This original insight is valuable for health
policy makers, advertising practitioners and transformative consumer research academics.

3.4. Paper 4: Fletcher-Brown, J. (2020). Reflexivity and the challenges of collecting sensitive
data in India: a research note. Qualitative Research, 20(1), 108-118.
The last study in this thesis re-enforces the importance of undertaking reflexivity in
circumstances where the author has experience of the phenomenon (Mahadevan, 2011). The
findings from this unique position contribute to the growing recognition that undertaking
qualitative health research can pose additional challenges for the researcher. Therefore, the
paper presents as a resource in three parts, namely cultural barriers, research method and
researcher resilience to assist future the qualitative health inquiry.
3.5. Structure of the ensuing overarching statement
The author’s personal and academic motivation for the thesis is discussed, which links
to the three research questions and the author’s research philosophy. A summary of the
linkage between the research questions and peer-reviewed papers is set out, followed by each
published article and the author’s reflective comments. The overarching statement concludes
with a consideration of the thesis’s theoretical implications for public health policy and a
future research agenda is presented. Finally, the author’s dissemination of the research is
outlined, including awards, media coverage and impact.
15
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4. Motivation for research
4.1. Motivation for research – personal
A celebratory holiday in India, which marked this author’s journey to beating breast
cancer, turned into the catalyst for an extraordinary personal and academic quest. Curiosity
and first-hand experience of the disease as a Western woman were the motivation to find out
about breast cancer in India (Van Maanen, 1988; Geertz, 1973). A surface investigation
revealed breast cancer rates of epidemic proportions because Indian women lack awareness
of breast self-examination (Gupta et al., 2017), an intervention technique regularly practised
in Western countries (Anastasi & Lusher, 2019; Occa et al., 2012). In addition, women are
marginalised through social stigma and connection to the disease (Gupta, 2016) which
presents additional challenges for their recovery. This setting became the stimuli to explore
the public health problem, the health market actors, and the resourcing of cancer
interventions for vulnerable women in India.
4.2. Motivation for research – academic
The academic motivation was predicated upon three research questions. The literature
relating to each question is thoroughly evaluated in each paper. However, a synopsis is
contained below to explain how each research question evolved.
4.2.1. Research question 1
What are the unique factors that challenge effective cancer healthcare of vulnerable
consumers in an emerging country context?
This question emerges from the need to determine the contextual influences of the
aforementioned wicked problem and is the focus of Paper 1. This complex public health
challenge is a real- world wicked problem (Rittel & Webber, 1973). Wicked problems are
conceptualised as those social problems so complicated that a source or clear solution is
difficult to construct. Examples include environmental degradation, human trafficking,
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political and religious extremism, domestic violence and critical health behaviours such as
obesity and smoking (Kennedy et al., 2017). Yet the traditional 4Ps marketing approach
(McCarthy, 1960) has proven too restrictive in helping social marketers to understand the
causes and influences of contemporary wicked health problems (Cheon & Lee, 2020).
Therefore, if social marketing is to function as the deliverer of effective cancer healthcare
interventions (French & Gordon, 2019), then the need to discover the reasons for the cancer
epidemic in India is central to this investigation
The ongoing weakness in social marketing theory to underpin strategy for complex
social problems (Andreasen, 1995; Carvalho & Mazzon, 2019; Domegen et al., 2016;
Wallack, 1984) would appear to impede this investigation. This situation motivated the
author to design bespoke, evidence-based theory, created with interdisciplinary knowledge to
inform strategies for this study’s complex healthcare context (Gupta, 2016). Furthermore,
rather than thin-slicing the problem with quantitative marketing analyses regarding a
particular issue (Cheon & Lee, 2020), a substantive fieldwork study applying qualitative
rigour was deemed preferable.
In consideration of Wymer’s (2011) aforementioned paradigm, it was pertinent to
explore the MoHFW provider-patient interaction and its contribution to the breast cancer
epidemic (Lenssen et al., 2012; Mallath et al., 2014; Meacham et al., 2016). Determining the
types of signals which the MoHFW was sending downstream to marketplace actors about
cancer prevention and how to access resources would be a useful springboard.
Signaling theory (ST) was developed in Spence's (1973) seminal paper in a situation
where one ﬁrm (the ‘signaler’) conveys some meaningful information about itself to another
party (the ‘recipient’). Its premise is concerned with reducing asymmetry of information
between two parties, and striving for perfect information (Stiglitz, 2000). Therefore, its
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application in this context could be useful for understanding the signals and behaviour of the
MoHFW, medical professionals and vulnerable consumers.
Although ST is frequently applied in strategic management studies, its longevity in
scholarship has prompted calls for its development in other areas of academic research (Boyd
et al., 2012). Consequently, Paper 1 undertakes an examination of the breast cancer
problem in India through the lens of ST. Barriers are identified and opportunities for a social
marketing strategies are advanced.
4.2.2. Research Question 2
How can meso level actors use technology to facilitate female cancer healthcare resources?
This question evolves from transformative social marketing (Gallan, et al., 2019;
Russell-Bennett et al., 2019) and is the focus of Papers 2 and 3. The start of this millennium
saw a shift from the traditional market exchange of goods (Lefebvre, 2012), as technology
provided opportunities for social marketers to adopt service dominant logic to influence
consumers’ health and wellbeing outcomes (Anderson et al., 2013).
India has emerged as a hub central to the development of new technology. These
new technologies offer fresh possibilities for social marketing activities at the meso level
to influence co-creation of value and affect social transformation where macro actors are
reluctant to become engaged or have failed (Skerletopoulos et al., 2020).
Hence, the incentive in Paper 2 was to explore the capability of meso level health
workers to facilitate pro-active interventions to shape a patient’s behavioural approach
towards breast self-examination practice. If successful, this could impact and transform
the health and wellbeing of the wider community and has the prospect of chan ging
macro level health policy.
The success of technology in standardising quality patient care and eroding social
norms about discussing female cancers is continued in Paper 3. Could other forms of
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technology such as online healthcare communities operate as a cancer resource for
stigmatised consumers with cancer? The rate of technological innovation and demand in
India for mobile phones (Mehta, 2013) suggests an opportunity for social transformation as
consumers connect, co-create and share their perceived value of the new behaviour with
others. This notion is examined in Paper 3.
The target segment under examination in this thesis is vulnerable consumers. Health
researchers have also identified that cancer patients are often stigmatised within their
community (Yao et al., 2015). Recent research has found that organisations which engage
consumers in social media messages are more effective in creating awareness about their
corporate societal cause (Loureiro & Lopes, 2019). This finding could encourage consumers
stigmatised through illness to engage with a brand using technology to seek support about
cancer health and wellbeing.
Following an in-depth examination of consumer engagement literature in Paper 3, it is
clear that there is insufficient understanding about vulnerable consumer activity in the digital
space (Hollebeek et al., 2014). Hence, there is a strong possibility that where market contexts
lack macro level public health support, opportunities exist for meso actors using new
technologies to facilitate health and wellbeing resources (Anderson et al., 2013).
4.2.3. Research Question 3
What are the challenges in collecting sensitive health data through reflective practice?
This question emerges from the author’s reflexive practice (Van Maanen, 2006) about
her experience of the phenomenon while researching a culturally-sensitive heath subject. In
such circumstances a researcher’s reflexivity may prove helpful to other qualitative
researchers. The author’s unique researcher experience provided a greater understanding of
the pre-requisites for data collection of vulnerable consumers and facilitated additional
insights about hard-to-reach consumers in sensitive research contexts.
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5. Research philosophy approach
It is recommended that the researcher ask herself the following philosophical
questions at the outset of an investigation: Why research? What should be researched? How
should the research be carried out? (Remenyi & Williams, 1998). Sound answers to these
questions rely on the philosophical underpinning of the research process (Remenyi, 1996) to
enable the enquirer to convince the academic community that the research effort adds value
to an existing body of knowledge. The following section provides an overview of the author’s
research philosophy and methodological framework.
5.1. Research philosophy
The intention of a researcher using a qualitative approach is to explore the variables
relating to the phenomenon under investigation, rather than to test pre-conceived concepts
with a quantitative approach. Even in public health settings and medical research, where
randomised control tests are the gold standard, there is a growing appreciation of the need for
detailed exploratory data which qualitative methods can provide (Hastings et al., 2011).
Furthermore, a qualitative research design can explicate the effects of both micro and
macro level forces, which is particularly useful for investigating social marketing
interventions (Lefebvre & Flora, 1988). In particular, where it is necessary to explore the
meanings assigned to diverse phenomena including behaviours, messages and circumstances
(such as those that prevail in this study), a qualitative research design is appropriate (Luca et
al., 2016b).
The following quotation from Dennis Gioia, a successful publisher of qualitative
research, neatly sums up the interpretive philosophical approach of the author of the present
thesis:
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‘In my research life, I am a grounded theorist. I pick people’s
brains for a living, trying to figure out how they make sense of their
organizational experience. I then write descriptive, analytical
narratives that try to capture what I think they know. Those
narratives are usually written around salient themes that represent
their experience to other interested readers’ (Gioia, 2004, p. 101).

Researchers are required to have an awareness of their philosophical approach to
study, which is usually apparent by the choice of research strategy and methodological
design. A consideration of the philosophical approach will have a significant impact on what
researchers do and how they control each stage of the investigation, to facilitate the
audience’s comprehension of the phenomenon. For example, it is the researcher who makes
the judgement in the final report regarding many issues such as data inclusion/exclusion and
share of respondent voice (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000).
Paper 4 of this thesis emerged from the author’s reflexive practice which revealed
awareness of her personal assumptions during the research process. Understanding the
nature of these assumptions shaped the research questions, research design and interpretation
of the data. Saunders et al. (2015) elaborate further that assumptions are the realities one
encounters (ontological assumptions), human knowledge (epistemological assumptions) and,
finally, the extent to which one’s own values influence the research process (axiological
assumptions).
The axiological role of values and ethics within the research process is linked to
reflexivity. Throughout the reflexive continuum, the author considered her own values and
experiences of the phenomenon to be investigated, as well as those of the research
participants. Articulation of this researcher’s experience is discussed in Paper 4,
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demonstrating axiological skill to make judgements throughout the research process.
Examples of this include choosing one topic over another, the choice of data collection
technique, and the ability to ethically explain decisions while writing up the study.
The ontological assumption of this author is that the reality of the female cancer
epidemic impacts a marginalised, vulnerable demographic, and is complex and unethical
(Mason & Pavia, 1998). Consequently, the ontological position of vulnerable consumer
research in a public health intervention context is one which is multi-layered and complex.
Numerous meanings about the phenomenon evolve from the multifarious insights into
the public health problem that are socially constructed within the market space (Saunders et
al., 2015). The epistemological position is one where information is gathered from a mix of
personal and professional narratives, and perceptions and interpretations from different
market actors (public health officials, medical professionals and vulnerable consumers).
Combined, they represent a collection of acceptable, valid and legitimate knowledge to
provide new understandings of this real-world public health problem (Burrell & Morgan,
2017).
5.2. Research method
According to health researcher Howlett (2013), knowledge comes from the internal
reality of the individual, which is changeable, and therefore a thematic qualitative
interpretation of the information is deemed appropriate. This research process aligns with the
subjectivist standpoint, which stresses that social reality is made from the perception and
consequent actions of social actors (Remenyi, 1996).
Qualitative research originally emerged from the social sciences (primarily from
anthropology), as researchers recognised the need to understand phenomena as they are
experienced by people, along with the nature of the participants. By exposing the layers of
meaning that require interpretation (Krueger & Casey, 2014; Spotswood et al., 2013), the
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researcher is able to construct a holistic picture through the analysis of words (Gioia &
Chittipeddi, 1991), and report details about the informants in their natural context. This
naturalistic form of study produces a deep description of experiences, which makes it
possible to develop new knowledge (Gioia et al., 2013).
The reflexive process in this qualitative study positioned the author as a subjectivist
researcher interested in different opinions and narratives (Saunders et al., 2015) that could
unravel the different social realities of various social actors affected by the cancer epidemic.
As the social phenomenon in this study is in a constant state of flux and revision, it
was important to examine an array of settings including historical, geographical and sociocultural contexts, in order to understand what is happening and how realities are being
experienced. Thereby, from this subjectivist position the researcher is able to unpack the
context and processes by which the phenomenon is shaped (Luca et al., 2016a).
The four papers were evaluated using qualitative research methods and are
representative of the author’s philosophical approach. Please see each publication for an indepth methodological account. However, a brief outline is included below.
•

Paper 1, Paper 2 and, Paper 4, apply an interpretive-inductive method, alongside a
grounded theory approach (Glaser, 2002; Glaser et al., 2017) via a sequential series of
focus groups and semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders in ‘the field’. This
methodology allowed for inductive reasoning, thus making it possible to study the
problem and its processes through a systematically-applied set of methods (Gioia &
Chittipeddi, 1991; Gioia et al., 2013).

•

Paper 3, adopted the recommended netnography protocol of Kozinets (2019) to the
computer mediated data. Furthermore, grounded theory and an abductive reasoning
approach (Belk & Sobh, 2019) generated alternative theoretical explanations about
the phenomenon to cultivate new theory.
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6. Ethical approval protocol
Ethical approval was sought for all papers before undertaking the research. All
obligations were met to align to the ethics protocols of the University of Portsmouth.

7. Summary of research questions and linkage between the papers.
The investigations in respect of the three research questions are reported in four
interlinked papers that are presented in this thesis. For a summary of linkages between
research questions and papers, please see Figure 3
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Figure 3
Summary of Linkage between Research Questions and Papers
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7.1. Paper 1 addresses research question 1.
Paper 1 reports findings from a three-stage sequential process of data collection via
field work in New Delhi India. The objective was to identify the unique social, economic and
cultural challenges and opportunities faced by health marketers and vulnerable consumers
concerning female cancer in an emerging country. Opportunities for social marketing
interventions are identified and a conceptual model is offered identifying market actors
present in the health marketing arena.
This study explores the breast cancer epidemic in India via a novel theoretical
application of signaling theory (Spence, 1973). The asymmetry of breast healthcare
messaging from the MoHFW was identified by participants as contributing to the rates of
death and incidence of cancer in women. The public health provider has failed in its duty to
provide breast cancer education and resources. However, the meso marketing level is
revealed as an opportunity for effective breast health interventions and is offered for future
research.
7.2. Paper 2 and Paper 3 address research question 2.
Both papers explore the impact of new technologies operated by meso level actors to
facilitate cancer wellbeing. Paper 2 considers the impact of mhealth technology as a
knowledge resource to facilitate public health intervention with a breast health context
specific App. The interdisciplinary research design presents a conceptual model showing how
technology may give a resource-based KM advantage to a public health provider.
The App is operated by CHWs at midstream and presents an opportunity to improve
the poor signalling of the MoHFW’s education of vulnerable consumers about breast cancer
using local characteristics to code and transfer cancer health information. A field study in
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Gujarat revealed that CHWs’ acceptance of the technology (perceived use and perceived ease
of use) may be a solution to the breast cancer resource problem and could improve the
reputation of the MoHFW in India.
Paper 3 continues the investigation concerning the effectiveness of new technologies
at the meso level to facilitate cancer healthcare resources for vulnerable women in India. The
target segment under examination in this thesis is vulnerable consumers who often suffer
with resource constraints (Pounders & Mason, 2018), which limits early recuperation and
access to health and wellbeing resources. Stigmatisation of the disease often reduces the
amount of emotional and social support they receive, thus exacerbating their isolation (Mason
& Pavia, 1998; Yao et al., 2015).
To examine this under-researched demographic, it is fitting to apply consumer
engagement theory (Hollebeek et al., 2019), which makes it possible to discover the key
dimensions of how vulnerable consumers engage with a CSM campaign. The paper
contributes a preliminary definition of VCE and provides a nascent classification of
vulnerable consumers. The motivation of the haircare brand’s ‘#Brave and Beautiful’
campaign is to encourage women to continue with chemotherapy despite losing their hair.
The study identifies, at midstream, how a CSM may perform a transformative role, to
replenish resources at the micro level through vulnerable consumers’ engagement with the
message.
7.3. Paper 4 addresses research question 3
Research question 3 emerges from the author’s reflection on research design and
collecting data in the field about a culturally-sensitive heath subject. The author discusses the
challenges in Paper 4 in an effort to provide guidance for social marketing researchers. The
paper contributes to assist future qualitative health inquiries as a resource in three parts and
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offers advice about overcoming cultural barriers, agility in research design, and the need for
researcher resilience.
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8. Research Question 1: What are the unique factors that challenge
effective cancer healthcare of vulnerable consumers in an emerging
country context?
The first paper in the thesis addresses research question 1 and sets the scene for the
rest of the questions in all four papers. It begins with an overview of breast cancer (BC) in
India, the contextual setting for this thesis, and explains how BC is the most commonly
diagnosed type of cancer among women (WHO, 2016). In particular, women seek medical
care extremely late due to lack of awareness about self-examination techniques (Khokhar,
2018). Via the lens of signaling theory (Spence, 1973) the paper seeks to determine the
influences and causes of this wicked problem and to discover the opportunities and challenges
for social marketing solutions.
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9. Paper 1: Health marketing in an emerging market: The role of signaling
theory in breast cancer awareness.
9.1. Abstract
In India, breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed type of cancer among women
in cities and urban areas, yet women seek medical care extremely late due to lack of
awareness about self-examination. This study explores the health marketing literature via
signaling theory, to uncover the unique social, economic, cultural and institutional
challenges and opportunities faced by health marketers and consumers in breast cancer
awareness in an emerging country, India. An interpretive-inductive method, alongside a
grounded theory approach via focus groups with medical professionals and interviews with
women is employed. Findings reveal complex challenges at national, state and community
levels which impact negatively on the reputation of India's health sector. Social marketing
strategies could be leveraged to raise BCA via community health activists. Propositions are
suggested and a conceptual framework is developed to assist health marketers to manage
BCA in an emerging economy.
Keywords: Health marketing; Breast cancer awareness; Signaling theory; India; Emerging
economy.
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9.2. Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in most cities in India, including Mumbai,
Delhi, Bengaluru, Bhopal, Kolkata, Chennai and Ahmedabad, accounting for 25% to 32% of
all female cancers (Breast Cancer India, 2016). In India, breast cancer is the most commonly
diagnosed type of cancer for urban Indian women (Bawa, 2012; Murthy et al., 2007).
Statistics show that 70,218 Indian women died of breast cancer in 2012 and by 2020 breast
cancer is set to overtake cervical cancer as the most common type of cancer among all
women in India (Shetty, 2012).
In Western countries, breast cancer incidence rates increase with age, unlike India,
where the rate of incidence is reversed, with the highest female mortality rate occurring in
those aged between 30 and 50 (Khokhar, 2012). Studies show women seek medical care
extremely late due to a lack of awareness about self-examination and India's unique sociocultural complexity (Rath & Gandhi, 2014; Shetty, 2012). Thus, women's breast healthcare in
India is neglected (Khokhar, 2012). The problem appears to manifest ﬁrst, from insuﬃcient
government investment in developing an eﬀective BCA strategy and second, the
consequences of India's rapid economic development.
Globally, “most developing countries have pursued formal healthcare system
strategies which give primacy to government roles in ﬁnancing and delivering health
services” (Berman, 1998, p. 1463). However, for India, the task of delivering healthcare to
over a billion people has proven a challenging and complex task, especially with the growing
middle classes demanding higher quality healthcare services (Brosius, 2012).
Healthcare in India is, at present, predominantly the responsibility of the central and
state governments, each of the 29 respective states having control over delivering its own
health services. However, overall control is held by the MoHFW. Previous research has
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documented several challenges within the healthcare industry in India, including
remuneration, motivation, commitment, quality, productivity, retention and training (e.g.,
Astor et al.,2005; Martinez & Martineau, 1998; O’ Donnell et al., 2008; Sengupta & Nundy,
2005; Vujicic, 2004).
India is also witnessing a growth in the private healthcare sector and evidence
indicates that this industry will impact greatly on the economy, similar to the boom in the
Information Technology-Business Process Outsourcing industry (NASSCOM, 2010). The
federal budgets of 2011–16, showed on average a 10–20% rise in the health budget (federal
budget speeches 2011–2016). For example, the funds from 2010 to 2011 for health rose to
$5.9bn or £3.7bn (BBC, 2011) and in 2017–18 the health budget is expected to get a $1.5
billion, or 27%, increase in funding to around $7 billion (Kalra, 2016). However, there is no
strategic focus on women's breast healthcare (Gangane et al., 2016).
India has grown rapidly over the last decade and is poised to be the fourth largest
economy at the end of this decade (Budhwar & Varma, 2010). The burgeoning economy has
enabled the establishment of new business sectors, such as technology and
telecommunications, as a result of an inﬂux of foreign direct investments (Budhwar &
Varma, 2010). Such contemporary industries are providing new opportunities for urban
working women to beneﬁt from international ﬁrms oﬀering paid employment, thereby giving
them economic independence (Mazumdar & Neetha, 2011).
The McKinsey Global Institute report identiﬁed the signiﬁcance of employing more
women in the workforce; it would add an additional $2.9 trillion to India's annual GDP by
2025 (Woetzel et al., 2015). Therefore, a healthy female Indian workforce is crucial if the
country is to beneﬁt from its demographic advantage and sustain its economy. It is imperative
that the state healthcare sector in India delivers; it needs to transform itself into a sustainable
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high-performance entity with a reputation for delivering quality breast cancer healthcare
underpinned by eﬀective use of social marketing campaigns.
Signaling theory (ST) has been found to be valuable for describing actions when two
parties have access to diﬀerent types of information (Connelly et al., 2011a; Connelly, et al.,
2011b). For example, the sender may select or signal some information whilst the other party,
the receiver, may choose how to interpret the signal. Previous researchers have explored ST
in a health policy context to assess the eﬀect of health messages on the signaler (Miech et al.,
2015; Simaens & Koster, 2013). Further, scholars such as Schedler (1999) have argued that
within the process of accountability of healthcare providers, trust can be built via a two-way
dialogue rather than a one-way transmission of information by signaling that decision makers
are interested in the views and wellbeing of patients.
9.3. Research Objective
In an emerging country context where ST was used, Mumtaz et al. (2013) suggested
that in Pakistan where inequities persist, asymmetry in healthcare provision messages were
linked to complex patterns of maternal healthcare use. Also, among South African
adolescents, exposure to positive and negative signaling communication, when it came to the
appropriateness of the use of condoms, was related to existing social norms (Boer &
Mashamba, 2007). Thus, the main research objective of this study is to utilise signaling
theory:
to identify the unique social, economic and cultural challenges and opportunities
faced by health marketers and consumers in raising BCA in an emerging economy such as
India.
To accomplish this, the study adopted an interpretative-inductive exploratory
methodology alongside a grounded theory approach. Data was collected from key BCA
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healthcare professionals practicing in the state healthcare sector, the MoHFW and women
in India. The participants were experts in cancer care whose experience enabled them to
identify the distinctive challenges faced by breast cancer services in an emerging economy
context. Further, the specialists were uniquely positioned to pinpoint opportunities for
health marketers to produce effective marketing awareness activities because of their
professional interactions with those women (consumers) most at risk of breast cancer.
Extant medical research and public health literature attest to the value of an
individual expert's opinion when grouped within a heterogeneous crowd of other experts
(Galesic et al., 2015; Mackey & Bassendowski, 2017). The validity of this approach is
supported by Jorm (2015) who suggested that diversity of expertise can produce valuable
insights into the phenomenon under investigation because the expert's personal experience
will enhance and inform the ﬁndings. Further, data was gathered from urban working Indian
women to produce robust insight from the target group most at risk.
The methodological strength of this study is the heterogeneity of expert opinion
collected via focus groups that produced in-depth qualitative data addressing the research
objective (Krueger & Casey, 2014; Zikmund et al., 2014). The current study utilises a
grounded theory approach where the data generated, developed and substantiated a
theoretical framework via the lens of ST in the context of an emerging economy (Walsh et
al., 2015).
In terms of contribution, our study revealed (through an empirical qualitative
investigation) and conﬁrmed opportunities as well as complex challenges within BCA at
national, state and community levels. The study also identiﬁed the negative impact the lack
of BCA is having on India's healthcare sector and where social marketing strategies could be
leveraged to improve BCA in such an emerging nation. We suggest several ways in which
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BCA could be eﬀectively managed through health marketers and other relevant
stakeholders.
The structure of the paper begins with a discussion of the theoretical grounding of the
study followed by a review of extant literature. The research methodology and analysis of
results are discussed and presented in a series of tables outlining the challenges and
opportunities facing India, as well as health marketers and consumers, in raising BCA. Next,
through the lens of ST, the study develops several propositions and advances a conceptual
framework which contributes to eﬀective social marketing in an emerging economy. Finally,
the limitations of the study are outlined, and future research directions discussed.
9.4 India's healthcare sector: an emerging economy context
Rapid developments in the Indian economy after its liberalisation in 1991 have
prompted the World Bank to forecast that India will become the world's fourth largest
economy by 2020 (Budhwar & Varma, 2010; Sufaira, 2016). A country of more than one
billion people, comprising many cultures, languages and religions, India was predicted in
2016 to surpass China as the fastest growing economy, impacting business operations and
practices (Budhwar & Varma, 2010; Racherla et al., 2016).
The richness of India's natural resources and plentiful labour force has led many
Western ﬁrms to internationalise in an attempt to capture the country's rising numbers of
middle-class consumers (Brosius, 2012; Chen et al., 2015; Jha & Singh, 2016). Although
public-private partnership (PPP) is emerging to deliver a more holistic healthcare system, the
majority of people in India still rely on the state for their primary healthcare.
The right to health is integral to the right to life and therefore the Indian government
has a constitutional obligation to provide health facilities. For example, failure of a
government hospital to provide a patient with timely medical treatment is in violation of the
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patient's right to life. Similarly, on several occasions, Indian courts have conﬁrmed the
state's obligation to maintain health services more eﬃciently (Chakraborty & Chakraborti,
2015). Legally, the Constitution of India incorporates provisions guaranteeing everyone's
‘right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health’ (Constitution of India,
1950). Article 21 of the Constitution guarantees protection of life and personal liberty to
every citizen. The Supreme Court of India held the right to live with human dignity (which is
enshrined in Article 21 and derives from the principles of state policy), should be extended
to the protection of an individual's health (Jain & Khetrapal, 1950).
Recent initiatives in India suggest the government is recognizing its own limitations
in women's healthcare and has begun to partner with private players to provide aﬀordable
services to the underserved (Saxena, 2015). For example, the central government has
entered into partnership with not-for-proﬁt non-government organizations (NGOs) such as
The Pink Initiative, which seeks to raise awareness about breast cancer via a range of
communication channels and events. Literature supports the motive of PPPs to introduce
eﬃciency into developing healthcare systems because it reduces pressure on the public
budget, a positive outcome for an emerging economy like India (Mukhopadhyay, 2011).
This study identiﬁes the opportunities and challenges that arise through its emerging
economy status to provide eﬀective BCA. ST is applied to examine the state's success in
meeting its obligation to provide breast healthcare by exploring its reputation (eﬀectiveness)
for delivering quality BCA messages.
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9.5. Theoretical grounding: signaling theory
Signaling theory (ST) is useful for describing behaviour when two parties have access
to different types of information (Connelly et al., 2011a; Connelly et al., 2011b). ST was
developed in Spence's (1973) seminal paper in a situation where one firm (the agent, or
‘signaler’), conveys some meaningful information about itself (its products or services) to
another party (the principal, or ‘recipients’). For the purpose of this study, the signaler is
India's MoHFW and the recipients of the signals are urban Indian women who are most at
risk. Previous research states that to be effective, the signals must be observable, costly to
imitate and any false signaling of an over commitment to the consumer result in a loss of
credibility (Bruton et al., 2009; Connelly et al., 2011a; Lampel & Shamsie, 2000). Receivers
are also important in the signaling cycle. Hence, the sender may select or signal some
information whilst the other party, the receiver, may choose how to interpret the signal.
The extent to which signalling is effective depends in part on whether the receiver
vigilantly scans the environment for signals, thus acknowledging a level of capability by the
sender (Janney & Folta, 2006). In this research context, Indian women may be familiar with
BCA messages from the MoHFW to the extent they are acquainted with methods and
processes of how to decipher those messages, i.e. if they have a cell phone, are aware that the
MoHFW sends out such messages and actively look for them. Overall, the process signals a
level of capability from the sender (MoHFW) of creating a reputation for quality healthcare
of its citizens.
Institutional “voids” are permeating organisations in emerging economies and are
identifiable by weak infrastructures and an inability to convey their capabilities to
stakeholders (Su et al., 2016, p. 479). Through the lens of ST, this study examines the Indian
government's ability to create positive signals about the MoHFW's capabilities to manage
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BCA to all stakeholders. Although Article 38 of the Constitution of India imposes liability on
the state to ensure social and economic justice for its citizens, evidence suggests it has failed
to improve women's breast cancer healthcare. For example, India's National Cancer Control
Program was launched in 1976, but to date, any large-scale implementation of breast cancer
prevention and control strategies have yet to take place and public expenditure remains low
(Pramesh et al., 2014).
Another key contributory factor to the sustained rate of breast cancer incidence in
India is ineffective information from the MoHFW about BCA, resulting in women seeking
diagnosis and treatment too late (Mallath et al., 2014). Programmatic experiences in Tamil
Nadu, the only state in the country to have scaled-up services for the prevention of common
cancers, revealed the need for context specific communication strategies, provision of highquality services, linkages between screening, diagnosis and treatment, and uptake of this
evidence by policy-makers and healthcare providers (Krishnan et al., 2013).
Extant literature suggests that ST holds a prominent position in disciplines such as
strategic management, entrepreneurship and human resource management. However, its
application in this study to health marketing is novel and answers the call for theory
development in various areas of management (Boyd et al., 2012; Lefebvre, 2012; Moss et al.,
2015; Wymer, 2011).
In any marketplace it is difficult for consumers to know which organisations are
genuinely dedicated to the practices they espouse. Often the level of cost invested in the
“signal” has a two-fold effect; (i) it reduces information asymmetry and, (ii) highlights the
organisation's commitment to the cause (Hult, 2011). Thus, in the context of our study, ST
involves one marketing organisation (the MoHFW) conveying meaningful information about
BCA to the consumers (Indian women) in the health marketing arena.
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ST is fundamentally concerned with reducing information asymmetry between two
parties, striving for perfect information (Spence, 2002; Stiglitz, 2000). Critically, Stiglitz
(2000) highlights two potential negative effects of asymmetry information, namely (i) quality
(i.e., the reputation of India's MoHFW in matters of breast cancer) and (ii) the receivers'
belief in the sender's reputation. It has been argued that the notion of quality shares some
characteristics with reputation and prestige and therefore it is pertinent to examine India's
MoHFW's ability to deliver these core expectations to reduce asymmetry (Certo, 2003; Kreps
& Wilson, 1982).
Using a grounded theory approach, this study proposes that these terms of quality,
reputation and prestige are mainly socially constructed and derived from the signaller's
perceived quality (or lack thereof). However, efforts to translate such evidence into public
health policy and practice in an emerging economy such as India remain dormant and are yet
to have an impact in improving cancer awareness, timely diagnosis, treatment access and
survival (Chalkidou et al., 2009; Sullivan et al., 2014).
Whilst developing the ST, Spence (1973) utilised the labour market to model the
signaling function on the education of a workforce. Further, in Spence's (1973) classic
example, the characteristic of quality refers to the underlying, perceived ability of the
signaller to fulfil the needs or demands of the receiver. In other words, in this research
context, the ability of the signaler to synergise health marketing messages is signalled by a
change in recipients' behaviour due to the MoHFW's breast cancer messages. This notion
aligns with prior literature that predicts that the single largest impact on breast cancer in the
country will come from raising BCA and educating women about self-examination (Hansa et
al., 2012). Thus, this study seeks to explore the signaller's efficiency both in overcoming
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institutional challenges in an emerging economy and in reacting to opportunities to
competently deliver effective BCA (Busenitz et al., 2005; Su et al., 2016).
9.6. Literature review: challenges facing the healthcare sector of an emerging
economy
This section reviews extant literature and provides a synopsis of the highlights
pertaining to the challenges and opportunities for the healthcare sector and health marketers
and consumers in an emerging economy such as India.
9.6.1. Challenge 1: India's emerging economy
The blame for the breast cancer crisis seems to lie with India's economic
development producing rapid urbanisation while lacking high quality infrastructure for early
diagnosis, a situation typical of developing countries (Agarwal et al., 2009). The
phenomenal pace of expansion has led to the Westernisation of Indian women which
essentially means that they start having sex later, have fewer children and breastfeed them
less, thus increasing the risk of developing breast cancer over their lifetime (Shetty, 2012).
Urban Indian working women also tend to have a more Western diet, leading to obesity
which increases the risk of breast cancer (Hansa et al., 2012).
Emerging economies such as India also face the challenge of diminishing
development aid and donor commitment that impact long-term health improvement within
their populations (Sgaier et al., 2013). To date, the Indian government has taken
responsibility for managing social marketing programs with various goals (reduce tobacco
consumption, promote family planning and encourage breastfeeding), in order to improve the
nation's health (Culbertson & Chen, 2013; Deshpande et al., 2013; Murukutla et al., 2011).
In order to improve public health strategy towards women's healthcare in India, the
government could build on this recent momentum and initiate social marketing activity to
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deliver a BCA program. New technology has emerged as an opportunity for health
marketers and consumers to support this impetus (Rai, 2016), although, as yet, there is a
paucity of literature regarding the eﬀectiveness of mobile technology to communicate health
messages in India (see DeSouza et al., 2014; Ramachandran et al., 2014; Shet et al., 2014).
The growing economy has enabled a rise in ownership of technology, and mobile
phones in particular, by middle class women, the demographic most at risk of breast cancer
(Mehta, 2013). The ubiquitous use of mobile technology has already led India's health sector
to develop a series of mobile health (mHealth) services, oﬀering an obvious opportunity for
the MoHFW to build on this reputation to synergise India's BCA messages (Bali & Singh,
2007; Oliver, 2013; Shet et al., 2010). Ownership by the Indian government to fund and
implement early planning of BCA campaigns may be an important strategy to scale up
marketing programs to reach those women most at risk and signal a positive trustworthy
reputation for India's health sector.
9.6.2. Challenge 2: India's culture and the position of working women
In India, at least one quarter of all female cancer cases is breast cancer (Breast Cancer
India, 2016). Unfortunately, various cultural and religious issues lead to women not accessing
health services, being reluctant to consult male doctors, neglecting their own health due to
family obligations and generally being over-dependent on other family members to access the
required medical help, all of which often results in delay (Deshpande et al., 2013; Murthy,
1982). Social marketing literature challenges health marketers to carefully consider all
cultural variables when forming a strategy and thus posits a lack of research concerning
cancer education (Davis et al., 2013; Massey et al., 2013).
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9.6.3. Challenge 3: Inconsistency of social marketing theory
This health marketing study lies within the academic sphere of social marketing which
historically has been employed to change individual actions using educational campaigns in
an eﬀort to replace unhealthy behaviour with positive actions (Friedman et al., 2016; Wymer,
2011). An operational deﬁnition of ‘social marketing’ suggests social change management
involving the design, implementation and control of programs aimed at increasing the
acceptability of a social idea or practice in one or more groups of target adopters (Andreasen,
2002). The deﬁnition was extended to include health-related social marketing and focused on
an application of integrated marketing concepts and techniques from aligned disciplines to
achieve speciﬁc behavioural goals, thus improving health and reducing health inequalities
(French et al., 2011). Since the concept of social marketing evolved, social marketers
typically used traditional marketing tools in an attempt to change an individual's behaviour,
but more recently, researchers have applied interdisciplinary frameworks to develop
interventions (Fox & Kotler, 1980; Helmig & Thaler, 2010; Luck et al., 2009).
A plethora of conceptual frameworks were devised as early as the 1950s in an eﬀort
to explain consumer response behaviour to intervention messages; these included the Health
Belief Model (Hochbaum et al., 1952), Protection Motivation Theory (Rogers, 1975),
Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980) and Ordered Protection Motivation
Schema (Tanner et al., 1991). Many of the frameworks were imported from aligned
academic disciplines, suggesting that social marketing is an area of study which is
continually reconceptualising as a discipline in an eﬀort to obtain greater consumer insight
in order to design more eﬀective health messages (Lefebvre, 2012). These interdisciplinary
frameworks developed from the aligned areas of social science and psychology because
researchers concluded that the traditional 4Ps (product, price, place, and promotion)
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approach to designing health marketing campaigns was no longer a strategic ﬁt for the
complexities of contemporary social marketing problems (French et al., 2011; Kelly et al.,
2009; Lefebvre, 2012; Michie et al., 2014; Tapp & Spotswood, 2013).
Likewise, Crié and Chebat (2013) suggest the need for further exploration of social
marketing issues via an interdisciplinary approach. This study responds to these calls by
utilizing the ST from management theory, thereby extending its scope and contributing to
social marketing theory development. We further develop and substantiate the ST
framework by utilizing a grounded theory approach.
The synergy between the social sciences has broadened the social marketing
discussion about processes and strategies that achieve effective intervention strategies
(Domegen et al., 2016; Vlasov & Mark- Herbert, 2016). Scrutiny of the literature uncovers
conﬂicting academic arguments and no consensus of opinion about what constitutes an
effective message. For example, Wymer (2011) suggests the measurement for eﬀectiveness
should be the extent to which the social marketing program intervention message persuades
individuals to alter their behaviour.
However, Wallack (1984) posits that campaign success cannot be seen as eﬀective
unless institutions at macro level adopt the change in behaviour reinforcing the intervention
message. However, there does appear to be more agreement that true eﬀectiveness should be
measured by the change in behaviour at the macro environmental level such as in
government institutions' practices and cultural processes (Cairns & Stead, 2009; DevosComby & Salovey, 2002; Wymer, 2011).
This notion was originally mooted by Smith-McLallen and Fishbein (2008) who
proposed that change at macro level should include factors that inﬂuence public policy and the
wider society, and this has been recently supported by Truong (2016) and Wood (2016). Thus,
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it is expected that an eﬀective BCA strategy in India would impact not only upon its
institutional operations but all marketing operational levels (Lefebvre, 2012; Waller & Fam,
2000; Wymer, 2011). For the purpose of this study, we position macro at central and state
levels, meso at industry/organisation level and micro at the individual level.
9.7. Research design
The objective of this research is to identify the unique social, economic and cultural
challenges and opportunities faced by health marketers and consumers in raising BCA
through the application of ST in an emerging context. The examination of the literature in
this area suggests that a coherent targeted health marketing campaign would produce
increased awareness and reduce the rate of incidence as likely outcomes (Bawa, 2012;
Murthy et al., 2007; Shetty, 2012). Thus, to inform any future BCA campaigns, it was
important to seek and engage the experience and opinion of breast cancer healthcare experts
to help address our research objective.
These medical professionals' culturally-determined thought processes, anchored in
India's complex historical, religious, ethnic, political, and social inﬂuences, were able to
provide valuable insight into the study. This research approach aligns with ethnography
where the importance placed on the thoughts and opinions the participants give to the issues
discussed must be viewed in the context of their experience as practicing breast cancer
experts (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). All the experts were active in promoting research
in the ﬁeld of breast cancer with an emphasis on early detection and prevention. The locale
chosen for this exploratory approach via focus groups was New Delhi, India, where breast
cancer is the most common cancer in women and accounts for 28.6% of all cancers in
women in that geographical area. This region was also selected because it has representation
by the signaller in the form of hospitals as well as PPP activities.
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A focus group was chosen for the data-gathering process in Phases 1 and 2 as a means
of obtaining multiple opinions on the subject in a ﬂexible and short space of time (Meyer &
Peng, 2015; Zikmund et al., 2014). Focus groups are fortuitous in encouraging serendipitous
insights to emerge and, with the guidance of the moderator who has the ability to probe and
all ambiguous issues can be explored (Zikmund et al., 2014). The focus group protocol
allowed the researchers to scrutinise the respondents' views on the social, economic and
cultural challenges and opportunities faced by health marketers and consumers in raising
BCA and extrapolate their opinions regarding the eﬃcacy of India's health ministry
(signaller) to deliver (signal) quality messages.
Finally, the discussion encouraged their thoughts about future strategies and initiatives
to communicate BCA to those women most at risk (Krueger & Casey, 2014). Phase 3
included semi-structured interviews with a sample of women were conducted to capture the
consumers' views of BCA in an emerging country.

9.7.1. Sample and data collection
A three-stage process was used by combining a pilot study (Phase 1), a semistructured focus group (Phase 2), and semi-structured interviews with women as consumers
(Phase 3). Both focus groups consisted of a homogeneous range of cultural groups from India
with a homogeneous sample of men and women. Further, these consisted of different
genders, experiences and age groups. In the first phase, an exploratory inquiry was
undertaken via two pilot focus groups with two separate healthcare organisations in India.
Organisation A's main objective is to promote research about the most prevalent
cancers in India, including breast cancer, accentuating the benefits of early detection through
wellness clinics. This organisation also undertakes secondary activities such as training
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human resource departments and holding workshops for private healthcare workers and
NGOs. In total, 16 experts from various breast cancer medical fields were interviewed in a
single focus group. Further, four experts were interviewed via a focus group session with
Organisation B, a government-led digital communications department which manages and
produces regular health information about BCA for women, accessible by every demographic
via mobile and smart devices.
In summary, the major outcomes from the two pilot focus groups were (i) a lack of
focused government funding, (ii) poor health marketing awareness by the signaler and (iii)
complex cultural challenges preventing health intervention messages reaching those women
most at risk. In Phase 2, exploratory data was collected through a focus group with
Organisation A comprised of 10 (different) expert participants. This sample size compares
favourably to other studies and is considered to be highly appropriate, easy to manage and
able to achieve research objectives (Krueger & Casey, 2014; Lindström & Polsa, 2016).
Participants were Indian cancer care professionals encompassing a diversity of
expertise ranging from pathologists and scientists to oncologists and Accredited Social
Health Activists (ASHAs). Overall, these experts had practiced between 10 and 32 years
(Table 4). These information-rich participants were chosen because their position,
knowledge, experience, skills or areas of specialisation in breast cancer care offered valuable
insight into the research objective (Patton, 2002; Usher-Smith et al., 2017). All focus group
discussions were conducted in English, audio- recorded and facilitated by the research team
using a protocol guide. A semi-structured discussion guide was used mainly to facilitate the
topic of interest throughout the discussions and avoid loss of direction.
However, given the exploratory nature of this study, the idea was to avoid imposing
preconceived frameworks or opinions upon participants, seeking instead to obtain their
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understanding of the challenges and opportunities within their own frames of reference
(Greenwood et al., 2014). Hence, the questions were mostly open-ended and discoveryoriented to facilitate open discussions and probing as the research design was inductive and
exploratory (Yin, 2014). The discussions lasted about 1.5–2 h, and were audio-taped and
transcribed.
India being a culturally diverse country (Laleman et al., 2015; Pereira & Malik, 2015,
2016), and the subject being culturally sensitive, access to and soliciting answers from
individual urban females is challenging. Hence, in consideration of this sensitive issue, the
researchers encouraged participation via an indirect email intensive interviewing method as
this helped to create a free exchange of information without any social pressure to conform
due to the absence of the interviewer (Zikmund et al., 2014). The literature suggests this
computer-mediated method enables the researcher to engage in dialogue with isolated,
geographically dispersed or marginalised groups similar to the participants in this study
(Gibson, 2010; Mann & Stewart, 2000; McCoyd & Kerson, 2006).
The female participants in Phase 3 were living and working in the same locale as the
participants in Phase 1 and 2 of the data collection process which enabled the validation or
otherwise of the emerging themes. Prior research highlights the importance of collecting
data at various levels of analysis within a common geographical locale to achieve
“naturalism” of participants (Paluck & Cialdini, 2014 p. 82). The participants matched those
most commonly diagnosed with breast cancer, aged 30–50 years and educated working
women. The data collection process was concluded after information redundancy had been
reached at interview 6 and ended at interview 8 (Glaser & Strauss, 2009). Although Phase 3
involved a heterogeneous collection of professions, a consensus of opinion about the
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opportunities for and challenges to BCA in India emerged. The characteristics of the women
participants are shown in Table 5.

Table 3
Characteristics of Participants: Phase 1 Pilot Focus Group.

No. of experts
Firm A
Firm B
2
3
3
3
2
3
1
3

Occupation
Biostatistic scientists
Cytopathologists
Oncologists
Epidemiology Scientists
Cytologists
ASHAs
Physician/ Manager
Digital Communication
Technicians

Table 4
Characteristics of Participants: Phase 2 Main Focus Group with Health Experts.

Respondent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occupation
Physician/Project Director
ASHA
ASHA
Public Health Nurse
ASHA
Pathologist
Director/Pathologist
Physician/Oncologist
ASHA
Gynaecologist/Scientist
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Experience
30 years
10 years
10 years
Not recorded
19 years
10 years
32 years
Not recorded
10 years
Nearly 20 years
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Table 5
Characteristics of Participants: Phase 3 Women Participants (consumers).

Age
25-40
yrs

Respondent Occupation
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

Senior teaching professional
Recent graduate
Employment agency manager
Undergraduate student
Receptionist
Professional
linguist/translator
(Punjabi language)
Office assistant
Validator in a government
organisation

Age
40+
yrs
x

Status

x

Married
Single
Not known
Single
Not known
Married

x

Not Known
Married

x
x
x
x

x

9.7.2. Data analysis
In line with the principle of grounded theory, our data led to, generated and
substantiated our propositions. Consequently, based on the results, we develop a theoretical
framework of ST that seeks to uncover the unique social, economic, cultural and institutional
challenges and opportunities faced by both health marketers and consumers of BCA in India.
We did not use grounded theory as a lens in isolation or exclusively, but rather used it
alongside an interpretive-inductive approach. Data was analysed in a way that goes beyond
mere description, by identifying core categories that then revealed patterns of behaviour (both
a priori and inductive), resulting in general implications (as propositions). In essence, we
used a prescribed ‘process’ or the ‘staples’ of grounded theory (Creswell, 2013; Glaser, 2002;
Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
First, we went through a constant process of proposing and checking themes or
patterns; second, we maintained that the ST was grounded in our data (and not the other way
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around); third, we ensured that our data led, generated and substantiated ST (not theory
dictating/ applied to data); fourth, a theoretical framework was created from data applied
more specifically to the context of our study; and fifth, we utilised data from both phases of
our study so that it was more grounded in theory. Figure 4 depicts how this process was
achieved.
Figure 4.
Use of grounded theory: an interpretative-inductive approach
‘Checking’

‘Proposing’
Interpretativeinductive
approach

Propositions
A priori
Data
(contextual &
exploratory)

themes from
existing
literature

and
conceptual
framework
(Fig. 5)

Grounded
theory
‘Proposing’

‘Checking’

Note. Designed for this study based on ideas from Creswell, 2013 and Strauss and Corbin,
1998.
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Methodologically, we further analysed the data collected through an interpretive
inductive approach which was employed to understand the ‘what and how’ nature of the
phenomenon (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Remenyi & Williams, 1998). Through multi-coding,
the researchers attempted to identify the unique challenges and opportunities by carefully and
comprehensively reviewing the transcripts and exploring the ways by which the healthcare
sector attempts to resolve these issues. After transcription, following Strauss and Corbin's
(1998) recommendations, data were categorised and integrated to explore key dimensions. To
obtain a contextualised understanding of the phenomenon being studied, the researchers
adopted an iterative research process and tracked back and forth between the literature and
transcripts, leading to the emergence of common themes.
Investigator triangulation (via three coders) was used and the interpretations were
collated, compared, and examined to warrant consistency of data (Krippendorff, 2004). Given
that multiple coders were used, we assessed intercoder reliability using the Krippendorff's
alpha test which is considered the most effective standard measure of reliability (α) for
qualitative data (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007; Hughes & Garrett, 1990). To accomplish this,
we employed a computational procedure (macro) for SPSS called KALPHA developed by
Hayes and Krippendorff (2007). Using the nominal data based on each observer's
independent rating, we specified 1000 bootstrapping iterations at 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) to compute the reliability estimate and the results revealed a statistically significant
moderate degree of reliability (α= 0.778). This is because the 95% bootstrap Cis (lower and
upper) for all reliability estimates did not contain zero. Any further discrepancies between the
coders were resolved through discussions and cross-checking with the interview transcripts
(Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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Prior research shows that intercoder reliability is important to marketing researchers
in part because, “high reliability makes it less likely that bad managerial decisions will result
from using the data” (Rust & Cooil, 1994, p. 11). Also, a member checking technique was
implemented by sending transcribed data and interpretations back to a sample of participants
for them to provide further feedback to enhance accuracy and credibility (Creswell & Miller,
2000). Lastly, participants' actual words were used and quoted verbatim in the discussion to
enhance validity (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Kreutzer et al., 2017).
In his seminal work, Hall (1997) identifies the cumulative effect of themes as a
process to understand culture and society. What follows is a review of the findings from the
data collection using thematic analysis (Braun et al., 2014; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). The
concluding set of a priori themes (emerging from past literature) is also presented in the
results with an attempt to contextualise and explain why they emerge (Hilton et al., 2010).
The design of column headings for Tables 6 to 10 is as follows: in the first column are
a priori themes identified from the literature as part of the iterative inductive approach;
column two displays the quotes from the literature that supports these a priori themes;
columns three and four consist of verbatim quotes from the health experts and women,
respectively, that either converge on or diverge from the themes; and, columns five and six
reveal the study outcomes as ‘opportunities’ and ‘key challenges’, respectively.
Finally, as a natural consequence of the analysis process, potential health marketing
propositions are presented in column seven. Table 6 presents contemporary academic thought
about ST and Table 7 outlines the unique social challenges to BCA and key verbatim quotes
from health workers and consumers (women) in India, producing a consensus of emerging
themes.
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9.7.3. Findings
One unexpected outcome from the focus groups was the range of marketing initiatives
mooted by the experts. Closer inspection of the discussion revealed these activities were
pertinent to particular marketing levels, including macro-country level, meso-organisational
level and micro-individual level (Table 7). The focus group's suggestions support the social
marketing literature's conclusion that the traditional 4Ps approach is obsolete and intervention
messages should interact with all stakeholders in the marketing environment (Lefebvre, 2012;
Tapp & Spotswood, 2013; Wymer, 2011). For example, participants were asked to rank the
best-placed locale to disseminate BCA information on a scale of 1 to 7, 1 being the highest.
The results show that ASHAs achieved the highest ranking, suggesting they play a
critical role in raising BCA. They were identified by the experts as a unique marketing force,
organised to develop a special relationship at the community level, and with the ability to
explain BCA intervention messages and activities because they hold the trust of key family
members, including husbands and senior females. However, they are few in number and the
resource is stretched. Therefore, until more women are recruited and trained, opportunities for
social marketing campaigns could mean designing professional education materials about
self-examination for ASHAs to disseminate among schools and workplaces.
The remaining rankings, in order of perceived potential effectiveness, were as
follows: schools, media, workplace, celebrities, government and, lastly, places of worship.
The fact that places of worship achieved the lowest ranking in a multi-religious and spiritual
country suggests that BCA is not efficiently addressed by these macro institutions, producing
a void in communication channels. Specifically one expert mentioned that, “India is a
complex country with diverse sociocultural and religious communities…one message will not
be sufficient”.
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Social marketers should, therefore, be tasked to create and deliver intervention
materials adapted for various languages, dialects and religious groups at midstream level to
inform women seeking guidance from their place of worship.
Schools, in second position, were viewed as having significant power to disseminate
BCA messages to girls and young women (Yadav & Jaroli, 2010). Captured at the early
years' stage of education, the experts considered BCA messages at this age would impact
greatly on women's health practice. In particular, one participant said,
“The government can conduct exhibitions and prepare health
education materials and conduct training programs for hospital
staff workers at Public Health Centers (PHC) and sub-centers;
ASHAs can be trained so they train the population in general.
Education in schools will help not only the children but also the
parents and teachers.”
The media was considered the third most significant channel for disseminating
awareness messages: one participant stated, “The media outreach varies with its geography.
The Internet has traversed less than 30% of the population while mobile technology has
penetrated much further”. Celebrities did not achieve a high rank despite the Bollywood
industry's immense influence on the population at large.
Tables 7 and 8 show extant academic thought about the unique economic and
institutional challenges in respect to BCA, and also includes key verbatim quotes from health
workers in India, showing converging themes. In exploring the role played by social
marketing in an emerging economy such as India, Table 10 presents contemporary academic
thought about the social marketing strategies and key verbatim quotes from health workers in
India and the emerging themes.
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The experts were united in their judgements concerning the ability of the healthcare
sector to deliver effective BCA messages. “I am not satisfied with the overall management of
breast cancer awareness by India's health sector policy,” said one, and another, “India's
health sector policy is not very effective in raising breast cancer awareness” (Table 6). A
conceptual framework developed from the findings of this study illustrates the opportunities
and challenges faced by an emerging economy healthcare sector underpinned by social
marketing and signaling theory (Figure 5).
Key themes that emerged suggested a lack of focus from the MoHFW as previous
national and state campaigns were considered difficult to recall. There was little praise or
positive reflection on the central government's approach to women's healthcare. The women
participants elaborated in detail about as yet unrealised opportunities at meso level.
They highlighted schools, universities and human resource departments in many firms
as being soundly placed to provide BCA information and other associated health and
wellbeing activities. It was thought that if these multi-stakeholder institutions embraced such
practices this could also erode cultural attitudes towards breast cancer being taboo and enable
a positive dialogue about the subject between men and women. The women were most vocal
about the latter one said, “In my family whenever talk about it [cancer] even among my
friends we are too shy. I wouldn't talk to my brother or father about it”, while another
reiterated that the issue is, “[cancer]is rarely discussed between husband and wife. I would
discuss with my mother and I would encourage my daughters to discuss with me.”
India is still a patriarchal society; even educated professional women do not discuss
private matters about their bodies with their husbands, fathers or brothers and therefore it is
essential to direct BCA messages to men to increase their awareness of and willingness to
discuss the problem. Their interaction and comprehension of BCA appears pivotal in
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enabling female family members to access medical help at the earliest stage. One positive
aspect is that evidence suggests the idea of breast cancer as a cultural taboo is slowly being
eroded by female family members willing to discuss the disease with other female relatives.
The Pink Initiative in India was identified as a catalyst for such discussions. One participant
said, “I have seen the Pink women walk and that's very encouraging for young people like
me.”
9.7.4. Discussion and Conclusions
Principally, this study sought to identify the unique social, economic and cultural
challenges and opportunities faced by health marketers and consumers in raising BCA in an
emerging economy such as India through the application of ST. By utilizing a grounded
theory approach via three phases of qualitative investigation, the study findings revealed and
confirmed complex challenges within BCA at national, state and community levels. The
study also identified various negative perceptions surrounding India's healthcare sector where
social marketing strategies could be leveraged to improve BCA. As shown in Tables 6 to 10,
several propositions are put forward, suggesting ways in which BCA can be effectively
managed through health marketers and other relevant stakeholders.
The qualitative results of this study, to an extent, support the notion that the quality of
messages (signals) shares some characteristics with terms such as reputation and prestige
(Certo, 2003; Kreps & Wilson, 1982). In other words, the experts and urban working Indian
women in this research unanimously observed the poor provision of BCA which impacts on
the reputation of the Indian government's health policy. At best, the Indian government is
recognised (in its capacity as signaler) as having the power to provide BCA but, at worst, the
lack of symmetry in messages and resources highlights its inability to fulfil the needs of
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women and the demands of medical professionals (Connelly et al., 2011a; Connelly et al.,
2011b).
The reason for this appears to lie with the complex cultural challenges of India and
the impact of its emerging economy status on demand for services which suggests the lack of
a quality characteristic (Spence, 1973). However, India's health sector has an opportunity to
improve this element of its reputation by undertaking a holistic and inclusive approach to
potential social marketing campaigns (Lefebvre, 2012). Specifically, future BCA should
include initial planning, formative research, strategy development, program development,
pre-testing, implementation and evaluation (Grier & Bryant, 2005; Kotler & Lee, 2008).
Evidence from the findings further reveals that a coherent targeted health marketing
campaign for both men and women, with messages tailored to each gender, would produce
positive outcomes for both the signaler and urban Indian women (Shetty, 2012). Opportunity
exists at stage two of the social marketing process (the development of creative messages for
particular segments which are then delivered through the correct marketing mix) for India's
health sector to develop key insights about urban Indian women's social and cultural
behaviours and to incorporate these to signal positive BCA messages. Prior researchers such
as Gupta et al. (1999), uncovered the importance of receivers sending information back to
signallers about the effectiveness of their messages. However, the results from this study
suggest this aspect is still fairly elusive in the Indian context.
There was some consensus by the participants that ASHAs are best placed to assess if
individual women have internalised the message and made a habit of self-examination and
therefore marketers could produce effective training materials for ASHAs in line with the
propositions identified in Tables 6 to 10. Further, a marketing opportunity to encourage more
educated women to study and qualify as BCA workers is apparent. Some organisations use
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costly marketing messages to signal that they are a quality organisation and to build trust with
their consumers (Hult, 2011). To date, it is clearly evident from all the participants that there
has been only a modest investment in BCA by the MoHFW. A sustained BCA program will
be a costly initiative for the Indian government to “signal” its commitment to women's health.
However, the findings from our study have identified key marketing channels, such as
ASHAs and other relevant stakeholders, to deliver effective BCA information. In addition,
the results suggest that in order to reduce asymmetry, the MoHFW should ensure that BCA
information is made available on a variety of media platforms and produced in a range of
dialects as well as being sensitive to gender differences. From a signaling perspective, if the
MoHFW embarked on this considerable investment, the signals will be highly observable by
Indian women and their families (Connelly et al., 2011a). Research has revealed that the
success of a signal depends on the extent to which receivers are attuned to looking for it and
their willingness to act upon the signal once it is received (Gupta et al., 1999). Receivers who
engage in feedback to signals improve the entire signalling process and the cost of investment
is justified.
9.8. Practical Implications
The emerging economy of India has presented women with newfound economic
independence and career opportunities (Budhwar et al., 2005). However, the expert
participants in this study agree that the lack of BCA campaigns in India's health sector
exposes these educated women to some risk. There is an opportunity for human resource
departments and university student welfare departments to develop a series of awareness
literature, workshops or activities to encourage young women to self-examine as part of a
health and wellbeing strategy sending positive signals to stakeholders and improving the
credibility of the source (signaler) (Wilson et al., 2011).
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The complex cultural issues that operate at all levels of society in India pervade health
marketing activities. Findings suggest that women, even when they are contributing
economically to the household, are still subject to patriarchal decision-making in matters of
health. Also, many women did not tell their fathers, husbands or brothers they were feeling ill
because family duties were prioritised over personal health concerns. Substantive awareness
about breast cancer could be achieved if health marketers develop educational resources
which also target men in an effort to change their mind set about women's health.
Inconsistent signals, it would appear from this study, are not effective in
communicating BCA information to those most at risk. The participants in this research
context unanimously agreed that the erratic approach adopted by the MoHFW to raising
awareness about breast cancer signalled poor commitment and left many women not knowing
where to go to seek advice (Janney & Folta, 2006). Therefore, it could be argued that ST in
this Indian health marketing study could be described as having a modelling effect in breast
cancer survival rates. If the MoHFW invests in regular signals to communicate their
unobservable values in respect of breast cancer and women's wellbeing, it could legitimise
itself to BCA stakeholders such as the participants in this research study, cancer medical
professionals and Indian women. Undeniably, this would be a costly marketing exercise, but
the expenditure would be justified by women responding positively to BCA messages leading
to a reduction in breast cancer mortality rates of the 30–50 age group in the longer term
which could not be captured in traditional economic analysis (Khokhar, 2012).
Social marketers face considerable challenges in their strategy design to raise BCA
and the traditional 4Ps approach, it seems, would be unsuccessful in such an emerging
economy (Lefebvre, 2012). Moreover, emerging economy status alone fuses a Western health
problem with a weak national health service that is unable to cope effectively with the
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problem of raising BCA. Encouragingly, however, the benefits of the emerging economy
have delivered an improvement in mobile communication technology which could be
exploited by social marketers to synergise health messages. Certainly, without a concerted
effort by social marketers, breast cancer victims will remain abandoned in an emerging
economy such as India.
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Table 6
Signaling Theory

A priori themes
Information
(The importance of
information in signaling
theory is paramount to its
success.)

Key concepts of
signaling theory from
existing literature

Evidence: verbatim
comments from health
experts

Evidence: verbatim
comments from women
(consumers)

Signaling theory is
fundamentally concerned
with reducing information
asymmetry between two
parties (Spence, 2002).

“I am not satisfied with the
overall management of
breast cancer awareness
by India’s health sector
policy.”

“Perfect information”
(Stiglitz, 2000).

“India is a multi-lingual
country with diverse sociocultural and religious
variations.”

“I can’t remember seeing
any campaigns from the
government about where to
go … I have seen the Pink
rallies…. I rely on
accessing info from the
internet…. Some women
may not know where to
search.”

Quality refers to the ability
of the signaler to fulfil the
needs or demands of an
outsider observing the
signal (Connelly et al.,
2011a).
At the essence of signaling
theory is that signallers are
those who obtain
information about an
individual (Spence, 1973).
Signaling theory focuses
on actions to intentionally
communicate positive,
imperceptible qualities of
the insider (Spence, 1973).

“India’s health sector
policy is not very effective
in breast cancer
awareness.”
“The right to preventative
healthcare is mandatory …
but isn’t happening.”
“National health policy in
India should be revised.”
“The complexities of this
nation mean it is difficult
to meet those most in
need.”

“I helped my mother find
information … on the
internet … but she didn’t
know how to use the
computer.”
“There should be
information to help us
[women] if we feel worried
about cancer … If we
[society] were more open,
perhaps the issue could be
discussed more frequently
and women wouldn’t be
embarrassed.”

“It’s a daunting task to
deliver appropriate
materials for raising
awareness.”
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Study outcomes
Opportunities
An opportunity to create
an integrated campaign
with synergised
messages and images
about the positive
outcomes for breast
cancer with early
detection.
Accessing positive
information from those
they trust (e.g., ASHAs).
India’s health sector has
an opportunity to
undertake an SM process
that consists of initial
planning, formative
research, strategy
development, program
development and pretesting, implementation,
and evaluation.
Opportunity exists at
Stage 2 of the SM
process for India’s
health sector to develop
key insights about urban
women’s social and
cultural behaviours to
signal positive BCA
messages.

Key challenges
Based on the results of the
study, the quality and
quantity of information on
BCA is extremely complex
and difficult to decipher for
social/health marketers.

Propositions

All relevant stakeholders
need to work together to
overcome the challenge of
unbundling the complexity of
the vast amount of
information available in order
to help health marketers to
Computer literacy could be effectively raise BCA in
problematic for some
India.
women of lower socioeconomic backgrounds.
Establishing internet literacy
skills among women would
assist their access to
information about how to
self-examine.
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Communication process
(Key information needs to
be communicated
effectively).

Health marketers cannot
control social
communication networks,
or the direction or outcome
of discussions, and
consumers may find it
difficult to judge the
credibility of the source
(signaler) (Wilson et al.,
2011).
Receivers are outsiders who
lack information about the
organisation in question but
would like to receive the
information (Spence,
1973).

“Accessing information is
not problematic because
the internet is widely
available.”
“Women are very shy and
not willing to discuss breast
related problems.”

“I have daughters and have
spoken to them about
breast cancer because we
talked about the Pink
campaign which was in our
district.”

“There is no capacity for
ASHAs for follow-up
appointments to see if selfexamination is continuing.”
“ASHAs are best placed to
assess if individual women
are still self-examining.”

Scholars have applied
signaling theory to various
organisational phenomena.
For instance, past research
has revealed the importance
of receivers sending
information back to
signallers about the
effectiveness of their
signals (e.g., Gupta et al.,
1999).
ASHAs - Accredited Social Health Activists; BCA – Breast Cancer Awareness; SM – Social Marketing
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With regard to mobile
usage and internet access,
India’s mobile phone
subscriber clientele has
recently exceeded the 1
billion users mark, with
most of these expected to
become smartphone users
in the next couple of
years. This exponential
growth in smartphones
will bring significant
growth in internet access;
this will allow,
particularly, working
women in urban areas, to
put their devices to a
variety of innovative uses
(Rai, 2016). Given the
ubiquitous reach of
mobile phones and
internet access, this
communication channel
can be used to enhance
BCA.

Given the complexity of
the information mentioned
above, evidence from this
study suggests that the
choice of communication
channels is also a
challenge.

Health marketers can
leverage the growth of
smartphones and internet
access to design healthcare
messages using mobile
marketing strategies that can
help to relay breast cancer
messages in a concealed
manner, taking into account
the sensitive nature of the
topic and the audience
(urban and working women
in India).
Cancer literacy materials
should be provided in a
variety of languages.
Respondents suggested short
videos demonstrating selfexamination would
overcome language
challenges.
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Table 7
Social Challenges.

A priori themes
Demographics
(Targeting
different
demographic
groups is
important).

Key concepts
of social
challenges
from existing
literature
The average age
of incidence has
shifted from 60
years to the
younger 30-50year age group
(Bawa, 2012;
Murthy et al.,
2007).
By 2020, breast
cancer will be the
most common
type of cancer
among women in
India (Shetty,
2012).

Study outcomes

Evidence: verbatim comments
from health experts

Evidence: verbatim comments from
women (consumers)

“It’s still taboo… young people do
not want to discuss the
disease…even with close parents…
or wife with husband.”

“It’s still taboo among many families to
discuss.”

“…culturally taboo…will affect a
woman’s social standing in the
community.”
“The situation is compounded by
incorrect notions and incorrect
ideas in the minds of people related
to treatment of cancer across all
age groups.”
“Women associate breast cancer
with death…but it is curable in
many cases if detected early.”

“As a mother and wife, if I feel ill I try
not to think about it....”
“In my family we never talk about it…
even among my friends we are too shy
…. I wouldn’t talk to my brother or
father about it.”
“Personally, I would talk to my female
family members before my father.”
“Self-examination is not talked about in
the family .... It’s still culturally difficult
to discuss … taboo.”
“Rarely discussed between husband and
wife …. I would discuss with my mother
and I would encourage my daughters to
discuss with me.”
“Poorly educated women are less likely
to understand cancer information.”

Opportunities

Key challenges
Propositions

Evidence suggests that education
in schools will help not only the
children, but also the parents and
teachers.
For social marketers, there is an
opportunity to distribute
awareness resources via key
community groups, including
ASHAs, places of worship,
schools and NGOs.
Trusted local health workers
(ASHAs) are core in
disseminating awareness
information.
Evidence shows that accessing
positive information from those
they trust and whom they are
comfortable with culturally (such
as ASHAs) can be effective and
needs to be prioritised.

Based on the findings,
across all
demographic groups
the challenge of BCA
being a taboo subject
in society was evident.
Accurate information
about the disease
(cancer) through
various mediums of
education was also
considered a challenge
because of its
perception as being a
taboo on one hand and
‘fear’ on the other.

All relevant
stakeholders, that is,
central and state
government
authorities, private
stakeholders in the
health sector and
other pharmaceutical
MNCs should join
together to overcome
such challenges of
‘taboo’ and ‘fear’.

Urbanisation and
women’s careers have
been found to be key
causes of the increased
incidence of breast

BCA campaigns
should therefore be
the main priority for
all relevant
stakeholders

Social marketers need to relay
positive information emphasizing
that breast cancer does not always
mean death.
Urbanisation –
effect on health
and diseases

Urban Indian
women start
having sex later,
have fewer
children, and

“Educated working women are
having children later …. Their
place of work would be a good
place to enable them to access
information, perhaps HR?”

“My clients work very long hours and
then often go home to look after the
family…. More women with good
qualifications are seeking higher-paid
salaries in the city firms.”
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Individuals should be encouraged
to belong to an informal social
network at their place of work or
university.

Education
institutions could be
utilised to promote
BCA to young
women who will
embrace the need to
discuss it with their
children. Eventually
the fear and taboo of
breast cancer could
be overcome.
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A priori themes

Key concepts
of social
challenges
from existing
literature

Study outcomes

Evidence: verbatim comments
from health experts

(Urbanisation was
seen to have a
major effect on the
incidence of breast
cancer among
urban Indian
women).

breastfeed them
less than their
rural
counterparts,
increasing the
risk of cancer
(Shetty, 2012).

“Young women should be able to
access health information at their
university.”

Culture, religion
and indigenous
practices

Cultural and
religious issues
may be a factor
(Deshpande et
al., 2013).

“India is a multilingual country
with complex socio-cultural
aspects.

(The literature
suggests that
culture, religion
and indigenous
practices are
major challenges).

Indian women
are reluctant to
consult male
doctors (Murthy,
1982).
Dependence on
other family
members to get
them medical
help is often a
reason for delay
(Murthy, 1982).

Evidence: verbatim comments from
women (consumers)
“There is more accessibility to medical
care in the city… but [it] could be more
difficult in rural areas because there may
not be a specialised hospital and [may]
only [be] tertiary care facilities or a
medical college.”

Opportunities

Propositions
HR departments and university
student welfare departments have
an opportunity to develop a series
of awareness literature or
activities to encourage young
women to self-examine.

cancer in urban India.
This is a challenge
because of the
continuous and
evolving change in
lifestyle habits that
have medically been
linked to the chances
of contracting the
disease.

because breast
cancer is becoming
an ever-increasing
challenge in
emerging markets
such as India.

Standardised messages will not be
effective; hence the opportunity
for offering personalised
communications.

The issues of culture,
religion and
indigenous practices
come across as the
most complex
challenge because of
their uncontrollable
nature which is not
directly addressed by
any particular
stakeholder. Further,
this challenge is
compounded because
of the sensitive nature
of these issues.

It is proposed those
stakeholders that
should be involved
and who can play a
critical role in this
regard include
religious leaders,
community leaders,
HR professionals
and academics as
well as family, in
particular, males.

“Those who live in rural areas would
benefit from a concentrated effort to
explain about the symptoms.”

“Depends which religion the
woman practices as to whether she
will be able to discuss the disease.”
[Religious places] “Less important
place for women to access
information.”
“I agree breast cancer is a cultural
taboo rarely discussed between
husband and wife.”

“Before my mother was ill I would not
have discussed breast cancer … but I
have spoken to my close friend…. It was
difficult because I was embarrassed and
didn’t know what she would think.”
“My mother found it difficult…going to
the doctors for treatment. [She was] shy
and embarrassed.”
“My mother had the disease … it was
difficult to deal with ... we didn’t like
talking about the subject.”

“It’s not talked about … but several of my
“In India, information pertaining to
friends and family have had it in the
the covered areas of the body is not
breast…. One aunty died and she was
openly sought…. This cultural norm
young which was very sad for my friend.”
is amplified for women.”
“I would only talk to [a] woman doctor
“The health educational level of
or nurse…. I would be too shy to see a
men in Indian households is low…”
male doctor….”
“Males in the household must
“Women are often reluctant to discuss
change their mind-set… The woman
with male family members …. But should
will talk to mother or mother-in-law
be encouraged to do so.”
or sister-in-law…mothers do not
discuss it with husbands or sons.”

Marketers are tasked to create and
deliver adapted materials to target
the various languages and dialects
and religious groups.
Marketing opportunity to
encourage more educated women
to qualify as breast cancer health
workers.
Marketers have an opportunity to
develop educational materials
which target men. Developing a
change in mind-set in this
patriarchal society should be
considered in advertising
awareness campaigns.
Opportunity to break through the
cultural barrier to enable women
to freely discuss BCA with male
family members.

ASHAs - Accredited Social Health Activists; BCA – Breast Cancer Awareness; SM – Social Marketing; NGOs – Non-Governmental Organizations
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Key challenges

Reluctance to discuss
this issue in society is
a barrier to early
detection.

More training and
recruitment of
female community
ASHAs is needed to
communicate how
to self-examine and
encourage women
to attend clinics at
the early stage.
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Table 8
Economic Challenges.

A priori
themes

Key concepts of
economic challenges
from literature

Globalisation Rapid urbanisation, leading
effects
to the Westernisation of
Indian women (Shetty,
(As with
2012).
urbanisation,
Establishment of new
globalisation
business sectors including
too, is a
telecoms and technology
major
(Budhwar & Varma, 2010).
challenge).
Opportunities for educated
working women (Budhwar
et al., 2012).
Equality
(Equality was
observed as a
hurdle in
BCA).

Advancing Indian
women’s equality by
employing more women in
the workforce would add
$2.9 trillion to India’s
annual GDP by 2025
(Woetzel et al., 2015).

Study outcomes

Evidence: verbatim
comments from health
experts

Evidence: verbatim
comments from women
(consumers)

“Number one disease for
urban women and number
two for rural women.”

“Many of my older friends
have jobs in business for
Western firms…. They like
the work but often are tired
and stressed because of
deadlines.”

Firms could promote health
awareness to current and
future employees sending
positive signals to
stakeholders.

“There is little money for
women’s healthcare…. If I
am ill I’ll go to my local
community doctor…. I would
want to speak with a female
doctor.”

Opportunity for employers to
provide health awareness
information.

“Urban areas are
experiencing a rise in
incidence rates… and most
of these women know about
self-examination.”

Opportunities

Government must talk about
breast cancer to both urban
and rural women.

“Those women who work in
Western firms may be able
to access information.”
“Some educated women are
less marginalized but still
unaware of the benefits of
regular self-examination.”

“Many of my students are
looking for good salaried
jobs… there are more
chances for girls to achieve
…. It’s still difficult, but
[there are] more avenues
now.”

BCA – Breast Cancer Awareness
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Firms could perform their
duty of care to their female
employees via HR channels.

Key challenges

Propositions

Globalisation has both
positive and negative effects
on several countries. Health
is one of the areas where
urban India has seen
negative effects, especially
when it comes to breast
cancer. This has been
identified as the number one
growing disease for women
in the urban areas of India.

This challenge can be overcome
with proper BCA programs
being put in place. Health
marketers need to ensure they
utilise the advanced
infrastructure and technology in
the urban areas to effectively
communicate the message of
BCA.

The challenge of equality
between genders is a global
phenomenon and India is not
an exception. However,
there is a growing trend in
the involvement of women
in the workforce, especially
in policy and decision
making.

Female leaders and female
celebrities seen as role models
should be portrayed by health
marketers as ambassadors to
relay BCA communications and
messages.

Level of knowledge about
BCA is dependent upon a
woman’s socio-economic
background.
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Table 9
Institutional Challenges.

A priori themes
Government policy
(Government holds the
primary responsibility to
drive BCA).

Key concepts of
institutional challenges
from literature

Evidence: verbatim
comments from health
experts

Evidence: verbatim
comments from women
(consumers)

Ownership of the epidemic
by the Indian government
to change health policy; the
right to individual
healthcare is stated in the
Indian constitution (Reddy,
2015).

“The overall management
of breast cancer awareness
by [the] national health
policy in India is
unsatisfactory.”

“The government should do
more to help us… perhaps
provide more local access to
services.”

No large scale
implementation of cancer
prevention and public
expenditures on cancer
remains low (Pramesh et
al., 2014).

Resources
(Resources are central to
effective BCA).

Awareness
(Spreading of awareness is
another state’s
responsibility).

“The right to preventive
healthcare should be
mandatory.”

Little impact to
improvements for cancer
awareness, timely
diagnosis, treatment access
and survival (Chalkidou et

“Men must be educated
too…it’s taboo and still
rarely discussed at home.”

“Access to information
should start at a local level
through community health
nurses.”

“We have [the] national
Pink challenge which raises

Key challenges

There is an opportunity
for consumer groups to
share this critical issue at
either the central or state
levels in India.

The various government
stakeholders including
political parties, civil
servants of central and state
organisations, as well as
local government hold
primary responsibility for
health in India. As a
growing economy, India has
several challenges, but this
particular challenge
deserves a particular
recognition.

All forms of government in
India, that is, central, state
and local government
entities, should recognise
this challenge and devise
ways and incorporate this in
their policy decisions so as
to overcome the lack of
BCA among women in
India.

As a growing economy,
India faces a significant lack
of resources, presenting the
nation with a huge challenge
to dealing with such
diseases.

Therefore, the government
must be made aware that
several resources need to be
mobilised in various
institutions from local levels
(schools) to national
healthcare facilities in order
to overcome this disease.

BCA is at the crux of this
problem. There is an
opportunity for multiple
stakeholders to come
together and collectively be
involved to increase its

It is proposed that the
government should take the
lead and mobilise various
other stakeholders to come
together and collectively
help spread the BCA that is

National and state-wide
awareness programmes
are needed to reinforce
importance of early
detection.

“Continued sustained
funding is paramount.”

“Resources are needed in
schools from an early age.”

Opportunities

Health marketers should
take the lead to spread
awareness and send strong
signals to the government.

“India’s health sector
policy should be revised.”

Limited access to
information, delays in
healthcare seeking and
diagnosis, and inequitable
access to treatment are key
contributory factors
(Mallath et al., 2014).

Study outcomes

“There should be more effort
to tell women about selfexamination and the success
of surviving if they go to a
doctor early.”

Opportunities exist for
social marketers to
develop health literature
to be designed for each
school year group.

“I wish we had spoken about
it at school but the discussion
would have been
embarrassing.”

Resources need to be
identified by consumers
by making it a political
matter.

“It may be useful for the
government to explain about
the benefits of going to the
doctor earlier rather than
later….”

Women could access
information via a series of
national health
information portals which
operate at a national level.
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A priori themes

Key concepts of
institutional challenges
from literature
al., 2014; Sullivan et al.,
2014).

Evidence: verbatim
comments from health
experts
awareness but [we] need a
consistent effort.”
“In rural areas not many
children, especially girls, go
to school …. They work in
the home of their father or
father- in-law rather than at
any office.”

Evidence: verbatim
comments from women
(consumers)
“I have seen the Pink women
walk and that’s very
encouraging for young
people like me.”
“Most people are not aware
about causes and symptoms
of breast cancer.”

Study outcomes
Opportunities
Opportunity for health
marketing messages to
drive women to access
information via the
existing portals and
ASHAs.

Key challenges
awareness. However, the
other complexity is
regarding which stakeholder
should take the lead.

Propositions
effective and pervasive
across India, particularly, in
the urban communities.
Advertising messages could
be created around a context
of different family groups
including both genders
discussing breast cancer
issues.

Opportunities exist for the
media to raise awareness
“Self-examination and early
through case studies about
screening is not working. It
women who have
could be because there is very survived. Directly
less [only a small] number of appealing to men and
women who have the
women in a family
knowledge of this kind of
context.
examination.”
“Yes, I am aware much more
about it from my friends who
have seen their mother or
aunty suffer … and the
community becomes aware
that that family is suffering.”

Infrastructure
(Infrastructure identification
is important in BCA).

Lack of high-quality
infrastructure for early
diagnosis (Agarwal et al.,
2009; Yadav & Jaroli,
2010).

“Provide more
infrastructure in women’s
clinics at a local level”

“My mother was very
anxious when she found a
lump …. She didn’t know
what to do…”

ASHAs - Accredited Social Health Activists; BCA – Breast Cancer Awareness
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Similar to above,
consumers have the
responsibility to raise
these issues with the
government to ensure the
availability of the
necessary infrastructure.

To cope with the growing
challenge of BCA, the
government parties need to
be cognizant of the
importance of external
infrastructure requirements
needed to overcome this
epidemic.

Several stakeholders need to
initiate the process and
identify the specific
infrastructure requirements
in their various capacities
and then mobilise the
government. Health
marketers, in particular,
would play a critical role in
this regard.
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Table 10
Social Marketing and Healthcare Challenges.

A priori themes
Healthcare
interventions and
social marketing
(Interventions in the
health sector via social
marketing strategies
can play a critical role
in BCA).

Key evidence
from literature
The health
intervention
message must
include upstream
marketing activities
to influence the
wider society
(Wymer, 2011).
SM should enable
change beyond
individual
behaviour (micro)
and impact upon
institutional and
cultural operations
(macro) (Lefebvre,
2012).

Key macro agents for
message dissemination in
verbatim
“National government health
policy campaigns should present
breast cancer as not a taboo
subject…. Many women don’t
seek advice because it will affect
their social standing.”
“It is key [that] those who
influence policy are educated and
trained and have no other agenda
than to save lives and to end
breast cancer.”
“Health information about the
disease should be incorporated
into school curriculum … be
addressed from the early years of
education.”
“Localized implementation in
local dialect using ASHAs skill
and local knowledge for impact.”

Study outcomes
Evidence: verbatim comments
from women (consumers)

Opportunities

Key challenges

“I believe firms [they work for]
should provide help and guidance
to women if they think they have
breast cancer.”

Any government awareness
campaign should attempt to destigmatise the disease in the
message.

One negative consequence
of India being the second
largest growing economy
is the effect on women’s
health. An increasing
number of Indian women
are becoming urban
workers with the attendant
lifestyle changes that this
involves and,
unfortunately, a linked
increase in the numbers
suffering from breast
cancer. India is also a
democratic republic,
therefore healthcare as per
its constitution is the
primary responsibility of
the state.

“The community nurse was very
An opportunity to create an
friendly to my mother … she helped integrated campaign with
us by listening to our concerns.”
synergised messages and
images about the positive
“My employer doesn’t provide help
outcomes for breast cancer with
with that illness…. I would go to my
early detection.
mother and then to the local
doctor.”
There should be effective visual
media to provide all the info
“Community institutions such as
regarding breast cancer and
local community nurses could give
early screening.
family support.”
Rural women are less educated
“The ASHAs are best for getting
but the government should still
advice”
talk to them about breast cancer
awareness.
Campaign designers should
consider a series of messages
designed specifically for macro
institutions to disseminate
including churches, schools,
government offices and public
buildings.

“Pictorial self-help guides on
how to self-examine.”
“Distribute awareness resources
via key community groups
including ASHAs, places of
worship, schools and NGOs.”

The BCA information should
also be targeted at men.

“ASHAs are also very important
in liaising with places of worship,
religious groups and
communities.”
“Husbands are not cooperative.”
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Propositions
Evidence from our study
clearly suggests that, in
future, other macro-level
stakeholders such as
global pharmaceuticals,
MNCs, international
bodies (e.g., WHO) and
their social marketers
should collectively
come together to address
this challenge of BCA.
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A priori themes
Non-traditional
marketing required
(Modern forms of
marketing are
considered more
effective in the current
market landscape).

Key evidence
from literature
4Ps are no longer
fit for
contemporary SM
complexities (Tapp
& Spotswood,
2013).
SM management
should incorporate
an interdisciplinary
approach
(Lefbreve, 2012).

Key macro agents for
message dissemination in
verbatim
“India is a complex country with
diverse socio-cultural and
religious communities.”
“The media outreach varies with
its geography. Internet has
traversed less than 30% of the
population while mobile
technology has penetrated much
further.”
“Messages should be designed
for mobile technology.”
“A male and female celebrity to
endorse the practice of selfexamination.”

Study outcomes
Evidence: verbatim comments
from women (consumers)
“The government needs to
understand cancer literacy in
women is dependent upon their
socio-economic and educational
background…. Nation- and statewide awareness programs are
needed … they could use
celebrities.”
“The media could be involved more
to raise awareness.”
“I do know about self-examination
from the internet because a film
actress did a promotion.”

“Very few workplaces have
health information.”
Multi-stakeholder
involvement
(The involvement of
various stakeholders is
critical in effective
BCA).

There cannot be
real campaign
effectiveness with
behaviour change at
just individual level
via downstream
activities (Wallack,
1984).

“In India, the ASHAs are local
community health workers. They
have been playing a great role in
spreading health literacy at
remote places. Since they are
local girls, they are counted as
trustworthy.”
“Mother, mother-in-law, sisterin-law are influential in the
family.”
“ASHAs have the trust of the
husband and are therefore key to
changing mind-sets about the
importance of keeping wives
well.”

Opportunities
Campaigns should integrate
public health practice with
strategic target marketing,
segmentation audience and
message content.
Traditional marketing
communication channels are ad
hoc, therefore there is need for
digital marketing.
A celebrity campaign
appropriate for male and female
targeted audiences could
incorporate a Bollywood star
and/or a cricket star. This is
because, most (if not all)
citizens listen to celebrities.

“We try at the university to help
women have a voice, but young
girls are very timid to discuss
private matters.”

With adequate focused training
of ASHAs, awareness can be
increased to a great extent in the
target population.

“Universities should have wellresourced women’s clinics to
support staff and students …. Some
firms do provide healthcare
information.”

Opportunities for SM to
produce training materials for
ASHAs.

“My university should open up
discussions…. Yes, it would be
positive to include male students,
too.”

Key challenges
As evident from the
macro-level challenge
mentioned above, the
involvement of newer
forms of non-traditional
marketing (especially, at
the industry level−meso) is
required. Our study
suggests that, because of
the sensitivity, vastness,
and complexity of the
incidence rate of breast
cancer in India, traditional
marketing may turn out to
be ineffective thereby
becoming a challenge.

In future, social/health
marketers should devise
innovative and effective
modern marketing
strategies, taking into
account indigenous
beliefs, sensitivity issues
around the disease,
culture and religion.
Influencer marketing
techniques via
celebrities could be used
to endorse the practice
of breast cancer
screening.

Evidence from our study
suggests that there is a
clear lack of multi-level
stakeholder involvement
when it comes to raising
BCA in the urban India.

At the organisational
level, it is critical to
ensure the involvement
of various stakeholders,
in particular, HR,
marketing and other
departments, as this is
effective in raising
BCA.

Opportunity for employers and
HR officers to raise awareness
about breast cancer through
health and wellbeing
promotions to men and women.

The Pink Campaign is an
“I have a notice board in my office; opportunity to embrace
perhaps other employers could use discussion in the work place
their notice boards for
and family settings.
information.”

ASHAs - Accredited Social Health Activists; BCA – Breast Cancer Awareness; SM – Social Marketing; NGOs – Non-Governmental Organizations; WHO – World Health Organization
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Figure 5
Emerging Economy Healthcare Marketing Model through the Lens of Signaling Theory.
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9.9. Research limitations and opportunities for future research
Similar to any research, this study has limitations presenting several opportunities for
future research which can be classified in terms of the context, content and methodology.
Firstly, this study focuses on a single country and it would be useful if a multi-country
comparison was undertaken given the variance in religion, background, cultural, and
economic structures within the developing country context (Biggemann & Fam, 2011). Thus,
other emerging markets such as Brazil, South Africa, China and South East Asian countries
such as Vietnam and Thailand present as rich contexts for future research. Second, the sample
of health experts could be extended to include PPP organisations and women in an effort to
triangulate data at all marketing levels to ensure generalizability of the results within India, as
well as other emerging countries. It should also be noted that the various Indian states are
significantly diverse in many aspects, thereby offering future opportunities to examine intrastate comparisons to elicit any variations or similarities.
Third, the findings, propositions and the advanced conceptual framework are
grounded in qualitative data collected through focus groups. Although exploratory data via
focus groups were deemed most appropriate for the purpose of this study, as well as the
nascent state of such research in emerging nations, there is further scope for future research to
test the proposed conceptual framework using quantitative data. With quantitative data, larger
samples can be used thereby enhancing the generalizability of the findings, which would also
help to provide a confirmatory comparative analysis between the Western (developed)
perspective and emerging economies. Future research could also involve more homogenous
focus groups composed of a greater range of demographic profiles. Lastly, it is anticipated
that the findings of this study and application of the conceptual framework will provide a
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springboard to drive future social marketers to address the weaknesses in current BCA
provision among women, not only in India but also other emerging economies.
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10. Reflections on Paper 1 and Links to Papers 2 and 3.
This opening study explores the social marketing literature (Domegen et al., 2016;
French & Gordon, 2019; Wymer, 2011) via signaling theory (Spence, 1973), to uncover the
causes of the breast cancer epidemic in India. The conceptual framework developed from the
research process enabled big- picture- thinking, to discover the unique social, economic,
cultural and institutional challenges, and opportunities faced by social marketers.
This investigation answers the call for bespoke theory to assist future social
marketing research and intervention management (Kotler, 2015; Truong & Dang, 2017).
Specific guidance is offered to public health policy makers about how to improve resource
provision by using symmetry of message in health interventions. Moreover, the reputation of
the MoHFW will improve and be viewed as a ‘quality’ (Stiglitz, 2000) healthcare provider
by consumers.
In consideration of the complexity of the wicked problem, a series of field work
investigations were devised, as a quantitative approach was deemed unsuitable to garner the
required depth of understanding from market actors (Remenyi & Williams, 1998). Thus, an
interpretive-inductive research method alongside a grounded theory approach (Glaser, 2002),
was enacted in New Delhi, India, over a number of weeks. Participation in the study by focal
actors (cancer specialists and vulnerable consumers) can be viewed as a mode of
legitimisation of the findings. In particular, they possess unique information about the
contextual influences on the BC health problem which informs the research.
The study illustrates a one size fits all intervention approach will not be effective in
India. However, social marketing strategies could be leveraged at each market level to raise
BCA via a range of propositions suggested in Tables 6 to 10. A key finding is the
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identification of ASHAs as a unique midstream communication channel to disseminate
health interventions in their role at community/regional level. This work adds to previous
work on health outcomes which are shaped by frontline interactions (Luca et al., 2019; Scott,
2020) by revealing the processes and dynamics of the meso level actors in an emerging
country context. It would therefore be useful to explore how technology-abled frontline
workers could operate as an effective cancer knowledge resource. This provided the catalyst
for an exploration of research question 2.
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11. Research question 2: How can new technologies at the meso level
replenish female cancer healthcare resources?
In the absence of adequate public health policy at the macro level to provide female
cancer resources, Papers 2 and Paper 3 explore the potential for new technologies at the meso
level to facilitate cancer health and wellbeing resources. In particular, the value of meso level
actors adopting technology to facilitate the outflow and inflow of breast cancer knowledge as
a transformative social marketing intervention to support vulnerable consumers in a health
and wellbeing emerging country context.
The study is orientated around a transformative social marketing perspective
(Anderson et al., 2013), to explore the effect of social marketing actors at midstream on the
flow of downstream behavioural influence, thereby disrupting Wymer’s (2011) linear
assumption.
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12. Paper 2: Mobile technology to give a resourced-based knowledge
management advantage to community health nurses in an emerging
economies context.
12.1. Abstract
Knowledge is a key success factor in achieving competitive advantage. This paper
examines how mobile health technology facilitates knowledge management practices to
enhance a public health service in an emerging economies context. Specifically, the
acceptance of a knowledge-resource application by community health workers to deliver
breast cancer healthcare in India, where resources are depleted. Fieldwork activity conducted
twenty semi-structured interviews with frontline community health workers, which were
analysed using an interpretive inductive approach. The application generates knowledge as a
resource that signals quality healthcare and yields a positive reputation for the public health
service.
The community health worker’s acceptance of technology enables knowledge
generation and knowledge capture. The design facilitates knowledge codification and
knowledge transfer of breast cancer information to standardise quality patient care.
Knowledge management insights are provided for implementation of mhealth technology for
frontline healthcare professionals in an emerging economies context. The knowledgeresource application can deliver breast cancer care, in localised areas with the potential for
wider contexts. The outcomes are valuable for policy makers, health service managers and
knowledge management practitioners in an emerging economies context.
First, this study contributes three propositions to knowledge management scholarship,
in a public healthcare, emerging economies context. Second, via an interdisciplinary
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theoretical lens (signaling theory and Technology Acceptance Model), we offer a novel
conceptualisation to illustrate how a knowledge-resource application can shape an
organisations knowledge management to form a resource-based competitive advantage. The
legacy of the mobile heath technology is the normalisation of breast cancer discourse and the
technical up-skilling community health workers.
Keywords: Breast cancer; India; Knowledge management; Signaling theory; TAM.
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12.2 Introduction
India is facing a significant public health challenge as breast cancer rates of incidents
and mortality steadily increase (Khokhar, 2018). Statistics show by the end of 2020, 2.5
million Indian women will be living with a biologically aggressive breast cancer due to late
diagnosis and a lack of awareness about self-examination (Breast Cancer India, 2016; Rath
& Gandhi, 2014). In Western countries incidence rates increase with age unlike India, where
the rate is reversed with the highest female mortality rate found in those aged 25-50 years of
age (Khokhar, 2018). Limited knowledge about breast cancer and poor public health
information, combine to prevent early diagnosis and cause a rise in cancer rates.
There are two main reasons for this situation. First, excluding India’s National
Cancer Control Programme in 1976, there has been no large-scale implementation of breast
cancer prevention or knowledge management (KM) strategies to date (Pramesh et al., 2014).
The second is bound in India’s cultural complexities surrounding the female body, meaning
discussions about female cancers are rare and taboo (Fletcher-Brown et al., 2021).
India therefore, operates a fragmented approach to constructing a nationwide KM
system for breast cancer healthcare. This is evidenced by the limited understanding of the
MoHFW about the nature of medical knowledge flow, the types of KM tools suitable to
disseminate breast health information and the barriers to enablers of KM (Chib, 2010;
Nicolini et al., 2008). Observers have also witnessed a less than substantive investment in
educational resources to normalise breast self-examination, or technological innovations to
assist prevention activities (Gupta et al., 2017).
The management of healthcare to India’s population of over one billion citizens, is
the responsibility of the state governments, with overall control, held by the central
MoHFW. During the last two decades, the inadequate flow of public health information
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about breast cancer has not enhanced patient care or positively affected the efficiency and
effectiveness of the organisation (Dey, 2017). The ineffective knowledge management
system has continued to substantially reduce MoHFW’s reputation as a quality health
provider (Fletcher-Brown et al., 2018; Sheffield, 2008). Consequently, without an effective
KM strategy the capability of the organisation to establish an excellent situational awareness
of the ensuing breast cancer crisis will inevitably mean the MoHFW will be coping with an
epidemic in the foreseeable future (Khokhar, 2018).
Knowledge is a key success factor in achieving competitive advantage in fast paced
economic environments like India and has been found to improve organisational
performance (Mehralian et al., 2018). Furthermore, while knowledge has been highlighted as
the most precious asset for many organisations, accumulated knowledge can manifest as a
source of sustainable competitiveness (Nguyen et al., 2018). Whilst, extant literature has
extolled the potential of KM to influence and improve private sector performance, fewer
authors have investigated public sector themes that yield recommendations for professional
practice (Massaro et al., 2015). Indeed, if KM can enable innovation in organisational
systems to positively affect performance of employees and benefit all stakeholders, then
examination of a public health sector organisation is worthwhile (Papa et al., 2020).
Research evidence incorporating information communication technology (ICT) in a
healthcare organisation enriches complex channels of knowledge flow among stakeholders
at every stage of the healthcare process (Singh et al., 2018). Furthermore, innovations such
as mhealth technologies may be useful KM tools for frontline health workers. In particular,
for those in an emerging economies context with a large geographical area, and who operate
from a low resource setting (Chandwani & Dwivedi, 2018). Mhealth innovations may
therefore, expedite KM (including knowledge sharing and seeking) to enhance the flow of
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public health information about breast cancer and improve the reputation of the public health
service provider. However, in order to embed facilitating KM practices, the skills,
capabilities and competencies of employees must be assessed in order to develop efficient
processes that produce quality products or services to meet the market’s demands (Baines &
Smith, 2020; Kuciapski, 2017).
The World Health Organisation (2016) reports that mhealth initiatives to enhance
healthcare delivery have risen significantly. India has experienced some success with
mhealth to facilitate information efficiency about type two diabetes and childhood diseases,
but a sustained robust KM system is still required (Ilozumba et al., 2018; Muralidharan et
al., 2017). Furthermore, there is scant insight into the ability of mhealth technology to
relieve the complexities of the breast cancer problem with an effective and efficient outflow
and inflow of KM (Dwivedi et al., 2008; Pereira et al., 2019).
Recent research in India revealed the essential cog in the KM wheel are community
health workers (CHWs) (Fletcher-Brown et al., 2018) known as Accredited Social Health
Activists (ASHAs) and Anganwadi (AWW), both key cadres in India’s health prevention
programme. In particular these workers are responsible for disseminating maternal and child
health knowledge and treatments. It is their unique standing within the community, which
provides the potential for an mhealth innovation to manage breast healthcare knowledge
effectively to all stakeholders and therefore, requires further exploration.
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12.3. Research objectives
Against this backdrop this study undertakes an in-depth inquiry into KM practices
and strategies for enhancing breast healthcare delivery with a knowledge-resource
application (App) (run on a mobile tablet) and posit the following research objectives:
1. To explore the effectiveness of mhealth technology as a KM tool, to reduce asymmetry
of breast cancer information.
2. To examine how mhealth technologies can shape breast cancer KM as a resource-based
competitive advantage for a public health organisation.
The complexity of this KM problem in India, demands a theoretical interdisciplinary
approach to enhance the KM domain. In so doing, this paper answers the call for theory
development to deliver new models, tools and techniques, specific to the health sector (Van
Beveren, 2003). This empirical study utilises Spence’s (1973) signaling theory as a lens to
explore mhealth technology as a resource-based KM advantage for the MoFHW, to reduce
breast cancer rates. Therefore, it is pertinent to assess the MoHFW's potential to deliver
these core expectations. Rarely in published literature is signaling theory explored in a
health KM setting, but greater investigation has been invited (Simaens & Koster, 2013).
The effectiveness of mhealth technology to facilitate KM by CHWs will be explored
using an adapted Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) devised from earlier models (Davis,
1989; Venkatesh & Bala, 2008; Maruping et al., 2016). Originally conceived for business
use, this model is increasingly applied in mhealth research to gauge the usefulness of
technology to improve the access to, and quality of healthcare information (Yarbrough &
Smith, 2007; Kalnad et al., 2017). It is the most frequently applied research model to predict
use, of a person’s intention to perform a particular behaviour, and acceptance of information
systems and technology by individual users (Rahimi et al., 2018).
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The overall structure of the study takes the form of the following sections including, a
development of the theoretical framework, frontline healthcare delivery in India, research
design, findings and discussion, theoretical and managerial contributions and limitations of
the study including directions for future research.
12.4. Literature review – The development of the theoretical framework
12.4.1 Situational context
India has grown rapidly over the last decade to achieve the status of the fastest
growing economy in 2018. The McKinsey Global Institute report identified employing more
women in the workforce would add an additional $2.9 trillion to India's annual GDP by 2025
(Woetzel et al., 2015). Therefore, a healthy female Indian workforce is crucial if the country
is to benefit from its demographic advantage and sustain its economy.
However, one in twelve women in India are at high-risk because women seek medical
care extremely late due to a lack of public health resourcing and India’s unique socio-cultural
complexity (Gupta et al., 2017). Various cultural and religious issues prevent women from
accessing health services, including a reluctance to consult with male doctors, family
obligations and little autonomy to control their own medical care (Deshpande et al., 2013).
Recent initiatives in India suggest the government is recognising its own resource
limitations in women's healthcare and has begun to partner with private players to provide
affordable services to the underserved such as The Pink Initiative. However, the majority of
the population of India remain reliant on the state for their primary healthcare (Saxena, 2015).
In the latest Indian National Health Policy (2017) the percentage of GDP by 2020 for
healthcare, rose to 2.5%, a rise of 1.5%, but without a strategic focus on cancer. This has an
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impact on the reputation of MoFHW as an efficient provider of women’s healthcare
(Gangane et al., 2016).
While the international resourcing standards state a minimum of 25 health workers
per 10,000 population, India’s scarcity of skilled medical staff remains high with only a little
over 8 health workers per 10,000 population. This situation of poor resourcing impacts on the
amount of knowledge that can be captured by health workers and transferred in to the
community (Srinivasan & Chandwani, 2014). Wide interstate disparities and rural-urban
differentials in the availability of a medical workforce, affect the ability to capture knowledge
about breast cancer health in the communities (Esposito et al., 2012). For example, Tamil
Nadu is the only state that has scaled up services for prevention of common cancers. This was
a successful programme that revealed the link between the need for knowledge about
screening, diagnosis and treatment, to be presented in the correct manner for successful
knowledge transfer (Krishnan et al., 2013). However, there is limited evidence of investment
by MoHFW in a breast cancer KM resource.

12.4.2. An interdisciplinary theoretical approach
Previous research has examined resource-based knowledge management in Western
healthcare contexts (Mason & Pavia, 1998; Kim et al., 2012). An array of resources were
highlighted including information about particular cancers, access to support groups, cancer
workshops and rehabilitation advice, all available to women on and offline. The large amount
of knowledge produced by these healthcare resources (e.g., electronic health record systems,
pharmaceutical R&D reporting systems) galvanised the healthcare organisations into making
considerable investments in technology to strengthen their organisational resource capability
(Wang & Byrd, 2017).
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According to Hoffman et al. (2005) technology can facilitate the four main processes
of KM: generation of knowledge, (all activities that discover ‘‘new’’ knowledge); knowledge
capture, (the continuous scanning, organizing, and packaging of knowledge after it has been
generated); knowledge codification (representation of knowledge in a manner that can easily
be accessed and transferred) and knowledge transfer, (the absorption of that knowledge).
To leverage knowledge is an organisations most critical resource (Desouza & Awazu, 2006)
and, knowledge sharing is recognised as one of the most important ways to improve
organisational performance (Kim et al., 2012). Furthermore, knowledge is valuable, rare,
hard to imitate and non-substitutable, and has been noted as a strategic asset for any
organisation to gain and nourish competitive advantage (Jha & Varkkey, 2018).
With this appreciation of KM, it is important to understand India’s healthcare infra
structure. Organisations improve their efficiency and effectiveness through a possession of
valuable knowledge relating to their products, processes, management and technologies.
However, the absence of the four specified KM processes, indicates the necessity for
MoHFW to control the flow of consistent communication about breast health information for
maximum advantage (King et al., 2002). The lack of motivation by the India government to
establish a KM system to oversee breast cancer health delivery, portrays them as woefully
inadequate (Gupta et al., 2017). This study aligns to the WHO (2016) strategic focus to
increase the incorporation of mhealth technology to improve global healthcare. Using
signaling theory as a lens we explore the effectiveness of mhealth technology as a KM tool,
to reduce asymmetry of breast cancer information.
Signaling theory is fundamentally concerned with reducing information asymmetry
between two parties, striving for perfect information in a situation where the ‘signaller’ or
sender, conveys some meaningful information about its products or services to another party,
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the receivers (Spence, 1973; 2002; Stiglitz, 2000). In this investigation, the sender is the
MoHFW and the receivers are CHWs and Indian women. Receivers are important in the
signaling cycle because on receipt of the message they can determine if the organisation is
genuine in the practice, they espouse. Their belief in the sender's reputation links to the
notion of quality, which shares some characteristics with reputation and prestige (Khatri et
al., 2016). Careful management of information encourages trust between sender and receiver,
fostered via a two-way dialogue, rather than a one-way signal transmission. In this study the
knowledge-resource App would incorporate accessible breast cancer knowledge represented
in different formats including audio and 3D visual imagery (Figure 6).
However, research states that to be effective the signals must be observable and costly
to imitate (Bruton et al., 2009; Connelly et al., 2011a). Often the level of cost invested has a
two-fold effect; (i) it reduces information asymmetry and (ii) highlights the organisation's
commitment to the cause (Vargo & Lusch, 2017). Therefore, investment by the signaler in a
knowledge-resource application could, reduce asymmetry of breast cancer information and
improve reputation through superior performance.
The technology acceptance model (TAM) has gained significant interest and is widely
used in mhealth interventions and is therefore viewed as an influential model to explain
intervention for technology use (Bagozzi, 2007; Hoque, 2016). TAM was devised by Davis
(1989) as a need to gauge technology acceptance in the workplace for effective and efficient
organisational practices. Based on the psychology theory the Theory of Reasoned Action and
Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein 1980), TAM was conceived to predict the
willingness of users to embrace new technology and to understand attitude and beliefs as
cause of intention and to better understand the behaviour relationship between humans and
technology.
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To fully understand resistance to technology this model consisted of two core
elements (PU) perceived usefulness; (PEU) perceived ease of use; which in turn describe the
behavioural intention to adopt an mhealth system. PU is centred on the idea that by using the
technology it will enhance both current and continuous job performance. PEU, measures the
degree to which the technology is effortless and easy to use.
Further models have incorporated the impact of personal/professional experiences,
organisational factors and social/political influences which in later models are referred to as
external variables (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). Studies suggest that external influences cannot
be ignored in adequately assessing technology acceptance (Burton-Jones & Hubona 2006;
McKechnie et al., 2006). Thus, later models of TAM such as TAM 2 and the Unified Theory
of Acceptance and Use of Technology consider external factors such as subjective norm, job
relevance, output quality, social influence, organisational influences and facilitating
conditions. These later models have become useful in determining the acceptance of
technology in health, delivering solutions for physicians and health workers world-wide.
The mhealth expansion following e-health, has revolutionised the way in which health
services can deliver essential health interventions. Literature searches and studies have
critically examined TAM as a theoretical model for understanding resistance to technology
(Marangunić & Granić, 2015; Durodolu & Olumide 2016), whereas Holden and Karsh (2010)
and Yarbrough and Smith (2007) relate TAM specifically to healthcare literature and studies.
Different situations require different variations of the TAM model and the external
variables can be added after an initial beliefs elicitation study and in so doing, contextualising
TAM offers the researcher better predictive power. As a framework for predicting technology
acceptance TAM remains the most popular model for researchers and continues to be the
most “robust parsimonious, and influential in explaining technology adoption behaviour” (Lu
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et al., 2003; Marangunić & Granić, 2015). This research draws on the TAM model to gauge
the acceptance of technology by the CWHs as a potential resource-based KM system for
breast cancer care.
In the research framework TAM is central to predicting the CWHs use of technology
in their current role. The design element of the App is reliant on ‘modality’, the concept that
knowledge can be disseminated through two communication channels visual and auditory.
12.4.3. Frontline healthcare delivery in India
The majority of India’s population live in rural regions but, Esposito et al. (2012)
estimate most of India’s 16,000 hospitals are located in urban areas cultivating
insurmountable healthcare challenges in rural populations. Globally, there is collective
interest to develop the influence of CHWs, as frontline health workers, but research has been
limited to their role in matters of women and children’s nutrition (Saprii et al., 2015). ASHAs
are CHWs instituted by MoHFW as part of the government’s National Rural Health Mission
(NRHM, 2012). The set target of 2,500,000 ASHAs in 10 states by 2012, has fallen short as
only 700,000 are currently operational (Fathima et al., 2015). The ASHAs have responsibility
for the execution of the community health programme. This includes, regular surveys of
families, to organise pre-school activities, to provide health and nutrition education and to
show pregnant women how to breastfeed, to promote family planning and to educate parents
about child growth and development.
Indian villages are autonomous communities, with little interaction with the central
government. A democratically elected village council which represents all major groups
(caste or religious) makes most day-to-day decisions. In practice, the support of the council or
chief ensures the CHW is effective and accepted within the community, encouraging people
to utilise their services (Hariprasad & Mehrota, 2016; Ramachandran et al., 2010). Their role
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places them central to the development of a sustainable mhealth KM system with the
potential to communicate breast cancer awareness knowledge and healthcare in an emerging
economies context (Figure 6). Ownership by the Indian government to fund the technology
could signal a positive trustworthy reputation for India's MoHFW. Hence, this paper seeks to
address the gap in published literature concerned with mhealth technology as a KM resource
for a healthcare organisation to achieve competitive advantage, in an emerging economies
context (Modi et al., 2015).
Figure 6
Mhealth technology to give resource-based knowledge management advantage to community
health workers in rural communities in India

A KM system supported by mhealth technology has the opportunity to enhance the
skills of non-physicians such as CHWs and empower them to deliver timely and quality
frontline healthcare. However, in an emerging economies context there are several factors
that need to be addressed prior to implementation including the CHW’s acceptance of
technology as part of their role. Furthermore, the App is designed to improve current
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processes of knowledge capture and codification and facilitate access to up-to-date breast
cancer information.
Over the last few decades, the recognition of mobile technology as a powerful
communication tool has grown and its ability to provide communities with essential health
information (Desouza et al., 2014). However, acceptance of its sustainability, effectiveness
and efficacy in the community need to be addressed. This study seeks to consider the operator
(CHW), their needs and requirements prior to technical innovation. Table 11 provides a
critical overview of the literature addressing KM related to mhealth technology as a resourcebased advantage in an emerging economies context. This has led to the identification and
framing of the research objectives outlined previously.
12.5. Research Design
This investigation set out to explore the effectiveness of mhealth technology as a KM
tool, to reduce asymmetry of breast cancer information and operate as a resource-based
competitive advantage. To achieve the research objectives, the qualitative data was collected
from Gujarat, India, where breast cancer accounts for 31.5% of all cancers in women.
Furthermore, the MoHFW (signaler) has public health hospitals and PPP activities are also
present (Breast Cancer India, 2016).
Researchers conducted 20 interviews with frontline medical staff in this geographical
location. An interpretative-inductive exploratory methodology follows the directives of Gioia
et al. (2013) to imbue qualitative rigour. The methodological strength of this approach is the
heterogeneity of CHW’s expert opinion collected via semi-structured interviews producing
rich qualitative data (Krueger & Casey, 2014).
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Table 11
.Outline of Research Addressing KM Related to Mhealth Technology as a Resource-based Advantage in an Emerging Economies Context:
Conceptualisations, Antecedents and Consequences.
Author (s)

Concept

Definition

KM antecedents

KM consequences

A review of
KM in
healthcare
(Nicolini et
al. 2008).
(Literature
Review)

Three
overarching
themes in
KM.

KM tools.

KM in healthcare: towards ‘knowledge-driven
‘decision-support services (Abidi, 2001).
Inflow and outflow of information to benefit KM
(Sheffield, 2008).
The most important issues in KM (King et al.,
2002).
Criteria for KM (Desouza & Awazu, 2006).
KM for superior advantage (Hoffman et al.,
2005).
Fewer studies on public sector themes for
professional practice (Massaro et al., 2015).

Accumulated knowledge can be a source of
sustainable competitiveness (Nguyen et al., 2018).
Dynamic capabilities, agility and KM (Pereira et al.,
2019).
Technology to facilitate knowledge sharing and
knowledge seeking in health (Singh et al., 2018).
Knowledge is a key success factor in achieving
competitive advantage (Mehralian et al., 2018).
KM can enable innovation (Papa et al., 2020).
Ascertain skills, capabilities and competencies of
employees (Baines & Smith, 2020).
Knowledge is a strategic competitive asset for
competitive advantage (Jha & Varkkey, 2018).

ICT
strategies
for
healthcare
KM.

Mhealth KM for frontline workers (Chib, 2010).
Mobile health assist treatments (Free et al.,
2013).
Mobile phones: the next step towards healthcare
delivery in rural India (DeSouza et al., 2014).
There is a paucity of literature regarding mhealth
technology to communicate health messages in
India (Ramachandran et al., 2010).
Knowledge sharing (Kim et al., 2012).

Information shapes knowledge, which in turn is a
driver of health-related change (WHO, 2016).
Need of a New Frontline Health Functionary for
Non-Communicable Diseases in India (Gupta et al.,
2017).
Technology has emerged as an opportunity for KM
(Kalnad et al., 2017).
Resourced-based organisation can improve
healthcare capabilities (Wang & Byrd, 2017).

Dwivedi et
Designing
al. (2008).
intelligent
(Conceptual) healthcare
with KM
and ICT.
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Spence,
(1973).
(Empirical).

Davis,
(1989).
(Empirical)

Reducing
asymmetry
of message
to achieve
perfect
information.

Genuine
signals may
afford a
positive
reputation.

Receivers are outside the organisation but would
like to receive messages (Spence, 1973).
Signalling genuine regard may yield a positive
reputation (Kreps & Wilson, 1982).
Quality refers to the ability of the signaler to
fulfil needs or demands (Connelly et al., 2011a).

The importance of receivers responding to signallers
about the effectiveness of their signals (Gupta et al.,
2017).
Service-centred organisation (Vargo & Lusch, 2017).
“Perfect information” (Stiglitz, 2000).
A positive perception about a firms’ social position
can reduce any uncertainty with consumers (Stiglitz,
2000).

Technology
Acceptance
Model.

PU and
PEU
model.

“TAM the influential and commonly adapted
theory for describing an individual’s acceptance
of information systems” (Bagozzi, 2007).
External influences cannot be ignored in
assessing technology acceptance (McKechnie et
al., 2006).
TAM influential in explaining technology
adoption behaviour” (Lu et al., 2003).
To gauge the usefulness of technology the access
to and quality of healthcare (Holden & Karsh,
2010).
TAM continues to be the most “robust
parsimonious, and influential in explaining
technology adoption behaviour” (Marangunić &
Granić, 2015).

There is a paucity of literature about mobile
technology to communicate health messages in India
(Ramachandran et al., 2010).
Mhealth technology can expand the scope of service
delivery, reducing the response time by using trained
non-physicians (Bassi et al., 2016).
Workers should update their knowledge and skills to
keep up with the changes Kuciapski, 2017).
Adoption of Hospital Information System Among
Nurses (Barzekar et al., 2019).
Factors affecting nurses’ acceptance (Ho et al.,
2020).
Integrating behavioural expectation of technology
(Maruping et al., 2017).
Technology acceptance among public sector nurses
in cancer care (Taipale, 2019).
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12.5.1. Sample and Data collection
To explore the feasibility of mhealth technology as a KM resource-based advantage, it
was important to determine the CHW’s socio-cultural understanding of breast cancer and
their technological skills base. The characteristics of the CHWs are contained in Table 12
The CHW’s culturally determined thought processes, anchored in India’s complex historical,
religious, ethnic, political and social influences, provided valuable insight (Usher-Smith et
al., 2017). This research design aligns with ethnography where the importance is placed on
the thoughts and opinions of the participants about the issues discussed, and thereby viewed
in the context of their experience (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007).
Table 12
Characteristics of Participants in Semi-structured Interviews.
Occupation

Length of service (Years)
0-5
5-10
11-15

Accredited
Social
Health
Activist
(20).

12.

Anganwadi
workers.

4.

Not
known.

4.

Gender Community
Responsibility
F.

F.

Women and
children’s health
including anti
and post-natal
care, ideal weight
and nutritional
advice.
Vaccination
advice including
Malaria, Dengue
Zika virus.
Anti and postnatal care, girl
child, children’s
vaccinations.

Place of
dissemination
Urban and
rural
individual
homes.

Rural
Individual
homes.

All interviews were conducted in the local dialect, audio recorded and transcribed by
the research team using a protocol guide. A semi-structured discussion guide was solely used
to facilitate the discussion, when needed, to avoid loss of direction. Given the exploratory
nature of this study, the idea was to avoid imposing preconceived frameworks or opinions
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upon participants, seeking instead to obtain their understanding (of KM and the suitability of
the knowledge- resource App), within their own frames of reference (Greenwood et al.,
2014). Hence, the questions were mostly open-ended and discovery-oriented to facilitate
open discussions and probing as the research design was inductive and exploratory.
Questions were posed to explore their current technical skills level and to predict the
usefulness and ease of implementation of introducing technology to their current role.
12.5.2. Coding Procedure
The data was analysed using a three-tiered coding system following the Gioia method
(Gioia et al., 2013). In the first stage of the analysis, the first researcher independently read
and coded the online comments. These comments were organised manually into a set of 1storder themes garnered from the verbatim comments of the CHWs. The second stage,
involved a 2nd - order thematic analysis whereby the researchers sought to understand links
between the data and new emerging themes Knowledge Generation, Knowledge Capture,
Knowledge Codification and Knowledge Transfer. This ‘sensegiving’ provided an
opportunity for concept development and theory building (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991).
In the third stage, all the researchers’ aggregated key themes to provide a set of
summative dimensions to the data (Table 13), mhealth technology signals quality healthcare,
mhealth technology enables KM and, mhealth technology embraces local characteristics.
In contrast to other methods for analysis, such as content analysis, the use of the Gioia
method approach allowed for alternative theoretical explanations to emerge from the data.
The method has been used effectively to understand phenomenon in other healthcare studies
(Furstenau & Auschr, 2016; Schölmerich et al., 2016). Furthermore, Maas et al. (2016) also
applied the method to a study of the development of new practice resources.
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12.6. Findings and Discussion
To be able to theorise mhealth as a resource-based KM advantage, the findings
presented reflect the CHW’s responses to the semi-structured interviews. As a result, three
propositions support the proposed conceptual framework. This allows for an understanding of
the role technology in KM for frontline health workers in the healthcare sector in an
emerging economies context.
Three aggregate themes emerge explicated from the data: signaling quality
healthcare, mhealth technology enabled KM and, mhealth technology embraces local
characteristics. These themes highlight how technology connects and empowers healthcare
stakeholders, which manifests as a resource-based KM advantage to the MoHFW. To offer a
better understanding of the qualitative findings, an illustration of each theme with a selection
of extracts from the data is presented in Table 13.
12.6.1. Theme 1. Signalling Quality Healthcare
The first goal was to explore the effectiveness of mhealth technology as a KM tool, to
reduce asymmetry of breast cancer information. The considerable challenges to the MoHFW
to fulfil its duty as a healthcare provider have been outlined (Fletcher-Brown et al., 2018).
The MoHFW’s inadequate resourcing of breast cancer KM culminates in a poor reputation to
provide an effective and efficient healthcare system. For example, the absence of any regular
time set aside for training in breast cancer knowledge, suggests the disease remains low
priority in public health policy and the reputation of the MoHFW to deliver effective breast
healthcare remains weak. From the sample, AWW did not possess any knowledge about
breast cancer in terms of diagnosis or treatment, either in their personal or professional role
which suggests a break down in signaling effective information about breast cancer to
essential workers.
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ASHAs however, confirmed the need to visit women in their locale because of India’s
complex cultural values about women in a patriarchal society, “women are not allowed to go
out without their husband.” This suggests, any knowledge capture must be garnered at the
point of face-to-face consultation. The functionality of the App allows for knowledge
generation and knowledge capture by ASHAs to be efficiently transferred to women in their
individual homes. What is also apparent from the interviews is that ASHAs are highly trusted
by the leaders of the villages to enter homes where necessary and distribute healthcare
information.
Cancer as a healthcare topic, is discussed in monthly reported meetings but nothing,
“specifically about breast cancer” and, there are no current protocols to report and store the
accumulated knowledge. They identify that breast cancer knowledge gathered at the frontline
is valuable but not leveraged to its full potential. They acknowledge the perceived usefulness
of the breast cancer knowledge-resource App would facilitate temporal research for
knowledge capture and enable swift knowledge transfer to women. Findings therefore
identify the equipping of ASHAs with an mhealth App can generate knowledge as a resource
that signals quality healthcare provision and is implicit to reducing asymmetry of breast
cancer information. Furthermore, a knowledge-resource App in this research context, has the
capacity to manage knowledge to benefit each stakeholder in the information flow. We
illustrate this by suggesting,
Proposition 1. Technology equipped ASHAs send signals of quality breast cancer
information to all healthcare stakeholders.
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12.6.2. Theme 2. Mhealth technology enables breast cancer KM at the frontline of healthcare.
The second thrust of this investigation was to examine mhealth technology as a
resource-based competitive advantage in KM. It is known that knowledge is a key success
factor in achieving competitive advantage for an organisation (Mehralian et al., 2018;
Nguyen et al., 2018). However, the skills, capabilities and competencies of employees
responsible for gathering knowledge must be ascertained before investment in technologies
(Baines & Smith, 2020). Hence, we explore the relationship between user (ASHAs), the ease
of use, and perceived usefulness of the technology in order to comprehend the levels of
resistance to using the App.
The ASHAs were found to be functional in some areas of technology with scope for
improvement in others (Table 13). All used a mobile phone in their personal lives and in their
public health role operated ‘Corporate user group' technology. This facilitates free calling/
messaging amongst CUG members and is provided by many public sector organisations in
India. Sixteen ASHAs used mobile phones with traditional keyboard functions, four ASHAs
possessed smart phones which were referred to as ‘touch screen’ phones, which demonstrated
a level of competency.
The cognitive constructs of the TAM model are perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use which identify an intention to use the App in their role. The ASHAs were vocal in
their agreement of the advantages the mhealth technology would bring to their work, “If I
could find the information on the App I would be happy’ and, “I would like to learn more
technology to help my job where I can keep notes of my visits.” The participants showed an
overwhelming appetite to learn new technology for personal and professional development.
They agreed the dynamic capabilities of the resource would facilitate agile KM, “I
would like to use it in my work because I could take down patient details for use in future
appointments.” The gathering and storing of patient information would form a knowledge
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resource for forward planning workloads and patient care, which illustrates a resourced-based
organisation can improve healthcare capabilities (Wang & Byrd, 2017).
Perceived usefulness was identified through suggestions for content such as video,
animation and images, “Pictures on the tablet provide information, awareness and
abnormalities this is useful” and, they agreed the touch screen function would make the App
easy to use. In terms of mhealth technology to give a resource-based advantage, this study
found the App, could capture new knowledge and transfer breast cancer awareness
knowledge to patients in the community, “We can use pictures and sound to show women
about the signs, some girls don’t read.” In addition, the App facilitates visualisation of data
as an infographic about breast cancer, “The women can be informed about breast cancer
signs with the help of pictures” (Figure 7). The technology improved the ASHA’s selfefficacy, through the access to knowledge and in autonomy of operating the device. Overall,
the ASHA’s response to embracing new technology is positive and motivated to develop the
required skills.
Figure 7
Visualisation of Information on App Operated on a Tablet.
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Perceived ease of use would therefore, suggest a relationship between design, mobile
technology and on-going training to ensure a resource-based KM advantage for the MoHFW.
Over time, a CHW’s confidence is likely to develop through their dynamic capabilities,
agility and knowledge management (Pereira et al., 2019). Over the last few decades, the
recognition of mobile technology as a powerful communication tool has grown and its ability
to provide communities with essential health information essential (Rahimi et al., 2018).
However, the use of mobile technology sustainability, effectiveness and efficacy and the
uncertainty of how technology will be accepted in the community is rarely researched. This
study, alongside other recent innovations have utilised an adapted TAM model, to understand
the potential use of knowledge technologies with the training of nurses to deliver patient
centred care (Barzekar et al., 2019; Ho et al., 2020; Taipale, 2019). We therefore posit,
Proposition 2. Knowledge-resource technology improves quality of breast cancer
KM where resources are currently depleted.

12.6.3. Theme 3. Mhealth technology embraces local characteristics.
ASHAs are pivotal for the effective and efficient outflow and inflow of KM in the
community, in their role as mediator of the signaller’s message. They are indigenous to the
community and comprehend the cultural complexities that present as obstructions to KM.
Their insider knowledge accentuates their position to one of privilege and to the nuances of
community protocol. In so doing, the knowledge-resource App facilitates knowledge transfer
to Indian women who are most at risk, “Any information [on breast cancer] we will spread it
in the community” and, “Women are shy in front of their in- laws [no discussion about breast
cancer]but if I show pictures this will help with the embarrassment.”
Their cultural knowledge and nursing skills are integral to overcome societal
ignorance about breast health and self-examination. In fact, they utilise cultural familiarity to
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their advantage for knowledge codification, rather than viewing culture as a barrier to
effective knowledge transfer, “When [we visit] these women discussion on breast cancer
should take place with the help of these images” and, “Showing a video is better for
understanding and the woman looks similar to them”.
The role of the ASHA is established as an essential facilitator of breast cancer
education and empowerment with potential to normalise breast cancer discourse in the
community. In other words, the App would be used to disseminate breast care knowledge,
“when all women are sitting together and chatting”. Therefore, this is an opportunity to
stimulate a normalisation of self-examination, “To give information of breast cancer to
women there should be community meetings” that opens the potential for engagement and
exchange of knowledge as it enriches the value of the breast healthcare knowledge.
The App technology is adaptive to local characteristics to facilitate a purposive outflow
and inflow of breast cancer care knowledge transfer, to empower women in sustainable breast
cancer knowledge such as, preventative self-examination techniques. Hence, we propose,
Proposition 3. Resourced-based KM assists to normalise breast cancer discourse in
the community.
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This study highlights the importance of TAM to validate and measure determinates that
affect behaviours to better understand the implementation of technology in healthcare
delivered by non-physician health workers. In so doing, the technology acts as a resourcebased advantage leading to:
1. Generation of breast cancer knowledge is acquired from frontline CHWs to increase
patient wellbeing,
2. Knowledge capture, stakeholders continually scan the abundance of breast cancer
knowledge obtained through interaction with women in their communities,
3. Knowledge codification of local characteristics engage women in breast familiarity,
awareness and abnormalities through 3D technology and design,
4. Knowledge transfer, knowledge-resource App facilitates a sustainable breast cancer
discourse to empower Indian women.
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Table 13
Illustrative Coding of Key Themes Related to Mhealth Technology as a KM Resource-based Advantage in an Emerging Economies Context.

1st order themes- from verbatim comments from ASHAs concerning mhealth App
“We never received information on breast
cancer so if I could find out on the App, I
would feel comfortable.”
I have little knowledge about breast cancer
to finding it here would help me.”

“We ASHAs are familiar with technology.
I have mobile phone.”
“I would like to know more about the App
on the tablet and how to find to find
information.”

“We have never received enough
information on this topic [breast cancer]
that’s why we rarely give out knowledge.”

“This will be useful for training others
especially with the help of pictures about
the body.”

“We have CUG [corporate user group]
provides free calling/ messaging amongst
CUG members.”

“I could take down patient details for the
future.”

“I have a touch screen phone at home so, I
am able to enter in information.”

“We could help them to visit a doctor if
there is any problem and show them where
they are located.”

“Women should be informed about breast
cancer at regular intervals with this.”

“Showing a video is better for
understanding and the woman looks
similar to them.”

“They [women] informed about breast
cancer signs with the help of pictures on
App.”

Aggregate
Themes

Knowledge
Generation.

mhealth
technology
signals quality
healthcare

“Information on malaria dengue zika virus
has been given but never on breast cancer,
so is this App useful.”

“We had a 10 min talk this month but was
not [specifically] on breast cancer
knowledge or treatment. If I could find the
information on the App, I would be
happy.”

“I would like to learn more technology to
help my job where I can keep notes of my
visits.”

2nd Order
themes

“There has been no information on this,
whether individually or in community, it
would be useful to have.”
.

“Women are shy in front of their in- laws
[no discussion about breast cancer].but if
I show pictures this will help with the
embarrassment.”

“This topic is uncomfortable for them. I
can now show them information.”
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Knowledge
Capture.

Knowledge
Codification.

mhealth
technology
enables KM

mhealth
technology
facilitates local
characteristics
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“If we get any information [on breast
cancer] we will spread it in the
community.”

“We can use pictures and sound to show
women about the signs, some girls don’t
read.”

“To give information of breast cancer to
women there should be community
meetings.”

“Pictures on the tablet provides
information, awareness and
abnormalities… this is useful.”

“It is better to talk on this matter when all
women are sitting together and chatting.”
“When [we visit] these women discussion
on breast cancer should take place with
the help of these images.”
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12.7. Theoretical Contributions
This study extends the scope of research on KM by examining how mheath
technology can give a resource-based competitive advantage to the public health service
sector in an emerging economies context. We establish three clear original contributions to
KM scholarship.
First, through analysis of the empirical evidence we contribute three new propositions
Proposition 1. Technology equipped ASHAs send signals of quality breast cancer
information to all healthcare stakeholders; Proposition 2. Knowledge-resource technology
improves quality of breast cancer KM where resources are currently depleted and,
Proposition 3. Resourced-based KM assists to normalise breast cancer discourse in the
community.
Specifically, how mhealth technology operated by CHWs can generate knowledge as
a resource for breast cancer and signals quality healthcare provision. The public healthcare
provider is subsequently imbued with an authentic reputation. Additionally, through the lens
of the TAM we reveal the CHWs perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of the
mhealth technology has the potential for knowledge capture from consultations with
individual women to standardise quality at the centre of patient care. The accumulation of
knowledge can be a source of sustainable competitiveness (Nguyen et al., 2018) which
presents mhealth technology as an organisational resource-based competitive advantage.
Furthermore, our findings illustrate the agility of mhealth technology to assist KM.
Using exclusive design features, the App (in this investigative context) facilitates an adaptive
response to local idiosyncrasies via the incorporation of knowledge codifications of breast
cancer information. Such knowledge codifications were found to enable breast cancer
discourse with the women at the point of frontline treatment situations. Hence, we show an
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innovative mhealth App operated by frontline workers shapes a sustainable strategy to impact
India’s breast cancer problem.
Second, we contribute a conceptual framework to illustrate how mhealth technologies
used by frontline community health workers, operates as a resource-based knowledge
management advantage in emerging economies context. Hence, mhealth technology can
facilitate a purposive outflow and inflow of breast cancer care knowledge in a manner that
can easily be accessed and transferred to others. In so doing, the flow of information at every
level reduces asymmetry of breast cancer information to shape a sustained superior
performance in breast cancer healthcare. Please see Figure 8, an interdisciplinary
conceptualisation which illustrates how an mhealth knowledge-resource application used by
frontline community health workers, can shape knowledge management to form a resourcebased competitive advantage for an organisation.
Figure 8
An Interdisciplinary Conceptualisation Using TAM
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Finally, we contribute specifically to professional healthcare management and
practice with proposals for implementing mhealth technology and broaden their
generalizability with suggestions for its use in other public sector organisations. Using an
integrated model in studying the association between signaling theory and TAM to effect a
resource-based KM advantage is a significant contribution KM scholarship. Earlier research
has separately investigated the impact of each discipline on performance; however, there is
dearth of research looking at how integration of signaling theory and TAM affects
organisational KM. This research was conducted in an attempt to fill this gap in the literature.
The results and arguments presented in the current study promote a better understanding on
how KM and mhealth activities can facilitate a purposive outflow and inflow of breast cancer
care knowledge in a manner that can easily be accessed and transferred to others.
It is noted in literature that knowledge activities disseminated in a firm are strongly
affected by the skills, capabilities and competencies of employees which must be ascertained
(Baines & Smith, 2020). More specifically, knowledge workers in the knowledge-intensive
industries such as public health service, through their professional knowledge, experience and
capabilities, play a pivotal role in developing the depth of knowledge transferrable to all stake
holders within a company over time (Mehralian et al., 2018). Therefore, mhealth technology
has the potential to increase the value of the relationship with customers by equipping
MoHFW with qualified and knowledgeable human capital who are involved in establishing
and maintaining mutually beneficial relationship with women in the community, to develop a
discourse about breast cancer. Therefore, this study illustrates how knowledge acquired
through mhealth technology is a key success factor in achieving sustainable competitive
advantage, in breast cancer healthcare.
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12.7.1. Contributions to professional healthcare management and practice.
This research provides useful insights concerned with implementing mhealth
knowledge management systems, specifically for frontline healthcare professionals in an
emerging economies context. This study not only provides practical implications for the
managers involved in the MoHFW, but also similar public sector organisations with a poor
resourcing arrangement. Particularly, we emphasise the need to focus on understanding the
skills and capabilities of frontline workers prior to developing the resource innovation. This
reinforces the need for sector managers to plan ongoing training for operators of the
technology, to encourage self-efficacy and the acceptance of technology in their work as a
consequence. In so doing, the organisation will benefit from the value derived from the flow
of knowledge collected through the implementation of the technology and improve
organisational performance.
The main reason that KM is of great interest to managers in the public healthcare
sector is that knowledge vital for designing innovative products and services that benefit
consumers (Mehralian et al., 2018). In particular we reveal how the design element of the
knowledge-resource App has potential to capture, codify and transfer knowledge through
visual and auditory channels thus rendering it transferable across states and potentially
different countries. For example, a knowledge-resource App could be designed and operated
quickly in times of global pandemic to protect consumers and healthcare operations alike.
Furthermore, the results demonstrate how to improve organisational performance by
integrating technologies in KM initiatives where few previously exist. Therefore, it might be
beneficial for the managers of public sector organisations to prioritise and place emphasis on
KM strategies that encourage innovative mobile technology assets for rapid repayment of
capital investment.
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12.7.2. Limitations and Future Research Agenda
In consideration of the outlook for healthcare in emerging economies, this study has
answered the call for more robust examination into KM practices and use of mhealth by
frontline CHWs (Singh et al., 2018). The purpose of this research was to undertake an indepth inquiry into the application of a knowledge –resource App to enhance breast healthcare
delivery. However, this research paper is investigative in nature and therefore, does have
limitations in terms of its generalisability.
First, the analysis has identified three new propositions within this research context:
Proposition 1. Technology equipped ASHAs send signals of quality breast cancer
information to all healthcare stakeholders; Proposition 2. Knowledge-resource technology
improves quality of breast cancer KM where resources are currently depleted and,
Proposition 3. Resourced-based KM assists to normalise breast cancer discourse in the
community. This contribution may be specific to this country context (India) and will
therefore limit the extent to which these findings may be generalised.
We encourage further investigation of a knowledge-resource App to enhance breast
healthcare delivery in other emerging economies contexts, to develop a richer understanding.
Furthermore, this study focuses on a single country and it would be useful if a multi-country
comparison was undertaken given the variance in religion, background, cultural, and
economic structures within emerging economies. Thus, other emerging markets such as
Brazil, South Africa, China and Thailand present as future KM research opportunities.
Secondly, although exploratory data via semi- structured interviews were deemed
most appropriate for the purpose of this study, there is scope for future research using
quantitative data to enhance the generalizability of the findings between the Western
(developed) perspective and emerging economies context. Our sample was limited to only
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one emerging economy. Future investigations could examine whether the results from the
present study apply to other developing or developed countries.
Lastly, the study of mhealth-technology in any guise is fast moving and observations
and contributions to theory are frequent. Therefore, whilst this study has contributed three
prevailing propositions of mhealth technology to KM in the public healthcare sector, it is
important to encourage academics to undertake a longitudinal study of the adoption of
mhealth technology by CHWs to assess changes over a specific time period, and make further
valuable contributions to the body of work on knowledge management.
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13. Reflections on Paper 2
A review of social marketing literature via an interdisciplinary lens places CHWs as
midstream actors central to behaviour change of individuals downstream. The grounded
theory approach was essential to uncovering the PU and PEU of mhealth technology by
ASHAs. Although the study exposed a basic level of technical skill, the CHW’s participation
legitimises the intervention and increases the potential for its integration in cancer care
practice. Incorporating a context-specific App into their public health role suggests that an
mhealth resource may give a competitive advantage in facilitating women’s cancer care in
India.
Integrating the mhealth intervention with sensitive local management by the CHWs
will co-create its value-in-use by vulnerable women and other members of the local
community. CHWs have the potential to shape a behavioural intervention approach towards
improving knowledge about cancer medical conditions (such as early warning signs) and
treatments to impact the wellbeing of vulnerable consumers. Moreover, this unlocks the
possibility at midstream, for private enterprise, brands and technology firms from a
transformative social marketing perspective, to facilitate the design and financial cost of
developing mhealth technologies, in an array of health and wellbeing settings.
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14. Research Question 2 continues with Paper 3.
New technologies offer the multiple players at meso level, opportunities to impact the
healthcare resources from a transformative marketing perspective (Belk, 2009; Llamas &
Belk, 2013; Vargo & Lusch, 2004, 2016; Verhoef et al., 2016). It would therefore be
pertinent to explore the possibilities presented by technology for brands to broaden their
value offering via online healthcare communities in more meaningful social settings. Hence,
Paper Three continues the examination of meso level actors using new technology to
replenish depleted cancer healthcare resources.
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15. Paper 3 – Vulnerable consumer engagement: How corporate social
media can facilitate the replenishment of depleted resources.
15.1. Abstract
Technology may facilitate health and wellbeing consumer engagement. When there is
scant public health provision and socio-cultural norms marginalise consumers stigmatised
from cancer, we reveal how a brands’ corporate social media campaign can support
vulnerable consumers with resource constraints. Drawing from a transformative consumer
research lens, we investigate five years of computer-mediated communications facilitated by
the Indian brand Dabur Vatika. Through a grounded theory and an abductive reasoning
approach, we unveil how vulnerable consumers directly or indirectly affected by cancer
leverage brand’s social media to replenish resources. First, we identify how vulnerable
consumers engage to replenish depleted emotional and social support resources. We further
expand consumer engagement scholarship by offering a preliminary definition of “vulnerable
consumer engagement”. Second, we provide a nascent classification of vulnerable consumers
in a consumer-producer role, Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate Vulnerable
Consumers, distinguished by their proximity to the vulnerable context. Lastly, we reveal how
brands may perform a transformative role, to replenish social, emotional and operant
resources at micro level through the engagement of vulnerable consumers with corporate
social media. This insight is informative for policy makers, advertising practitioners and
transformative consumer research academics.
Keywords: Corporate social media; Vulnerable consumer engagement; Cancer; Stigma;
Depleted resources; Technology.
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15.2. Introduction
Health and wellbeing education and support is normally created upstream with macro
level health policy (Frow et al., 2016; Wallack et al., 1993; Wymer, 2011). However, when
market contexts lack macro level public health support, consumers with resource constraints
are rendered vulnerable (Pavia & Mason, 2014). From a transformative consumer research
perspective, we explore how vulnerable consumers with resource constraints can be
supported through engagement with a brand’s corporate social media campaign (Anderson et
al., 2013).
A vulnerable person is defined as, “an individual with the diminished capacity to
anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impact of natural or human-made hazards”
(IFRC, 2018). In a context where socio-cultural norms discourage cancer discourse and
where depleted public health resources exist, cancer patients are positioned as vulnerable
(Barg & Grier, 2008; Hollebeek & Chen, 2014). Health researchers have found
cancer patients are often stigmatised within their community and suffer from a lack of
emotional and social support (Yao et al., 2015). Furthermore, vulnerable consumers living
with resource constraints experience limited prospects of early recuperation from illness
because of inadequate health and wellbeing knowledge (Pounders & Mason, 2018).
Consumer engagement theorists highlight consumers may invest their cognitive
resources to seek information from social media, but there is insufficient understanding about
vulnerable consumer engagement with a brand in the digital space (Brennan et al., 2011;
Hollebeek et al., 2014; Maslowska et al., 2016). Since its conceptualisation in consumer,
branding and services research, consumer engagement scholarship has grown in breadth
(Brodie et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2020; Hollebeek & Chen, 2014; Hollebeek & Macky, 2019).
Following in-depth examination of extant literature, consumer engagement is widely
acknowledged to increase inter alia, brand loyalty, lifetime value, satisfaction,
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empowerment, connection, emotional bonding, trust and commitment (Gensler et al., 2013;
Hollebeek, 2011; 2018; Kim et al., 2016; Verhoef et al., 2010; Verhoef et al., 2016). In this
study, we adopt the notion of service dominant logic informed consumer engagement
(Hollebeek et al., 2019, p. 166) referred to as, “a consumer’s motivationally driven, volitional
investment of focal operant resources (including cognitive, emotional, behavioural, and social
knowledge and skills), and operand resources (e.g., equipment) into brand interactions in
service systems.”
Importantly, Hollebeek et al. (2019) recognise consumer engagement benefits which
refer to consumer individual operant resource development, consumer interpersonal operant
resource development, and consumer co-creation. Such benefits can manifest through
positive-valenced consumer engagement which can be perceived not only after, but also
during interactions. Examples of positively-valenced consumer engagement are cognition,
emotion or behaviour that exhibit enthusiasm or other such heightened levels of goodwill
towards the brand message (Hollebeek & Chen, 2014). Recognising consumer engagement
benefits is particularly relevant to this study’s context because in circumstances of poor
macro level resource provision, evidence suggests vulnerable consumers usually suffer from
depleted operant resources (knowledge about the disease) and limited operand resources
(such as access to information pamphlets about cancer care) (Hollebeek et al., 2019).
In the development of the conceptualisation of vulnerable consumer engagement it is
important to understand the context of vulnerability that emanates from chronic disease such
as cancer. The individual who is categorised as vulnerable is likely to engage in resources
that offer support at a time of personal crisis and this may involve peers, family and friends.
Leino (2017, p. 761), in her work on care services for the elderly, labelled patients as
‘primary customers’ and granted family members the status of ‘secondary customers’,
exposed to ‘secondary vulnerability’. In the care services research scenario, ‘secondary
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customers’ sought emotional support and other resources from the care service providers, to
reinforce their strength to cope. Drawing from past literature which highlights different
vulnerability intensity (Leino, 2017; Pavia & Mason, 2014), we delineate two categories of
vulnerable consumers who are immerse in a consumer-producer role, Principal Vulnerable
Consumers and Associate Vulnerable Consumers, and we specifically focus on hair loss
through cancer.
Principal Vulnerable Consumers are those directly affected by the chronic disease,
while Associate Vulnerable Consumers have some proximity to the disease, e.g., by family or
friendship connection. Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate Vulnerable
Consumers engage in the co-creation process of an emotional and social resource network to
replenish depleted supportive resources that are not provided by macro level health service
organisations. This consumer-producer role is unusual and evidenced by their cognitive,
emotional and behavioural engagement with the meso level corporate social media campaign.
Consequently, these roles are significantly different to ‘primary and secondary customers’
who act as passive receivers of support resources provided by an existing customer care
service context (Leino, 2017). Therefore, our investigation develops scholarship in the
consumer engagement research domain.
This study makes three original contributions to consumer engagement research. First,
while there is widespread acknowledgement of consumer engagement with social media
campaigns (Loureiro & Lopes, 2019), to the best of our knowledge, there has been no
examination of how a brand’s corporate social media engages vulnerable consumers to
enhance their wellbeing in a resource-depleted context. Specifically, we identify the key
dimensions of how vulnerable consumers engage to replenish depleted emotional and
social support resources and a knowledge hub that renders operant resources. In so doing, our
work expands consumer engagement scholarship by offering a preliminary definition of,
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“vulnerable consumer engagement” (VCE) as, “the level of replenishment of depleted
cognitive, emotional, behavioural and social resources invested by vulnerable individuals
with scant operant resources” a topic that is still in its infancy with its nature and
organisational scope not fully developed.
Second, we provide a nascent classification of vulnerable consumers, Principal
Vulnerable Consumers and Associate Vulnerable Consumers, distinguished by their
proximity to the vulnerable context. We reveal corporate social media facilitates Principal
Vulnerable Consumer and Associate Vulnerable Consumer engagement to stimulate a
consumer-producer role, which is unusual.
Third, we identify at meso level how a brands’ computer-mediated communications
may perform a transformative role, to replenish social, emotional and operant resources at
micro level through the engagement of vulnerable consumers with corporate social media.
Specifically, we illustrate how in an emerging country context, social, emotional and operant
resources can be replenished at micro level through the engagement of Principal Vulnerable
Consumers and Associate Vulnerable Consumers with a corporate social media campaign.
This insight is valuable for policy makers, advertising practitioners and transformative
consumer research academics.
The paper is structured as follows. We start by explaining the conceptual link between
engagement and wellbeing through co-creation of value (Dietrich et al., 2017; Vargo &
Lusch, 2016). Next, using abductive reasoning to expand the scope of understanding, we
explore the VCE phenomenon without the constraints of ridged theoretical application (Belk
& Sobh, 2019). Thereafter, a presentation of the analysis and we conclude with implications
for theory and a rich agenda for future research.
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15.3. Literature review
15.3.1. The role of technology to engage vulnerable consumers with corporate social media
campaigns
Consumers are more frequently turning to online computer-mediated communication
to support their choices. Techniques such as incorporating a co-creative design or a
transformational message strategy have facilitated an increase in consumer participation
levels (Tafesse & Wien, 2018). Although uniformly known as, “virtual communities”, these
social groups have a real existence for participants, with consequential effects on consumer
behaviour (Kozinets, 2002, p. 366). Recent research has found that organisations who engage
consumers in social media messages are more effective in creating awareness about their
corporate societal cause (Loureiro & Lopes, 2019). In addition, brands that signal a genuine
connection to a cause are usually perceived as trustworthy by consumers who are more likely
to engage with the message (Spence, 1973; Stiglitz, 2000). Hence, an online corporate social
media campaign can raise awareness about a firm’s societal cause and drive consumer
engagement with the message.
Along with creative digital strategies to engage consumers, new forms of marketing
approaches are similarly developing and include, systems thinking, multilevel approaches,
and up/stream ecological systems (Domegen et al., 2016; Hollebeek et al., 2019). Whilst
these advances confirm the marketplace is multi-levelled and composite (Vargo & Lusch,
2004), the role of digital technology to facilitate consumer engagement through complex
market systems is well recognised (Dibb, 2014; Shawky et al., 2019).
Online health and wellbeing service providers are also using digital technology to
facilitate engagement to effect outcomes including weight loss programmes (Parkinson et al.,
2017), sexual health awareness (Mo & Coulson, 2008), and breast cancer (Han et al., 2008).
Categorised as vulnerable, these consumers are turning to online service providers to receive
social support in a safe space that digital technology allows. However, it should be noted
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these online service providers were community groups and local level health service
arrangements. Conversely, there is scant evidence in the literature of a brand engaging
vulnerable consumers within a health and wellbeing context. Therefore, we posit the
suitability of a brand’s corporate social media strategy to engage multiple vulnerable
consumers in a health and wellbeing context is boundary breaking.
The meso environment is the setting between the macro (government and institutions)
and micro (individual) level, and includes a firm’s infrastructure and the goods and services
offered to engage consumers. New technologies offer potential meso level opportunities for
brands to create value with consumers in more profound ways, empowering consumers who
can connect, share and collaborate. Sending signals and evaluating the response from
receivers was originally researched by Spence (1973). This seminal work found that in
circumstances where a firm’s message signals something of importance to the receiver, an
enhanced connection can develop. Therefore, with the correct corporate message content and
advancements in digital technology, marketers can interact with customers and strategise
consumer engagement activities (Belk, 2009; Hollebeek et al., 2014; Hollebeek, 2018;
Kannan, 2017; Lee et al., 2018; Llamas & Belk, 2013). The near ubiquity of mobile phones
has created an on-going demand to understand how consumers engage with brands on social
media (Brodie et al., 2013; Kubacki & Szablewska, 2017; Muller & Peres, 2019). For
example, the growth of social platforms has led to a rise in brands’ involvement in corporate
philanthropy when a social issue is not sufficiently tackled by macro level institutions (Kotler
et al., 2012; Zdravkovic et al., 2010).
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15.3.2. Vulnerable Consumers
Vulnerability can change according to a consumer’s circumstances or market context.
For instance, some groups can be made vulnerable by embedded societal norms and values in
both developed and developing economies (e.g., a combination of bankruptcy and effects of
ill health, respectively) (Alexander et al., 2018). Other consumers may be vulnerable because
of situation- specific physical or sensory disability (Baker et al., 2005).
In general, consumers who do not conform to an idealised body shape, size or
appearance face challenges in being accepted and experience stigmatisation (Harju &
Huovinen, 2015; Sandikici & Ger, 2009). While some consumers have the confidence to
contest these challenges by embracing the differences in their appearance, others are less able
to do so (Belk, 1988). Furthermore, the diagnosis of a life-threatening illness may mean
consumers feel unable to contest such challenges and as a result are left marginalised and
vulnerable (Mason & Pavia, 1998).
The emergence of new marketing paradigms such as service-dominant logic
represents a shift from the traditional market exchange of goods (Lefebvre, 2012). The
provision of knowledge and skills (operant and operand resources) for consumer health and
wellbeing means the firm operates from a transformative service perspective. For example,
Unilever introduced “soapchalk” to educate vulnerable children in community schools in
India about personal hygiene. Similarly, Whirlpool introduced ‘Care Counts Laundry’
programme in schools in USA for vulnerable students (Fill & Turnbull, 2019).
In the context of breast cancer, especially as the illness involves both threat to life and
disfigurement, the physical transformation of the body often leaves women with feelings of
dissonance (Pounders & Mason, 2018). Women typically experience stress, negative impact
on self-image and poor confidence. This creates disruption to social, professional and
personal life and, frequently leaves women unclear about their long-term survival. The access
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to resources to assist with the physical and emotional effects of the illness and adapt to the
new way of life is essential.
In Western markets the cumulative impact of family and friends, the healthcare
professional’s expertise and rehabilitation support services have been found to help breast
cancer sufferers’ physical and emotional wellbeing (Martins et al., 2019). Mason and Pavia’s
(1998) study in the USA reviewed the array of resources available to women such as, medical
information, access to support groups, cancer workshops and rehabilitation advice. However,
the authors stressed their findings are not representative of the effect of breast cancer on
vulnerable consumers in non-Western contexts. Women in less developed countries are less
likely to be emancipated or empowered to take action and are unaware of how or where to
access help. This usually results in social stigma and exclusion. Specifically, in these market
contexts, which are bound by cultural norms and constrained by weak public health support,
a complex and seemingly unresolvable situation may persist.
There has been some health research into emotional and social support to reduce
stigma, blame, shared experience and social inclusion (McCormack, 2010; Martins et al.,
2019). Vulnerable consumers who are socially excluded through stigmatisation may look for
support from non-medical institutions operating online transformative service support
(Aboud & Singla, 2012; McCormack, 2010; Na & Na, 2013; Ostrom et al., 2010; Yao et al.,
2015). For example, by searching for support online, the fear of stigmatisation is reduced,
since counselling or advisory resources can be accessed without their appearance being
judged.
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15.3.3. The Selected Case: Dabur Vatika’s Hair Loss Social Media Campaign
15.3.3.1. India’s cancer crisis
In India, 2,000 women per day are diagnosed with cancer and by the end of 2020, 2.5
million Indian women will be living with breast cancer (WHO, 2016). This critical situation
arises from structural drivers at macro level which include a lack of political resolve to invest
in primary healthcare services for women (Alexander et al., 2018). This is unusual because
macro institutions can affect social norms that are detrimental to segments of society if they
so wish. The introduction of legislation to improve civil, gender and religious rights has been
found to have some positive influence on stigmatised situations (Bloom, 2019). Eventual
acceptance by society of situations that render individuals vulnerable (including stigma and
disfigurement) can galvanise support for greater social inclusion. Furthermore, legislation can
move reluctant members of society to gradually adapt to the new situation. For example, a
mandatory breast screening health policy introduced by the Australian government found that
co-creating pre-screening activities facilitated greater uptake by those women fearful of the
process (Davey et al., 2019). However, in India the resourcing of cancer care remains poor.
While international standards suggest a minimum of 25 health workers per 10,000
population, a lack of fiscal investment by India’s government results in only 8 health workers
per 10,000 population (Srinivasan & Chandwani, 2014). Such low numbers of qualified
health staff impact on the accessibility and quality of service provision and resources.
Western countries for example provide cancer support resources, such as physiotherapy, wig
makers, community cancer nurses and cancer counsellors. These are rare resources in India
(Cope with cancer, 2015). The scarcity of resources is compounded by the stigma attached to
hair loss. The deep-rooted connection between Indian women and long hair as a
representation of beauty is entrenched in mythology, culture, childhood rituals, cinema and
haircare advertising (Kulke & Rothermund, 2016; Mendes, 2015). Women view their hair as
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a religious identity and a symbol of their cultural status (Kaur, 2013) and as such, hair loss
associated with chemotherapy has become stigmatised (Barg & Grier, 2008; Harfmann &
Bechtel, 2015).
15.3.3.2. The corporate social media campaign
Dabur Vatika is a leading international brand in emerging markets with a US$7
billion market capitalisation and a presence in the Asian hair care market (Dabur Vatika,
2019). In recognition of their philanthropic ideology on health and wellbeing they were
awarded the ‘Global Retailer of the Year' award during the Middle East Asia Leadership
Summit and Awards 2017 (Dabur International wins top award, 2017).
A customer research study revealed deep insight into the importance of hair in an
Indian woman’s life and highlighted many were willing to choose saving their hair over
lifesaving chemotherapy treatment (WARC, 2019). Given the paucity of information and
support to breast cancer sufferers in India, Dabur Vatika decided to change the hair and
beauty conversation to stand by women who were fighting cancer. A single film was created
to embody their 'you do not need hair to be beautiful' point of view (Appendix 1).
The campaign was curated with the knowledge that normative social behaviour
dictates Indian women should not disclose private issues about their bodies (Fletcher-Brown,
2020). The objective was therefore, to mobilise a network to support vulnerable women
suffering from cancer, through the anonymity of online engagement with the social media
message. No other haircare brand had previously offered a voice or support to marginalised
women fighting cancer.
Dabur Vatika responded to the comments posted online for more than a five year
period after posting the video campaign. Respondents were invited to contribute with their
own stories via the website which resulted in Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate
Vulnerable Consumers sharing experiences about hair loss from cancer. The brand continued
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publishing these accounts across touchpoints, TV, newspapers, radio, social media, brand
website, digital video, display ads, PR, packaging and celebrity events.
16. Research Design
To explore VCE with computer-mediated communications and to allow for original
theoretical explanations to emerge from the data, we adopted a three-stage protocol aligned to
Belk and Sobh (2019). From the outset of this study, the researchers sought to gain novel
insight about the phenomena under investigation and cultivate new theory. To do this, we
combined a grounded theory and abductive reasoning approach to generate alternative
theoretical explanations (Belk & Sobh, 2019).
Such qualitative approaches are valuable in understanding consumers’ hidden motives
surrounding their reaction to advertising messages and provide rich insight into the emotional
motivations of consumers towards a brand message (Belk, 2017; Nuttall et al., 2011). Similar
approaches have been used in a range of health advertising studies (Gonzalez et al., 2008;
Wiesenfeld et al., 2010).
The study adopted the recommended netnography protocol of Kozinets (2019).
Netnography is a qualitative research methodology that adapts ethnographic research
techniques to study cultures and communities that are emerging through computer-mediated
communications. Netnography allows data to be collected in an entirely unobtrusive fashion
from a hard-to-reach demographic, such as Indian women with cancer (Fletcher-Brown,
2020). Online forums therefore provide useful access to people who have self-segmented by
a certain type of lifestyle (in this instance health and wellbeing) which researchers can
translate into private (one-to-one) online real time interviews (Hamman, 2007).
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16.1. Sample and data collection
The qualitative data collected for this study was based on n= 634 comments posted in
English on YouTube in response to Dabur Vatika’s #BRAVEANDBEAUTIFUL campaign,
which was initially uploaded on December 31, 2014 (see Appendix 1). At the time of this
investigation the video had received more than 5 million views, over 1 million shares, as well
as 1 billion impressions across different platforms (WARC, 2019). Social media messages
were analysed over a five-year period to explore consumers’ cognitive, emotional and
behavioural engagement with the brand’s message. During this time span we did not observe
any critical incidents or consumer cycles.
To begin with, the researchers transcribed all the comments from the YouTube site.
Next, following the process adopted by Kozinets (1998) the online commenters were
categorise into sub-groups. This provided the most insightful data. We distinguished two
distinct vulnerable consumer groups, Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate
Vulnerable Consumers. Adopting these classifications enabled us to identify those
commenters who were close to the phenomena under investigation.
16.2. Coding Procedure
The data was analysed using a three-tiered coding system following the Gioia method
(Gioia et al., 2013). In the first stage of the analysis the researchers independently read and
coded the online comments. These comments were organised manually into a set of 1st- order
concepts; Destigmatisation; Support network ; Sharing experiences; Expressions of renewed
strength; Prescriptive advice; Advice on collateral issues and Advice on alternative
pathways.
The second stage involved a 2nd - order analysis whereby the researchers sought to
understand links between the data and new concepts. This ‘sensegiving’ provided an
opportunity for concept development and theory building (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991).
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In the third stage, the researcher’s aggregated key themes to provide a set of
summative dimensions to the data (Table 14). In contrast to other methods for analysis, such
as content analysis, the use of the Gioia method approach allowed for alternative theoretical
explanations to emerge from the data and has been used effectively to understand
phenomenon in other healthcare studies (Furstenau & Auschr, 2016; Schölmerich et al.,
2016). Finally, following Wallendorf and Belk (1989), an inter coder agreement to endorse
the coding scheme revealed a 94% overlap between the two coders (n = 596). The coders
discussed the remaining 6% of data (n= 38) and an agreement was reached.
16.3. Findings
To be able to understand the nature of VCE, we present our analysis of the responses
to the selected brand’s social media campaign. This allows us to understand the benefits a
meso level corporate social media campaign, can provide to vulnerable consumers. Based on
the coding structure presented above, three key themes emerge from the data:
Theme 1: Support for Principal Vulnerable Consumers,
Theme 2: Support for Associate Vulnerable Consumers and,
Theme 3: A knowledge hub for Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate
Vulnerable Consumers.
Theme 1 includes posted comments from Principal Vulnerable Consumers with firsthand experience of the stigma of losing hair. Theme 2 comprises of posted comments from
the Associates and Theme 3 posted comments from both Principal Vulnerable Consumers
and Associate Vulnerable Consumers. To offer a better understanding of the findings, an
extract of data to illustrate each theme is presented in Table 14.
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Table 14
Resource Themes with Illustrative Verbatim Comments.
Themes

Sub-themes

Evidence: verbatim comments
from PRINCIPAL
respondents [Cognitive]

Evidence: verbatim comments from
PRINCIPAL respondents
[Emotional]

Evidence: verbatim comments from
PRINCIPAL respondents
[Behavioural]

Theme 1

Destigmatisation.

“I have been there.... The
world is not so nice when you
are going through cancer. Too
many personal questions,
blaming and snickering
[about hair loss] makes it
tough.”

“Thanks for this platform where for
the first time I am able to express
myself about this issue [hair loss]. I
have grown my hair back.”

“I have lost my hair and with your
care and for an individual like me, I
could connect I have been through
it.”

“I am a cancer patient. This video
really matters a lot when such a
change happens to my life. After my
treatment, I joined back in college
with a scarf. Those times were hell
to me. I lost my self-confidence, but
I dared to go.”

“@DaburMyBeautyNaturally here
is my story http:XXXXblogspot
XXX/my-fight-against-dreadfuldisease-cancer.html.”

“Sticks and stones may break my
bones but words can never hurt me,
remember that next time you get
called ugly [from hair loss]!!”

“I am also a cancer
patient......please pray for me.”

Support for
Principal
vulnerable
consumers.

“The crux of the matter is to
accept [us] the people who are
"different" from the standard
norms of beauty and
behaviour.”
Support network.

“I know I lost confidence after
all the chemo & radiation
therapies. I didn’t talk to
anyone… and now I read here
about others [hair loss] and
[now] have courage to fight
against the frightening.”

“I am still on medicine, I have
grown my hair back...thanks who
helped me and prayed for me in the
time of need.”
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Theme 2:

Sharing experiences.

“I know the suffering from this
deadly disease the painful
surgery, the gruelling chemo
sessions, the fact that mother
looks different.”

“I understand the strain as a son
who saw his mother lose her hair
to Cancer and herself. This video
touch our basic human feelings.”

“My mom has breast cancer; she lost her
hair through chemo. I used her hair to learn
to walk. She gave me the scissors to cut off
her hair imagine my pain. I now donate my
cut hair for cancer wigs.”

Expressions of renewed
strength.

“Falling hairs is one of the side
effects we can't even imagine the
pain it causes during and after
the treatment. Suffering the
unbearable pain from this therapy
so we must support them to
continue with the treatment.”

“It’s difficult seeing my mother
without hair. But I must be brave.
Let’s all extend words of positive
confidence to people who are
battling their lives to survive”.

“I know the stress of baldness from cancer
…I shampoo my girlfriend’s head to help her
because she is tired. Seeing her smile helps
me to be strong for her. “

Prescriptive advice.

“I recently got my treatment
done. I want to share some
knowledge regarding the
diagnosis and how a wrong
decision by one doctor, and saved
by the other thanx to Dr. XXX @.
YYY hospital.” Principal.

“If I skip my medicines I will have
delusion and depression
again.” Principal.

“Did you know medicine intake during
cancer treatment, damages the cell which
causes hair to fall. But medicine is very
necessary Try Ayurvedic medicine to boost
immunity power.” Associate.

Advice on collateral
issues.

“I'm a cancer survivor. Can
anyone tell me what to eat and
what not to?” Principal.

One of the resource from where I
buy Dabur Ayurveda products
(address supplied).” Principal.

“I generally buy toxin and chemical free
products.” Principal.

Advice on alternative
pathways.

“I think cancer is such a disease
in which recovery is possible by
confidence and good mental state
rather than medicine.
“Associate.”

“Guidance for CANCER patients &
their relatives, Adopt Anti - Cancer
Diet plan to not relapse Cancer
again. Alternative Medicinal
Therapist (address
supplied).”Associate.

“After your cycle of treatment the cancer
cell would have gone. But keep smiling and
positive attitude it will help you to overcome
cancer.” Associate.

Support for
Associate
vulnerable
consumer.

Theme 3:
A knowledge hub
for Principal and
Associate
vulnerable
consumers.

“It depends on which stage of
cancer detection for the
diagnosis.” Associate.
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16.4.1. Theme 1: Support for Principal Vulnerable Consumers
From the collected data two subthemes emerged from the Principal Vulnerable
Consumer group’s comments: Destigmatisation and Support network (Table 14) to indicate
two areas of resource depletion. Destigmatisation resource includes links to personal blogs
and stories about coping with stigma. Support Network resource assists with side effects of
hair loss, including poor mental-health and lack of self-confidence. One Principal Vulnerable
Consumer posted, “Thanks for this platform where for [the] first time I am able to express
myself about this issue. I have grown my hair back.” This comment was posted three years
into the campaign, which demonstrates the community network was still a relevant resource.
The Principal Vulnerable Consumers’ experiences of isolation through stigma were
communicated; “I have been there, blaming and snickering [about hair loss] makes it tough”
and, “The crux of the matter is to accept [us] the people who are "different" from the
standard norms of beauty”. Many expressed the difficulty to articulate their emotions, living
with cancer and the fear of stigma, “lost confidence after all the chemo & radiation
therapies. I didn’t talk to anyone and now I read here about others [hair loss] and [now] I
have the courage to fight against the frightening”.
Many used the community group to unburden themselves, “Hi, I would like to share
my experience.” The technology facilitated an unprecedented intimacy with the Principal
Vulnerable Consumers to disclose their private stories which contributed to the discourse,
“Where can I share my story? Directly posting on your FB page?” The reach of the online
network as a health and wellbeing resource extended to Principal Vulnerable Consumers
from alternative vulnerable consumer groups experiencing stigma, which was unexpected,
“Glad to see this video by Dabur. Could relate to Guillain Barrieh Syndrome. My beauty still
lies in my smile.”
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Although the direction of the conversation is non-linear, VCE is maintained through
the consistency of the brand’s communication signal which encourages vulnerable women to
contribute their story or offer support to others. Respondents can drop in and out of the
message thread at any point in the discourse continuum. The comments serve as a sustainable
resource to encourage solidarity to fight social stigma. The technology therefore, facilitates a
service-centred position for the brand, which is inherently consumer-oriented and has
potential to impact positively on the quality-of-life of vulnerable women.
At meso level the brands’ corporate social media acts to replenish resources that
usually emanate from macro institutions, in an emerging country context. The continued
sharing of empathetic individual personal narratives of stigma, evolved to form a community
support network where scant existed previously, “We don’t need hair to look beautiful we are
survivors”. The brand responded to acknowledge the Principal Vulnerable Consumers’
engagement with the message and offered encouragement, “Do let us know if you know
someone who survived cancer bravely and beautifully, we want to capture these brave stories
& bring them as heroes. We need your help!” In other words, the notion of “meso” in this
study fills the gap between micro and macro levels and contributes to an improved
understanding of VCE. The replenishment of resources for Principal Vulnerable Consumers,
emerges at micro level, evidenced by their cognitive, emotional and behavioural engagement
with the campaign.
16.4.2. Theme 2: Support for Associate Vulnerable Consumers
Knowing others have faced and overcome similar obstacles can provide relief through
shared experience, offering renewed encouragement for the individual (Martins et al., 2019).
Theme 2 includes two subthemes that emerge from the Associate Vulnerable Consumers’
comments: Sharing experiences and Expressions of renewed strength to indicate two areas
of resource depletion (Table 14). The first, Sharing experiences resource, includes accounts
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from those who have witnessed the side effects of chemotherapy. The second, Expressions of
renewed strength resource includes statements of encouragement to Associates Vulnerable
Consumers to keep them strong whilst they support Principal Vulnerable Consumers.
The Associate Vulnerable Consumers are distinguished from the Principal Vulnerable
Consumers group by their proximity to the challenges of cancer. For example, a genetic or
family connection that heightens their interest or a societal connection through friendship or
employment. This afforded the Associate Vulnerable Consumers to engage with selective
elements of the discussion that were relevant to their own resource constraint. For example,
unburdening the emotional weight of nursing a loved one, “It’s difficult seeing my mother
without hair but I must be brave” and, “I know the stress of baldness from cancer I shampoo
my girlfriend’s head to help her because she is tired. Seeing her smile helps me to be strong
for her”, or supplying comfort through empathy, “This is real I know because my mother has
cancer.”
The computer-mediated communications created an engagement network, developed
through interpersonal operant resources. The network operates as an emotional resource for
Associate Vulnerable Consumers to share experiences and show support that generates
renewed encouragement, “the gruelling chemo sessions, the fact that mother looks different”
and, “My mom has breast cancer; she lost her hair through chemo. I used her hair to learn to
walk. She gave me the scissors to cut off her hair imagine my pain.” The Associate
Vulnerable Consumers share how they showed acts of caring, “I now donate my cut hair for
cancer wigs” and, “extend words of positive confidence in people who are battling their lives
to survive” cultivated the co-creation of an emotional resource. Therefore, our findings show
that Associate Vulnerable Consumers also suffer from resource depletion, which is fulfilled
by the community network.
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16.4.3. Theme 3: A knowledge hub for Principal and Associate vulnerable consumers.
Social engagement relates to the degree to which audiences are intellectually and
voluntarily motivated to become involved in the message (Hollebeek, 2018). Furthermore, in
digital online health and wellbeing (qualitative) research, the scale of social support as a
resource can be assumed by the degree of user satisfaction (Anson et al., 1993). In this study
we illustrate the value of the resource as a knowledge hub, created through the online
socialisation of the Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate Vulnerable Consumers
about issues to do with cancer.
Three subthemes emerged to illustrate depleted resources; Prescriptive advice, Advice
on collateral issues and Advice on alternative pathways. The first Prescriptive advice
resource includes information such as preferred medical consultants and how chemotherapy
works. Advice on collateral issues resource consists of information about diet and skincare
products suitable for chemotherapy patients. Advice on alternative pathways forms a
resource about complimentary medicine such as positive mental thinking and holistic
treatments.
A wealth of individual knowledge was shared among the community, “If you have
completed your therapies you must follow up as your doctor said”, and, “Try Ayurvedic
medicine to boost immunity power.” Principal Vulnerable Consumers also recommend
consultants to help peers in similar conditions, “I recently had my treatment thanks to Dr. @.
YYY hospital.” VCE in this wellbeing context is shaping a cognitive, emotional and
behavioural response through co-creation of a valued resource which provides knowledge
and advice. Others asked the community direct questions about diet and recommended
treatments for remission, “I'm a cancer survivor. Can anyone tell me what to eat and what
not to?” and, “recovery is possible by confidence and good mental state rather than
medicine”, asserting the usefulness of alternative therapies and a positive mind-set.
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The interactional nature of the digital platform allowed the sharing of knowledge and
experiences with cancer, forming a valuable resource. The vulnerable consumer’s co-creation
of value is evident in the disclosure of relevant information about diet and alternative
therapies, which evolved as a process of socialisation about matters concerned with cancer.
17. Discussion and Conclusion
Using an abductive reasoning approach, we have engaged in boundary breaking work
to enhance understanding about marketing’s influence for the social good of vulnerable
consumers. Specifically, in an emerging country context, where provision of health and
wellbeing resources are limited, Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate Vulnerable
Consumers are willing to engage with corporate social media to destigmatise hair loss to
create online support and a knowledge hub. This identifies the power of the meso level
marketing environment to intervene and transform the health and wellbeing of vulnerable
consumers where at macro level there is scant support.
This study highlights how corporate social media can facilitate resources for
vulnerable consumers. First, resources can support Destigmatisation and provide a Support
network. Second, Sharing experiences and Showing renewed strength act as a resource to
support consumers. Third, the co-creation of A knowledge hub provides; Prescriptive advice,
Advice on collateral issues and Advice on alternative pathways. This boundary-breaking
research was inspired by a real-world phenomenon, and vulnerable demographic that has
received little attention to date (MacInnis et al., 2019). Drawing on consumer engagement
literature which highlights how value can be generated among stakeholders (Brodie et al.,
2011; Vargo & Lusch, 2004; 2017), we examine engagement between actors in a vulnerable
context.
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This study identifies a nascent form of engagement, which has been derived from the
understanding of how vulnerable consumers engage. We recognise this as Vulnerable
Consumer Engagement and offer a preliminary definition as follows, “the level of
replenishment of depleted cognitive, emotional, behavioural and social resources invested by
vulnerable individuals with scant operant resource.”
Our findings offer insights for the conceptualisation of VCE and illustrate the power
of the meso level environment to fill the resource void in contexts of poor macro level
support service provision (Wallack et al., 1993; Wymer, 2011). The level of perceived value
of the resource is observed from the interaction of the Principal Vulnerable Consumers and
Associate Vulnerable Consumers who create value through individual pro-active
contributions about personalised experiences of coping with hair loss through cancer during
this time (Belk, 2009; Llamas & Belk, 2013; Vargo & Lusch, 2004, 2016; Verhoef et al.,
2016).
The nature of engagement by Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate
Vulnerable Consumers at micro level illustrates the co-creation of a resource that alleviates
social stigma and provides cognitive, emotional and behavioural support. In particular, the
knowledge hub educates Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate Vulnerable
Consumers about the disease, explains some of the symptoms of cancer and the importance
of completing the course of prescribed medicine. Therefore, in a societal context where
female cancer is rarely discussed, the corporate social media functions to replenish depleted
operant resources (Hollebeek et al., 2019).
The support resources and knowledge hub is still active and co-created after five years
of its inception, as vulnerable consumers continue to engage with the resources to enhance
their health and wellbeing. The nature of engagement with the resources is not momentary,
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but enduring. This illustrates how VCE is a process of co-created replenishment of resources
that has long lasting effects.
In addition to identifying the nature of VCE, the study adds to the advertising
literature regarding the length of engagement with corporate social media campaigns. Most
advertising campaigns incur ‘wear-out’, whereby the effects of the message peak and then
fade. In contrast, the VCE with #BRAVEANDBEAUTIFUL campaign, has no sign of
traditional advertising ‘wear-out’ (Chen et al., 2016). We found the effect of advertising was
one of volitional resource investment, or ‘wear-in’. A brand rarely interacts with consumers
past the initial advertising message and, therefore, such longevity of VCE is an unexpected
outcome, and a meaningful contribution to advertising and consumer engagement literature.
18. Theoretical Contributions
We assessed the outcomes of this study in an evaluative way which allowed the
researchers to map the phenomenon of VCE with a corporate social media campaign. In so
doing, our work offers three clear theoretical contributions. First, we offer a preliminary
conceptual structure (Figure 9) which highlights how at meso level a brand can initiate
engagement with vulnerable consumers to create resources to support them. The framework
assists to conceptualise VCE theoretically and illustrates how VCE can be interpreted as
social inclusion, rather than exclusion as corporate social media facilitates interpersonal
connections with others. Consequently, the ongoing engagement creates supportive resources
which are valuable for vulnerable consumers at times of health and wellbeing crisis.
Second, the study has identified two distinct and generalizable vulnerable consumer
groups: Principal Vulnerable Consumers and Associate Vulnerable Consumers. They are
delineated by their proximity to the phenomena investigated, which is important for our
understanding about the differences in their nature of engagement with the
#BRAVEANDBEAUTIFUL. Following the call from Pavia and Mason (2014) to analyse
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different layers of vulnerability, we encourage others to further explore these two consumer
groups in different ground breaking consumer behaviour research studies.
Third, the causality of the depleted resources in this study is shaped by structural
drivers at macro level, mainly a lack of political resolve to invest in women’s primary
healthcare services and the social stigma attached to hair loss from cancer. We illustrate how
a brand may perform a transformative role, in an age of technology-dominated
communications to successfully replenish depleted social, emotional and operant resources at
micro level through the engagement of vulnerable consumers with corporate social media.
Figure 9
How Corporate Social Media Engages Vulnerable Consumers to Replenish Resources.
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Our study challenges Wymers’s (2011) assumption that macro level actors will
provide consumers with health and wellbeing resources. In contrast, we show how at meso
level a brand’s corporate social media campaign engages vulnerable consumers at micro level
to provide support resources. The brand can therefore unite vulnerable consumers in a ‘winwin’ situation that benefits all parties with a successful transformative marketing strategy.
18.1. Practical contributions
Understanding more about the nature of consumer engagement with corporate social
media provides opportunities for brands to develop future campaigns to support other
vulnerable consumers. This may align with an organisation’s wider corporate social
responsibility objectives. In particular, in contexts where consumers have limited operant
resources, brands are able to provide transformative services (Anderson et al., 2013;
Hollebeek et al., 2019) to improve wellbeing of vulnerable consumers. For example, brands
may wish to consider how they can support cancer patients and other vulnerable consumers in
emerging countries.
While some brands have chosen corporate social media campaigns to address some of
societies key challenges, such as stereotyping of women in advertising (Middleton et al.,
2019), this study highlights how brands could similarly address health and wellbeing issues.
Brands could play a significant role in addressing stigma, for instance stigma attached to
illnesses that impacts on body image with a market led campaign.
Our study also provides rich insights for corporate social media strategists. When
designing content for campaigns, both Principal Vulnerable Consumer and Associate
Vulnerable Consumer audiences need to be considered. For example, recognising how
different vulnerable consumers engage with messages may allow for targeted narrative
content development.
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Finally, practitioners have begun appraising VCE as one of the most important
marketing approaches to address societal challenges in consumer markets (Accan, 2020).
However, both research and practice lack a clear understanding, demarcation and
generalisation of this concept. We systemise and describe this concept by integrating recent
theoretical marketing research and relevant empirical evidence. Therefore, the study
contributes to establishing an accepted VCE conceptualisation.
19. Future Research Agenda
The current research is exploratory in nature and hence has limitations in terms of
generalisability. However, the study provides a novel theoretical contribution to knowledge
about VCE and the findings open up a rich research agenda. One suggestion is to investigate
whether such campaigns drive behavioural change. For instance, by measuring whether
women did continue with their chemotherapy in a controlled longitudinal field study.
It would also be fruitful to examine the specific differences between CE and VCE to
extend our understanding of the nature of VCE. For example, it would be of interest to
understand more about VCE in contexts of different levels of stigmatisation that result from
disease or other social causes.
Additionally, it would be important to assess possible changes in brand perception as
a result of the campaign. In the investigated case, the financial performance of Dabur Vatika
improved more than 20% over the investigated period, both in terms of sales and profit
(Thakur, 2019). While brand perceptions were likely enhanced, these results might be
explained by several other factors that can be ruled out with a field experiment.
Furthermore, the framework could be explored in Western countries with more
informed actors and higher levels of macro interventions. For example, where vulnerable
consumers have been investigated in Western contexts previously (Pavia & Mason, 2014)
and supportive resources are generally in place, we would not expect that a similar meso
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environment strategy would activate such a significant effect on vulnerable consumer
engagement.
We offer VCE as a pioneering concept for discussion and further validation. For
example, this conceptualisation could be used to examine how brands and corporate social
media facilitate vulnerable consumers’ access to resources during the COVID-19 crisis.
Specifically, how to avoid panic buying of food and poor market arrangements to supply
medical resources.
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20. Reflections on Paper 3
It is important to recognise in healthcare research that not all patients are created
equal (Srinivasan & Chandwani, 2014). This paper confirms that stigmatisation can adversely
influence the quality of care that vulnerable consumers receive from healthcare providers and
limits a patient’s willingness to engage in treatment. Political and cultural environments may
exacerbate these consumers’ predicament further, thereby potentially harming their health
outcomes through poor resources (Suggs, 2006). Vulnerable populations are
underrepresented in social marketing literature, thus further affecting their wellbeing. This
thesis therefore highlights the importance for asocial marketers to understand the categories
of vulnerability in order to design workable interventions. Identifying midstream
interventions that help encourage stigmatised patients to overcome their reluctance to engage
in their healthcare (e.g., via online healthcare communities) is therefore essential for social
marketing.
This study shows the potential of meso level actors to tackle low engagement from
stigmatised patients by leveraging technology to co-create value in health and wellbeing
resources. Further research is recommended to identify which technology in healthcare
contexts can be leveraged to increase accessibility and inclusivity of high-quality, low-cost
resources for all. Moreover, from a transformative social marketing perspective,
technological developments which facilitate behavioural intervention in the midstream
market place, warrant closer examination by social marketers.
The first three papers in this present thesis develop leading-edge knowledge and
present new technologies as a potential technique to tackle low engagement from stigmatised
patients suffering with cancer in India. In consideration of the author’s own experience of the
phenomenon, albeit in a Western country, it would therefore be pertinent to produce a study
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where the outcomes would form a resource for future researchers of sensitive health
problems. This reflection shaped research question 3.

21. Research Question 3: What are the challenges in collecting sensitive
health data through reflective practice?
22. Paper 4: Reflexivity and the challenges of collecting sensitive data in
India: research note.
22.1. Abstract
As health advertising researchers we become involved with a variety of health and
wellbeing issues in order to advance social marketing research. Health advertising research
involves mainly face-to-face encounters with participants using qualitative methodologies.
This article explores the challenges a researcher of British origin faced undertaking fieldwork
in India in an effort to collect qualitative data about BCA and prevention, a culturally taboo
subject. Key obstacles included cultural barriers, research method assumptions and researcher
resilience. Reflexivity has been recognised as a crucial stage in the process of generating
knowledge via qualitative research processes. Thereby applying the critical lens of
reflexivity, this article reflects upon the complexities of accessing Indian women (a fiercely
private demographic) to participate in discussions about the sensitive topic of breast cancer.
The results are discussed and recommendations from this researcher’s experience are
presented as a resource to assist future qualitative health advertising inquiry.
Keywords: Culture; Email questionnaires; Health advertising; India; Reflexivity; Sensitive
data.
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22.2. Introduction
The context of this article is health advertising research, which lies within the
academic sphere of social marketing (Friedman et al., 2016; George et al., 2016; Wymer,
2011). The majority of health advertising investigations support that face-to-face encounters
with participants is a superior qualitative methodology to gather rich insightful data on
sensitive health issues (Dickson-Swift et al., 2017; Jacobsson, 2016; Holt, 2010; Poudel et al.,
2016). In this study this innocent notion of participation was seriously tested. The findings
contribute to the growing recognition that undertaking qualitative health research can pose
additional challenges to data collection. In particular the recruitment of respondents where
the subject to be discussed is sometimes a cultural or gender sensitive topic (Agbemenu et al.,
2016; Chan & Shaw, 2016; Koziol-McLain et al., 2016; Padgett, 2016; Rahill et al., 2016).
Reflexivity has raced to the forefront of qualitative research because of the unique
position of the neutral objective researcher (Kumsa et al., 2015). There is a considerable body
of literature on reflexivity in the development of management literature, whereby the
demands for reflexive writing are discussed because of the benefit it provides to researchers
(Van Maanen, 2006; Mahadevan, 2011). An example is the work of Van Maanen (1988) who
called for researchers to reflect upon the effects the research context and whether their
interrelation in the field had influenced them or not. In particular, how these issues and
experiences impact on them making conscious plausible choices in writing up their study.
Field experiments demand the researcher’s bodily presence enabling them to
experience and gain first hand in sight into the phenomena to be examined, therefore,
researchers need to reflect upon themselves and their interrelations in the field (Van Maanen,
1988; Geertz, 1973). But this is not an easy or simple methodological process and has been
labelled “messy” (Kumsa et al., 2015, p. 420). For example, if the researcher has experienced
the same phenomena herself, “this allows her to gain additional insights into the field though
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reflexivity beyond introspection” (Mahadevan, 2015, p. 380). Therefore, the researcher may
find themselves in a state of “embodied knowing” that is pre-reflexive and messy
(Mahadevan, 2015, p. 380). However, this notion of pre-reflexivity has received recent
support from Ellingson (2017, p. 83) who urges qualitative researchers, “to resist the mind–
body split [sic] and embrace their search for knowledge production as deeply embedded in
sensory experience.” Therefore, reflexivity is present at every stage of the investigation,
including the motive behind the questions asked through to the composition of the final
writing.
Prior to commencing the project, I consulted the reflexivity literature pertaining to
field study in a different geographical location. Mahadevan (2015, p. 367) discusses
“embodied ethnography” and the importance of “fitting in and not violating cultural norms”,
because “not getting it quite right” will impede data collection (p. 362). For example, I
dressed appropriately for the conference and researched cultural business practices in India.
This additional effort is critical if the field researcher does not wish to be perceived as “the
elephant in the room” (Bell & King, 2010, p. 30). Satisfying costume requirements is fairly
easy to meet, the difficulty for this researcher was reflecting upon the overwhelming
experience of field work in India as previously highlighted in Van Maanen’s (1988) study.
However, the literature says in order to make the problem less challenging and more
manageable begin with the reflexivity process with one phenomenon experienced by the
researcher which may prove helpful to other qualitative researchers. Then the next
phenomenon and so forth. Therefore, I believed my embodied knowing of surviving breast
cancer would encourage a deeper level of insight from those questioned, perhaps by
experiencing similar thoughts and feelings that were prevalent throughout diagnosis and
treatment.
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In this paper, I intend to reflect upon the complexities of accessing a fiercely private
demographic (such as Indian women), to participate in discussions about a sensitive health
topic (BCA). My argument is derived from my own experience as a female white British
national, conducting field research in India and who is a breast cancer survivor. In doing so,
this research note attempts to take up the call for reflexivity work which could be used as a
resource for others conducting similar qualitative health inquiry who may or may not have
experience of the phenomenon to be investigated (Brockmann, 2011; Hammersley, 2017;
Hate et al., 2015; Holloway & Galvin, 2016; Jack, 2016).
Berger (2015, p. 199), discusses the benefits and challenges to reflexivity within three
different researcher positions including “shared experience, insider position and the
researcher without personal familiarity of the subject.” The outcomes of this research
illustrate first, that a researcher’s shared experience of the subject does not guarantee a
positive effect on the data gathering experience. A researcher’s demography such as race and
nationality have greater resonance with the respondent than any personal familiarity with the
research issue to encourage engagement.
Second, be wary of innocent notions that participation by respondents is a guarantee
because in this research an inequitable power relationship existed between this author and the
women. Their position was one of power over the investigator which manifested from the
cultural protocol that existed in India. This unbalance relationship forced me to review the
methodology I assumed would be appropriate.
Lastly the researcher’s own experience and subjective knowledge of the disease
manifested in a dogged resilience to overcome cultural challenges in an effort to pursue the
women, demonstrating the need for researcher resilience.
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22.3. Research study context
In India, breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed type of cancer for urban
Indian women and will be the most common type of cancer among all women in India by
2020 (Bawa et al., 2007; Shetty, 2012). Studies show women seek medical care extremely
late due to a lack of awareness about self-examination and India’s unique socio-cultural
complexity (Rath & Gandhi, 2014; Shetty, 2012). The health advertising literature suggests
that a coherent targeted health advertising campaign would produce increased awareness to
women in India, therefore to inform any future BCA campaigns, it was important to seek and
engage their opinion in their locale (Bawa, 2012; Murthy et al., 2007; Shetty, 2012). The
planning and execution of the data process was over a very lengthy period (12 months)
including initiating contact with gatekeepers, building relationships on trust and finally
collecting the data from the participants (Bahn & Weatherill, 2013; Maguire et al., 2015;
Namageyo-Funa et al., 2015). Although a simultaneous pursuit of separate group of
participants (medical experts in cancer care) was also undertaken, this research note identifies
the challenges faced engaging Indian women to participate in face-to-face discussions
(Dempsey et al., 2016).
22.4. Method
The study adopted an interpretative-inductive exploratory methodology which
enabled information to be revealed about this sensitive area where knowledge is currently
sparse (Aziato et al., 2016; Verhaeghe & Vandecasteele, 2016). When I commenced this
research, I did not question the assumption that the most appropriate method for collecting
data from the medical professionals would be via focus group and face-to-face interviews
with Indian women. Such assumptions are appropriate in social science research (Irvine et al.,
2013). Following the guidance of Hammersley & Atkinson (2007) the questioning of both
groups of participants would encourage exploration about their knowledge, thoughts and
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experiences concerned with BCA. For example, the Indian women participants could recount
personal experiences and those of family members and friends, however, this demographic
proved difficult to access as interviewees. The challenges of managing unexpected changes in
data collection methods (than those originally planned) has provided me with knowledge and
experience to share with other qualitative health researchers.
The methodology was as follows: Stage 1- a pilot study consisting of a semistructured focus group with medical cancer experts to obtain multiple opinions on the subject.
It consisted of a heterogeneous range of cultural groups from India with a homogeneous
sample of men and women (Krueger & Casey, 2014; Galesic et al., 2015; Mackey &
Bassendowski, 2017; Meyer & Peng, 2015; Zikmund et al., 2014). Stage 2- semi-structured
interviews with Indian women. These were to be conducted in English, audio-recorded (with
their permission in line with the University Ethics Committee) and facilitated by a protocol
guide to facilitate the topic of interest and avoid loss of direction. Hence, it was anticipated
that the questions mostly open-ended and discovery-oriented to facilitate open discussion and
enquiry (Yin, 2014).
However, the semi-structured interviews proved to be exceedingly challenging. What
follows is a reflective review about the challenges of accessing women to develop a
discussion and collect sensitive data in order to complete the methodology as planned (Hall,
1997; Krippendorff, 2004; Remenyi & Williams, 1998). The findings from the data collection
uses thematic analysis and the participant’s words are quoted verbatim to enhance validity
(Braun et al., 2014; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Kreutzer et al., 2017; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
These emerging themes are categorised and reported in three parts, cultural barriers, research
method and researcher resilience.
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22.4.1. The research process
In any investigation about the experience of undertaking sensitive health research, it is
important to first consider what it is that we, as qualitative researchers, actually do. We arrive
in people’s lives often at a time of misery and distress and ask them to divulge intimate
thoughts and feelings about their experiences (Dickson-Swift et al., 2017). Procedures for
managing discomfort and distress of the participant should be included in the Participant
Information Form (PIF) which should be signed as part of the university ethics procedure.
My experience shows consideration of the participant’s needs at interview, is paramount
otherwise it is doubtful the dyadic process will have positive outcomes for either party.
During the planning stages finalizing contact with key medical experts in cancer care
was seamless. Almost immediately after the initial email contact, two oncology hospitals
agreed to participate and focus groups were arranged. Confirmation of a favourable review
from the university Ethics Committee to undertake the research, was sufficient authentication
for the hospitals to commit to take part. This was contrary to my assumption that medical
professionals would be reluctant to participate.
Interviews for Stage 2 were arranged to be held at a professional conference in India.
An invitation to take part was sent to the delegates via the conference organiser. Those who
agreed to be interviewed signed a PIF and returned this to the gatekeeper. I travelled to India
to implement both stages of the research. Stage 1 was executed successfully. On arrival at the
designated interview room where the interviews were to be conducted (stage 2 of the data
collection), to my disbelief none of the participants attended. Although I had all the checks
and balances in place about ethical clearance for both stages of the data collection the
demographic proving most difficult to reach were Indian women and not the medical
professionals. I left India without their contribution.
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This incident highlighted the little control I had in reality over collecting data in this
culturally complex country. Even though the participants were educated, professional
working women it was apparent their gender marginalised them in India society and impacted
on their decision to be interviewed. They explained their non-attendance to me in an email,
“I feel worried about cancer but I would feel afraid about talking in a meeting” and, “As the
interview time approached, I felt very nervous about talking to you about breast cancer it is
not discussed,” and, “I felt very shy about discussing the subject with someone I didn’t
know.”
This experience corroborates the work of Fawcett and Hearn, (2004) who reflected
researchers studying a familiar subject still lack immediate points of cultural identification
because an absence of direct experience. Therefore, studying an unfamiliar group made me
acknowledge my own insight of the subject and my national identity could both help and
hinder the research process (Berger & Rosenberg, 2008). For example, personal knowledge
of breast cancer was useful in formulating and conceptualizing research questions relevant to
the participant’s experience. However, my demographic disposition did not, initially
encourage discourse. The plurality of the situation was evident. Cultural protocol did not
empower the women to enter into discussion about the sensitive research topic. Their power
existed in their control over me, the researcher, who was consequently disempowered and
without influence.
However, from a methodological perspective it was important to re-establish a
connection with the same women because they were living and working in the same locale as
the participants in Stage 1 of the data collection process. The common geographical locale
would help me to achieve a “naturalism” of participants and a generalisability of the findings
(Paluck & Cialdini, 2014, p. 82). The women had freely given me their business cards at the
professional conference and so contact was re-established after a time-consuming series of
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negotiations using email. Many of the same women agreed to continue to participate in my
study, but not on a face-to-face basis. In consideration of their comfort and the sensitivity of
the issue, I encouraged participation via email which overcame their reserved nature and their
concerns about meeting me face- to-face. The participants were able to use the email method
of communication to conquer any concerns of confidential disclosure about the sensitive
nature of the discussion topic and maintain their privacy. One woman said, “I did not want to
talk about private matters I was embarrassed about talking,” but she did participate via
email.
This technology proved an appropriate data collection method. They were able to
respond to the contents of the email at their convenience and because of their location in
India, it was a practical option. My experience corroborates the literature which suggests this
computer-mediated method enables a researcher to engage in dialogue with isolated,
geographically dispersed or marginalised groups (Gibson, 2010; Mann & Stewart, 2000). I
found this electronic interviewing method created a free exchange of information without any
pressure for the participant to conform and most importantly without my presence (Zikmund
et al., 2014).
Reflexivity literature identifies familiarity with the subject as a risk because often
there can be a blurring of boundaries where the researcher imposes their own values and
beliefs on to the project (Drake, 2010). In particular this is more apparent with face-to-face
interviews where a continuum between the participant and the researcher exists as one
interprets the other’s dialogue and assumes there is a common understanding about their
point of view and experience (Berger, 2015). However, the email method of data collection
did in effect maintain a separation of this continuum (the respondent’s experiences and my
own) because the communication was always in one direction, without the other interjecting,
insinuating or leading the other to make assumptions.
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Furthermore, I gained insight into their own cultural frames of reference about
participating in face-to-face interviews which I found to be anchored in India’s complex
social influences (Greenwood et al., 2014; Patton, 2002; Usher-Smith et al., 2017).
Participants explained, “My husband was not cooperative in enabling me to participate in the
interview” and, “I would prefer not to meet you because I am shy talking about such matters
and my husband would be angry.” Others said, “I felt very shy about discussing the subject
with someone I didn’t know.”
Their reasons for not participating were similar to those which prevent women
accessing breast cancer health services such as family obligations and generally being overdependent on other family members to make decisions (Deshpande et al., 2013; Murthy,
1982). For example, “I agreed to be interviewed but was worried about my family’s
reaction.” Although I was fully aware that asking questions about the female body should be
handled with sensitivity, I was not mindful of the protocol that existed between husband and
wife, daughter and father in India. Even though these women were educated and possessed a
degree of economic independence, they still needed permission to engage with me.
A critical reflection from this project recommends to other qualitative researchers not to
be guided by their assumptions about the research context, nor be too rigid with their
methods. For example, this researcher’s experience would recommend a degree of flexibility
to the proposed collection method in consideration of the cultural context and the nature of
the participant group. The adaptability and resilience of the researcher to challenging
situations within the research data collection process is fundamental to successful outcomes.
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23. Conclusions and recommendations
This article focused on the challenges experienced by the health researcher whilst
collecting sensitive qualitative data in a different cultural geographical location, India. A
contribution to knowledge is made by illustrating the reflexivity process is beneficial for
future researchers, but challenges Berger’s (2015) proposition that shared experience of the
subject is a positive influence on data gathering. Through the lens of reflexivity, the outcomes
of the investigation illustrate that a researcher’s shared experience of the subject does not
soften the challenge nor guarantee a positive effect on the data gathering experience.
Indeed, this researcher’s social position (in particular, race and nationality) was a
considerable factor (in encouraging the women to take part) over and above any empathetic
emotional bond felt by the respondent for the investigator’s personal familiarity with the
subject. This consequence from the investigation supports Hibbert et al. (2010) who
acknowledge the limitations of the reflexive process and posit reflexivity should only be used
to convey cultural meaning to the reader or to gain deeper insight into the field of research
otherwise there is a risk of messy methodological processes (Kumsa et al., 2015).
Contrary to common assumptions about data collection methods, this paper has
identified conducting semi- structured interviews via email is not a second-best option to
face-to-face interviewing. Indeed, in an emerging economy it proved a sound methodological
and practical method. I recommend to other health researchers when planning data collection,
not to be guided by their assumptions, to factor in a contingency plan and to prepare to be
resilient throughout the months of planning and execution of data collection.
The findings from this study demonstrate that health advertising researchers do
experience a number of challenges throughout the data collection process including, the
length of the research process, travelling long distances, managing the sensitivity of the
health issue and preserving anonymity of the participants. My experience appends the
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problem of engaging female participants to take part in-depth interviews on sensitive topics,
to that list.
Altogether these challenges have a very real impact on the resilience of the researcher
often ending in frustration and exhaustion. Campbell (2002) and Johnson and Clarke (2003)
identified the research process impacts greatly on the mental and physical exhaustion of the
researcher and my experience of recent data collection in India corroborates their findings
and concludes researcher resilience is still a key characteristic demanded today.
There are many formal and informal channels of support for researchers provided at
university, professional development and subject specialist level, however, the benefit of
genuine researcher experience is a very powerful resource (Ellington et al., 2013; Smith et al.,
2013). Therefore, I would suggest before embarking upon a health research study on a
sensitive topic in another cultural locale, the individual should be prepared for challenges that
may impede the smooth process of research. Significantly do not make assumptions about
methods of data collection, because the researcher may need to react quickly and utilise
another method if participants do not conform as expected.
The external validity of these results would benefit from further empirical field
research. In particular, with health researchers from a range of national backgrounds
undertaking field research in different cultural settings. In time their own findings would
extend the three outcomes about reflexivity discussed here which would enable the
formulation of a comprehensive set of guidelines that would be applicable across all fields of
qualitative health research.
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24. Reflections on Paper 4
The significance of this author’s own experience of breast cancer was intrinsic to the
approach. The paper contributes to broadening Ellingson’s (2017) notion of pre-reflexivity, to
encompass the total qualitative research process. Further it addresses the lack of social
marketing scholars who undertake critical introspection (Gordon & Gurrieri, 2014). I strongly
believe that consideration of the researcher’s experience of the phenomenon under
investigation through the reflexive process can develop new knowledge and guidance for
health researchers. I do not intend to dwell on the findings of the paper, but would like to
explain how the reflexive process facilitated a line of reasoning that aligns with the abductive
research design (Belk & Sobh, 2019), and which is beneficial to my development as a
qualitative researcher.
Swedberg (2014) advocates that creative theory development should be encouraged
through abductive reasoning. Belk and Sobh (2019, p. 500) point out that researchers ‘have
the advantage of being consumers ourselves’ and suggest that ‘no one is better positioned
than scholars to develop theory’. Therefore, identifying as a researcher who has experience of
breast cancer positions me as likely to generate new theory about the problem. This is not
reckless and unscientific, but ‘interpretation’ (Askegeard & Linnet 2011, p. 399). It involves
the combination of intuition and thinking (i.e. primary and secondary thought), and
reflexivity is present at every stage. This practice characterises me as a conceptual theorist
able to generate theoretical insights, ‘rather than reaching on the shelf for the latest ideas
from elsewhere’ (Belk & Sobh, 2019, p. 500). I will continue to adopt this philosophical
positioning for future research.
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25. Implications of publications for Public Health Policy
Public health policy could leverage meso level market actors to affect cancer healthcare
resources for vulnerable consumers. Table 15 illustrates the salient points from each study.
Table 15
Opportunities for Public Policy Implementation.
Title
Publication
Paper 1 Fletcher-Brown, J.,
Pereira, V., & Nyadzayo,
M. W. (2018). Health
marketing in an
emerging market: The
critical role of signaling
theory in breast cancer
awareness. Journal of
Business Research, 86,
416-434.

Salient points for public policy implementation
At the macro market level innovative public policy could
influence a change in government institutional practices and
cultural processes needed to influence women’s healthcare.
Large-scale implementation of BC prevention and control
strategies would require large scale budget allocation.
Government could initiate social marketing activity to deliver
a BCA programme.
New technology has emerged as an opportunity for ASHAS,
health marketers and consumers.
Policy makers should consult conceptual framework for
public health.
The above suggestions would signal quality healthcare
provision for the public healthcare provider and reduce
asymmetry of healthcare messages.

Paper 2 Fletcher-Brown, J.,
Carter, D., Pereira, V., &
Chandwani, R. (2021).
Mobile technology to
give resource-based
knowledge management
advantage to
community health
nurses in an emerging
economies context.
Journal of Knowledge
Management. 25(3), 525544

Investment in mhealth technology facilitates KM and public
health service resources and practices.
Operated by ASHAs at the meso market level, a contextspecific App on a mobile tablet generates knowledge as a
resource that signals quality healthcare and yields a positive
reputation for the public health provider. This could
encourage potential private investors.
The upskilling of CHWs enables knowledge generation and
knowledge capture. The design facilitates knowledge
codification and knowledge transfer to standardise quality
patient care and reduce cancer incidence rates. CHWs can
train future CHWs.
The knowledge-resource application can deliver breast cancer
care in localised areas with the potential for wider contexts.
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Policy makers should consult the new conceptual model,
which illustrates how a knowledge-resource application can
shape a public health organisation’s KM to form a resourcebased competitive advantage.
Paper 3 Fletcher-Brown, J.,
Turnbull, S., Viglia, G.,
Chen, T., & Pereira, V.
(2021).Vulnerable
consumer engagement:
how corporate social
media can facilitate the
replenishment of
depleted
resources. International
Journal of Research in
Marketing 86(2), 518529.

Health policy could link to brands with a social connection in
order to replenish resources and alleviate some of society’s
key public health challenges.
Public policy should utilise the power of the internet to
engage with Principal and Associate Vulnerable Consumers
bound by cultural restraints in a healthcare context.
The key dimensions of how vulnerable consumers engage to
replenish depleted emotional and social support resources and
a knowledge hub have been identified. Public policy could
invest in creating these online resources with a brand from a
transformative marketing perspective. The new conceptual
model highlights how, at the meso level, a brand can initiate
engagement with vulnerable consumers to create resources to
support them.
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26. Conclusion of thesis
The overarching statement concludes with a discussion linked to the outcomes and
contributions of the research, followed by an analysis of the limitations of the methodology.
The future research agenda is set out, followed by an outline of the dissemination of research,
including awards, media coverage and impact.
26.1. Outcomes and contributions of the research
The conclusion of this thesis is drawn from the outcomes and contributions that arise
from the three research questions examined in the four publications (See Figure 2):
•

Research question 1: What are the unique factors that challenge effective cancer
healthcare of vulnerable consumers in an emerging country context?

•

Research question 2: How can meso level actors use technology to facilitate female
cancer healthcare resources?

•

Research question 3: What are the challenges in collecting sensitive health data
through reflective practice?
In consideration of Wymer’s (2011) paradigm (Figure 1), the causes and influences of

the ensuing epidemic of female cancers in India is shaped by structural drivers at the macro
level (e.g., complex socio-cultural norms – see Paper 1). All are influential barriers to social
marketing interventions, as many privation barriers still remain. Therefore, in an emerging
country context, the very forces at the macro level which would initiate preventative public
health policy as a first step (Wymer, 2011) are precluding vulnerable consumers with cancer
from quality healthcare resources.
Hence, when macro actors are negligent in their duty to provide healthcare, this thesis
uncovers a shift to midstream market actors that could erode the barriers of ignorance and
motivation. Therefore, the research offers insight into public policy regarding the benefits of
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incorporating technology-led interventions with midstream actors as a resource, to amplify
the value of the healthy new behaviour and encourage vulnerable consumers to participate.
This thesis extends the previous observations about meso level actors such as
community networks, (Luca et al., 2016a; May & Previte, 2016; Russell-Bennett et al., 2019),
non- government organisations (Zainuddin et al., 2011) and social marketing services
(Zainuddin et al., 2020) with a contribution of three nascent conceptualisations to encourage
social marketing scholars and practitioners to adopt technology-led interventions. In so doing,
social marketing theory is advanced (Dibb, 2014). This author encourages other social
marketing researchers to apply the new conceptualisations offered and to create additional
interdisciplinary theory, so as to broaden the application of the discipline.
Undertaking the challenges of qualitative health and wellbeing research is explored
with the author’s reflective commentary. This functions as a resource in three parts to offer
guidance about overcoming cultural barriers and the need for agility in research design, while
it also proposes suggestions for researcher resilience.
In summary, the author wishes to inspire others with the contribution of the three new
preliminary conceptualisations and the resource for qualitative health research. Theory
development is necessary to embolden social marketing scholarship to tackle the current
prevailing global health agenda and support vulnerable consumers.
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26.2. Limitations to interpretive research design.
It would be remiss, at this concluding stage, not to discuss the limitations of the
qualitative approach in this collective body of work. While each publication has
addressed the study-specific limitations, the compilation’s generalisability is limited by
the following:
•

A focus on a single emerging country context

•

A small sample size of interviewees

•

A one-point-in-time understanding of the phenomenon

Limitations notwithstanding, the theoretical innovation is a significant development to social
marketing theory and practice which lead to consideration of future research areas that may
help to provide further validation.
26.3. Future Research Agenda
The research and theorisation in this paper demonstrate alternative pathways to
address wicked public health problems via meso level actors and new technologies. Public
health policy approaches should consider the significant potential of midstream actors to
interconnect and form a downstream, midstream and upstream intervention continuum. To
enable this, further research is required to examine midstream technology-led interventions to
facilitate an accessible healthcare system for vulnerable consumers. Three research questions
for future investigations are discussed (Table 16).
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Table 16
Future Research Agenda

Meso level
actors
adopting
technologyled
interventions
to support
vulnerable
consumers.

Future
research
question 1
flows from
Paper 2.

How do technology-led
interventions contribute to
self-directed patient
wellbeing for patients
experiencing stigma?

Examine the use of
interactive technologies to
improve healthcare for
vulnerable consumers.

Future
research
question 2
flows from
Paper 2.

Would the inclusion of
stereotypical presenters in
technology-led interventions
increase stigmatisation of
vulnerable consumers?

Investigate the level of
interaction with the
technology-led resource.

Future
research
question 3
flows from
Paper 3.

To what extent do
technology-led interventions
increase accessibility to
health and wellbeing
resources for vulnerable
consumers?

Explore how technology
facilitates co-creation of
value of the intervention
resource among a
vulnerable consumer
community and relieves
the burden of health
inequality.
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26.3.1. Future research question 1:
How do technology-led interventions contribute to self-directed patient wellbeing for patients
experiencing stigma?
This suggestion for future investigation is a natural development of the outcomes of
Paper 2. While the present thesis contributes empirical evidence about meso level actors
utilising technology as a resource for social marketing interventions, additional investigations
are encouraged (DeSouza et al., 2014 ). This first research question seeks to examine whether
technology-led interventions can reduce stigmatisation through reduced human interaction.
In situations where consumers feel stigmatised (e.g., skin conditions such as acne
vulgaris), digital communications could replace ‘in surgery’ consultations. For example,
bespoke Apps or online tutorials could facilitate self-directed patient wellbeing regarding a
particular condition. This could be investigated across a range of communicable and noncommunicable disease situations, and would rely upon integrated moving images and
graphics.
26.3.2. Future research question 2:
Would the inclusion of stereotypical presenters in technology-led interventions increase
stigmatisation of vulnerable consumers?
This future research direction emanates from the outcomes of Paper 3. Stigmatisation
can aversely influence the quality of care that patients receive from healthcare providers
(Koziol-McLain et al., 2016). A study could investigate the level of patient interaction with a
technology-led resource that includes stereotypical presenters. A research study could
encompass an experimental approach where participants are asked to comment on, for
example, a short film offering advice about wigs and skin care for patients experiencing
chemotherapy. A first film could be produced with stereotypical presenters and a second film
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with presenters who have hair loss as a result of cancer treatment. The findings would prove
useful for the content design of effective interventions.
26.3.3. Future research question 3:
To what extent do technology-led interventions increase accessibility to health and wellbeing
resources for vulnerable consumers?
This research question for future inquiry also flows from the outcomes of Paper 3.
Further exploration is needed to identify how smart technology could be leveraged in
healthcare to increase accessibility to health and wellbeing resources for vulnerable
consumers (Skerletopoulos et al., 2020; Tafesse & Wien, 2018). Opportunities are presented
to examine how technology-led devices could influence a change in an individual’s health
and wellbeing behaviour, such as fitness and diet. In so doing, the co-creation of value of
these devices could be examined perhaps via a longitudinal study to examine changes in
health outcomes and value creation over time.
To conclude, this author believes that technology-led interventions offer the potential
to have a significant impact on healthcare market actors. The research community are
encouraged to adopt these research directions to further social marketing studies and relieve
the burden of health inequality for vulnerable consumers worldwide.
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27. Dissemination Activities
The personal and academic motivation that underpins this research thesis has
generated worldwide media interest. The dissemination of the research is outlined below,
including awards, media coverage and impact.
27.1 Awards
The author won the UoP ‘Best Research Dissemination’ monetary prize 2018. The
news article that showcased the research and an excerpt from the UoP’s news email
announcing the prize winner can be found in Appendix 2.
27.2 Media Coverage
The author and the research contribution were highlighted in a number of UoP media
releases to signify the importance of the study. The articles are contained in Appendix 3.
27.3 Professional networking site
The author led the UoP’s LinkedIn page on International Women’s Day 2020 & 2021,
with a piece entitled, ‘Women in Research’ in Appendix 4.
27.4 Advertising Campaign
The author was the central narrative to UoP’s ‘GiveMe’ nationwide advertising
campaign 2019-2020 in Appendix 5.
27.5. Impact
The global media coverage generated interest in technology-led interventions from
interested stakeholders in India. The following quotations are a flavour of a range of
communications received by the author to illustrate the impactful nature of the study. First, an
email excerpt from a surgical oncologist in India,
‘You have absolutely hit a bull's eye…AHSAs would be one of the better
ways forward… as you have suggested. That's exactly the thing India
needs’ (Appendix 6).
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Second, an email excerpt from a hospital trust in India concerned with diabetes,
‘One of our trustees saw University advertisement on your
research to tackle taboos in breast cancer. Can our Foundation
help with your initiative?’ (Appendix 6).

Finally, the All India Institute of Medical Sciences responded to the advertising campaign with,
‘We [at] AIIMS hospital are researching and designing Health Education on Breast
Cancer…collaborate with us for piloting the module’ (Appendix 6).

27.6. Conferences
For academic dissemination at conferences, please see Appendix 7.

27.7. Summary Comment
The author is dedicated to exploring opportunities to develop technology-led health
and wellbeing interventions and funding opportunities are currently being actively sought.
Therefore, the interest of parties in India to collaborate with future research, combined
with the overall appraisal and publication of each study in world-class peer-reviewed
journals, suggests that the compilation thesis makes a valuable contribution to social
marketing health and wellbeing knowledge.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Dabur Vatika corporate social media campaign.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LcAbjMXqEPQ
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Appendix 2
The article in The Conversation that generated 41,470 reads and resulted in the author’s
dissemination of research award. Also available to read at:
https://theconversation.com/confronting-breast-cancer-is-crucial-to-indias-economicdevelopment-81717.
Confronting breast cancer is crucial to India’s economic development
October 10, 2017 12.15pm BST
Breast cancer is a growing epidemic in India. It could kill 76,000 women a year by 2020, according to a recent
study. It claimed more than 70,000 lives in 2012. At the heart of the issue is the country’s rapid economic
development, which has made Indian women more susceptible to the disease, without building the infrastructure
to prevent and detect it. But the good news is that boosting breast cancer awareness and encouraging early
detection could play a significant role in reducing it.
India’s rapid economic expansion has it forecast to become the world’s fourth largest economy by
2020 and set to surpass China as the world’s fastest growing economy. This feat of development has lifted
millions out of poverty. But economic growth has brought with it other challenges – including breast cancer.
Growing risk
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women worldwide and represents 25% of all cancers in
women. In fact, there appears to be a link between breast cancer and development. Developed economies in the
West such as in North America and Oceania rank at the top of the rates of incidence.
So, India’s development brings with it new health risks for women. In Western countries, breast cancer
incidence increases with age, whereas in India, the rate of incidence seems to affect the urban working women
demographic the most (China is experiencing a similar trend). The blame for this catastrophe seems to lie with
India’s economic development and rapid urbanisation.
Modern day India’s booming economy has led to rapidly expanding numbers of women in education
who go on to pursue careers. This has led to the Westernisation of Indian women in a way that increases their
risk of developing breast cancer: urban Indian women who work start having sex later, have fewer children and
breastfeed them less than their rural counterparts – all factors which increase the risk of developing the
cancer, over a lifetime.
These women also tend to have a more Western diet, which leads to obesity, another factor
that increases the risk of breast cancer.
To make things worse, a recent study showed that these women seek medical care extremely late – despite the
fact that they are better educated and, to a certain extent, have greater economic independence. The reasons for
this appear to be poor awareness of the early indicators of breast cancer and a lack of knowledge about how to
self-examine. They also have limited access to helpful information. Altogether this results in a delay in seeking
care and diagnosis. My research with colleagues Vijay Pereira and Munyaradzi Nyadzayo also suggests that
cultural issues may be a factor in why women do not access health services. Some are reluctant to consult male
doctors. Many women are dependent on family members to get the required medical help because breast care is
still a culturally taboo subject and rarely discussed. This often results in delays in seeking help.
The way forward
There are both economic and moral reasons to address this issue. Urban, working women – the group
that is most at risk of breast cancer – play a significant and growing role in India’s burgeoning economy. Many
are employed in new technology and telecomms industries that have sprung up as a result of foreign direct
investment from Western firms.
India also has a larger economic value at stake from advancing gender equality than other emerging
economies. A report by financial services firm McKinsey found that employing more women in the workforce
would add US$2.9 trillion to the country’s annual GDP by 2025. So if a healthy female Indian workforce is a
strategic advantage in sustaining its thriving economy, the Indian government has another reason to take
ownership of women’s healthcare.
Legally the Indian Constitution guarantees everyone’s “right to the highest attainable standard of
physical and mental health”. Further, an Indian citizen’s right to health, is integral to the right to life, which is
also enshrined in the constitution. So the government has a legal obligation to provide health facilities.
Changing health policy to include early planning of breast cancer awareness campaigns the Indian
government could initiate an important strategy to reach women at risk. Our research into the issue shows the
government should invest in community nurses because they are more effective than national advertising
campaigns. Through their local knowledge they gain the trust of husbands and fathers in overcoming cultural
barriers to promote self-examination and encourage the women in their families to seek early diagnosis.
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An excerpt from the University of Portsmouth Research & Innovation news email
announcing the prize winner.

Best Research Dissemination Prize
In the period Easter 2017-Easter 2018, the University released the highest ever
number of press releases covering Business and Law research, resulting in 288 media
articles reaching an audience of over 51 million.
The prize for Best Research Dissemination went to the Business and Law individual who
most successfully disseminated their research through the media between Easter 2017Easter 2018:
Judith Fletcher-Brown, whose research on the how the westernisation of Indian women
puts them at increased risk of developing breast cancer picked up 41,470 reads from The
Conversation – with the story being reprinted in both the Independent and across multiple
outlets across the Indian continent including, India Today 4.4 million followers on its
Twitter account and Science magazine which has 180,000 followers.
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Appendix 3
First news article on UoP website. Also available to read on line at:
https://www.port.ac.uk/news-events-and-blogs/features/new-tactic-in-the-battle-againstbreast-cancer
NEW TACTIC IN THE BATTLE AGAINST BREAST CANCER
A new study examining breast cancer awareness in India has found that a lack of early diagnosis is
leading the country towards an epidemic.
The study found that traditional marketing campaigns don’t work for raising awareness of
the disease and that community nurses are the most effective channel. A a greater understanding by
men is also key to tackling early diagnosis. The study is published this week in the Journal of
Business Research.
The research highlights the significance of the country’s rapid economic development,
leading to greater urbanisation, which is leading some women towards a western lifestyle resulting
in a rise of breast cancer rates. It describes the issue as one of the biggest health threats facing India
today.
Judith Fletcher-Brown, from the University of Portsmouth, visited the country to explore
the unique social, economic, cultural and institutional challenges in this emerging economy. She
learned that in India’s cities and urban areas, breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed type of
cancer among women. 70,218 Indian women died of breast cancer in 2012 and deaths from the
disease are predicted to increase to 76,000 in 2020 with an average age of incidence shifting to 30
years from 50 years. Yet women seek medical care extremely late due to lack of awareness about
self-examination and cultural barriers.
Judith said: “India is still a patriarchal society and while women are now in responsible
jobs and earning for their families, it’s the men who are still the head of the household. Even
educated professional women do not discuss private matters about their bodies with their husbands,
fathers or brothers so it’s essential to direct health messages towards men to increase their
awareness of and willingness to discuss the problem. Their understanding is pivotal in enabling
female family members to access medical help at the earliest stage.”
India is still a patriarchal society and while women are now in responsible jobs and
earning for their families, it’s the men who are still the head of the household. Even educated
professional women do not discuss private matters about their bodies with their husbands,
fathers or brothers so it’s essential to direct health messages towards men to increase their
awareness of and willingness to discuss the problem.
Judith Fletcher-Brown Senior Lecturer in Marketing
She also ran focus groups with experts from various breast cancer medical practitioners.
“They told us that in India the subject is taboo and rarely discussed within the family,
between men and women or even between husband and wife.”
She found that community health nurses had the greatest impact in raising awareness of
early breast cancer symptoms with both men and women. These Accredited Social Health Activists
(ASHAs) are embedded in the community and are far more effective than national advertising
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campaigns in overcoming cultural barriers because they have the trust of husbands and fathers as
well as the women at risk.
The study showed that schools are the second best channel through which to raise
awareness in young women, and in third place was the media, which has seen some success in
raising awareness through charity initiatives in the country. Traditional marketing campaigns were
one of the least effective channels.
The emerging economy of India has presented women with new found economic
independence and career opportunities but the lack of breast cancer awareness campaigns
puts even these educated women at risk.
Judith Fletcher-Brown Senior Lecturer in Marketing
Judith, from the Portsmouth Business School highlighted the Westernisation of Indian
women as a key issue caused by the country’s burgeoning economy: “Women are having fewer
children later in life and breast feeding them less which increases their chance of developing the
disease. Working women in urban India often have a more western diet leading to obesity which
also increases the risk alongside a lack of infrastructure for early diagnosis.
“The emerging economy of India has presented women with new found economic
independence and career opportunities but the lack of breast cancer awareness campaigns puts even
these educated women at risk.”
The Indian government recognises the problem and has invested money in marketing
campaigns via non-governmental organisations (NGOs). But the research indicated that such
campaigns are not reaching the target audience. India’s crisis especially manifests in the thriving
cities of Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru, Bhopal, Kolkata, Chennai and Ahmedabad, where
employment opportunities for women are increasing. A recent report identified the significance of
employing more women in India could add $2.9 trillion to India’s annual GDP by 2025. A healthy
female Indian workforce is crucial if the country is to benefit from its demographic advantage and
sustain its thriving economy.
Our findings reveal complex challenges at national, state and community levels. What
is clear is that the state healthcare sector must transform itself to deliver quality breast
cancer healthcare and awareness underpinned by effective use of social marketing
campaigns.
Professor Vijay Pereira, Second author on the paper
Professor Vijay Pereira, second author on the paper, said that the magnitude of the problem
is enormous and has major policy implications for the Indian government, who he is urging to
tackle the problem with better targeted campaigns:
He said: “Our findings reveal complex challenges at national, state and community levels.
What is clear is that the state healthcare sector must transform itself to deliver quality breast cancer
healthcare and awareness underpinned by effective use of social marketing campaigns. This
research presents several proposals that would assist health marketers working in India’s emerging
economy.”
The paper is published in the Journal of Business Research, entitled: Health marketing in
an emerging market: The critical role of signalling theory in breast cancer awareness. The authors
are Judith Fletcher-Brown from the University of Portsmouth and Professor Vijay Pereira and Dr
Munyar Nyadzayo from the University of Wollongong in Dubai.
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A second news article was published on the UoP website. Also available to read on line at:
https://www.port.ac.uk/news-events-and-blogs/news/breast-cancer-study-in-india-showshow-the-country-can-avoid-crisis
BREAST CANCER STUDY IN INDIA SHOWS HOW THE COUNTRY CAN AVOID
CRISIS
14 August 2017

A new study examining breast cancer awareness in India has found that a lack of early
diagnosis is leading the country towards an epidemic.
The study found that traditional marketing campaigns don’t work for raising awareness
of the disease and that community nurses are the most effective channel. A a greater
understanding by men is also key to tackling early diagnosis. The study is published this week
in the Journal of Business Research.
The research highlights the significance of the country’s rapid economic development,
leading to greater urbanisation, which is leading some women towards a western lifestyle
resulting in a rise of breast cancer rates. It describes the issue as one of the biggest health
threats facing India today.
Judith Fletcher-Brown, from the University of Portsmouth, visited the country to
explore the unique social, economic, cultural and institutional challenges in this emerging
economy. She learned that in India’s cities and urban areas, breast cancer is the most
commonly diagnosed type of cancer among women. 70,218 Indian women died of breast
cancer in 2012 and deaths from the disease are predicted to increase to 76,000 in 2020 with an
average age of incidence shifting to 30 years from 50 years. Yet women seek medical care
extremely late due to lack of awareness about self-examination and cultural barriers.
Judith said: “India is still a patriarchal society and while women are now in responsible
jobs and earning for their families, it’s the men who are still the head of the household. Even
educated professional women do not discuss private matters about their bodies with their
husbands, fathers or brothers so it’s essential to direct health messages towards men to increase
their awareness of and willingness to discuss the problem. Their understanding is pivotal in
enabling female family members to access medical help at the earliest stage.”
India is still a patriarchal society and while women are now in responsible jobs and
earning for their families, it’s the men who are still the head of the household. Even educated
professional women do not discuss private matters about their bodies with their husbands,
fathers or brothers so it’s essential to direct health messages towards men to increase their
awareness of and willingness to discuss the problem.
Judith Fletcher-Brown, Senior Lecturer in Marketing

She also ran focus groups with experts from various breast cancer medical
practitioners.
“They told us that in India the subject is taboo and rarely discussed within the family,
between men and women or even between husband and wife.”
She found that community health nurses had the greatest impact in raising awareness of
early breast cancer symptoms with both men and women. These Accredited Social Health
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Activists (ASHAs) are embedded in the community and are far more effective than national
advertising campaigns in overcoming cultural barriers because they have the trust of husbands
and fathers as well as the women at risk.
The study showed that schools are the second best channel through which to raise
awareness in young women, and in third place was the media, which has seen some success in
raising awareness through charity initiatives in the country. Traditional marketing campaigns
were one of the least effective channels.
The emerging economy of India has presented women with new found economic
independence and career opportunities but the lack of breast cancer awareness campaigns
puts even these educated women at risk.
Judith Fletcher-Brown, Senior Lecturer in Marketing

Judith, from the Portsmouth Business School. highlighted the Westernisation of Indian
women as a key issue caused by the country’s burgeoning economy: “Women are having fewer
children later in life and breast feeding them less which increases their chance of developing
the disease. Working women in urban India often have a more western diet leading to obesity
which also increases the risk alongside a lack of infrastructure for early diagnosis.
“The emerging economy of India has presented women with new found economic
independence and career opportunities but the lack of breast cancer awareness campaigns puts
even these educated women at risk.”
The Indian government recognises the problem and has invested money in marketing
campaigns via non-governmental organisations (NGOs). But the research indicated that such
campaigns are not reaching the target audience.
India’s crisis especially manifests in the thriving cities of Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru,
Bhopal, Kolkata, Chennai and Ahmedabad, where employment opportunities for women are
increasing. A recent report identified the significance of employing more women in India could
add $2.9 trillion to India’s annual GDP by 2025. A healthy female Indian workforce is crucial
if the country is to benefit from its demographic advantage and sustain its thriving economy.
Our findings reveal complex challenges at national, state and community levels. What
is clear is that the state healthcare sector must transform itself to deliver quality breast
cancer healthcare and awareness underpinned by effective use of social marketing
campaigns.
Professor Vijay Pereira, Second author on the paper

Professor Vijay Pereira, second author on the paper, said that the magnitude of the
problem is enormous and has major policy implications for the Indian government, who he is
urging to tackle the problem with better targeted campaigns: He said: “Our findings reveal
complex challenges at national, state and community levels. What is clear is that the state
healthcare sector must transform itself to deliver quality breast cancer healthcare and
awareness underpinned by effective use of social marketing campaigns. This research presents
several proposals that would assist health marketers working in India’s emerging economy.”
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Appendix 4
Professional networking site
A story about the author’s research led the UoP’s Linkedin page on International Women’s
Day 2020 & 2021 entitled: Women in Research. Article is available to read at:
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6774642011153715200/

In celebration of #InternationalWomensDay and every day, discover the work of our
female researchers and academics breaking new ground and making a difference to what we know and
how we live. #IWD2021 https://lnkd.in/dUvrzDA

Women in research
port.ac.uk • 1 min read
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Appendix 5
UoP’s nationwide ‘Give Me’ advertising campaign.

Appendix 6
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Email received from Surgical Oncologist, Mumbai, India, in response to Paper 1.
Dear Ms. Judith,

31 Jan 2018, 04:34

You have absolutely hit a bull's eye, when you mention that traditional health
advertising is not so effective in India and AHSA would be one of the better ways
forward. I am fully with you on this.
India is a very peculiar population. People have staunch beliefs in traditional
alternate treatments, and most look upon standard scientific treatment with a lot of
disbelief and have to be really counselled.
Being a Surgical Oncologist myself, I regularly see patients of cancers,
especially breast cancer. I am OK if women do not undergo a routine mammography
screening, but I am NOT OK if they have a lump in the breast, they know it and still
they sit at home for six months and then come to a doctor. This is the war which India
faces. That of 'awareness'. Most women are not even aware that such lumps could be
cancerous. Most of them would not know there is a lump in their breasts till it becomes
really large. So, the best way to reach out to Indian population and make them come
earlier for diagnosis is this awareness and education. Awareness about the symptoms
of BC and education about how to look out for them, so one can get detect it early. It's
so simple. No complex investigations or programs needed. And the best people who
can be trained to achieve this would be the ASHA's that you have suggested. That's
exactly the thing India needs.
1. Breast Cancer India is run by an NGO The Pink Initiative. There are barely few of
us in the NGO; we have done about a 100 presentations till now, on breast cancer
awareness, targeting various crowds. But because there is an acute shortage of time for
both me, and my patients who help me run this, we haven't thought of lobbying the
government. More importantly, we are very small people by ourselves and do not have
any contacts or powers here. And more than that, there is a strong and growing
disconnect between the doctors and government because of various reasons, which I do
not wish to discuss here, as discussion will go to a tangent.
2. We very much believe and support that AHSA will be a very important and a very
cost effective strategy to implement in the fight against breast cancer.
If you need any more help, please do let us know. We are more than happy to help you
in this noble cause. You can even feel free to give a ring and we can talk one to one
and lots of things can be discussed.
Sincere Regards,
Surgical Oncologist
Name and email address supplied
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Second email received 9/8/2019 in response to UoP advert in METRO.

Name and email address supplied
Fri, 9 Aug, 11:07
to Judith.Fletcher-Brown@port.ac.uk
Dear Judith,
I represent Chellaram Foundation in UK.
Our Foundation runs Diabetes care and multi-speciality hospital in India https://www.cdi.org.in/. One of our trustees saw University of Portsmouth advertisement
in yesterday’s METRO newspaper on your research to tackle taboos in overcoming breast
cancer. We are interested to know if our Foundation can help with your initiative.
My contact details are as below and would appreciate if you can send us some details for
us to study.
Kind regards,
Name and email address supplied
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Third email received 8/8/2019 Name and email address supplied
Name and email address supplied Thu, 8 Aug, 10:27
Re: Your research on BCA in India
Hi Judith,
Learnt about your BCA research work in India from 6th August Evening Standard.
I am a development support communication consultant from India. I mostly make
films and design campaigns on health awareness of people in grassroots. Tried
influencing Government of India, AIIMS (Largest Govt. Hospital) & Orissa State
Government for 35 years to go for structured research based Health Awareness
Campaigns, but couldn’t make headway.
Finding incidence of Breast Cancer going up alarmingly while reporting is still
negligible, we are researching and designing a Health Education module on Breast
Cancer comprising of print, audio visual, counselling, online materials.
Now AIIMS hospital with a footfall of 8,000 daily now collaborating with us for
piloting the module.
I am in London. Could I possibly meet you to take your Indian observations and advice
to mature our initiative?
Best wishes and warm regards.
Yours sincerely
Name and email address supplied
All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS)
Bhubaneswar, INDIA
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Appendix 7
Dissemination of research at conference and community activities
Conference
4th International Conference on
Advances in Healthcare
Management 16- 17 February,
2019 Gujarat, India.

Paper
A Community Mobile-Health Approach to Breast
Cancer Awareness in India
Full paper
Plus invited as panel speaker.

Academy of Marketing
University of Stirling 2019
Doctoral Colloquium
June 2019.

Will a technologies approach to breast cancer awareness
(BCA) reduce asymmetry of information?
A community mhealth strategy to women in India.
(Nominated for best paper award).

World Social Marketing
Conference Edinburgh June
2019.

Intervention case study
A Community Mobile-Health Approach to Breast
Cancer Awareness in India.

European Social Marketing
conference
Antwerp September 2018.

Poster Will a technologies approach to breast cancer
awareness to reduce asymmetry of information? A
community mhealth strategy to women in India.

Community
Academic lecture to sixth form students at Portsmouth High School, UK, September
2019.
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